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Abstract
Semantic optimization of database queries, i.e. the use of metadata for query optimization,
is well investigated and has led to signicant performance gains. This report shows that semantic optimization of database systems is applicable to complex event processing (CEP)
and has even greater potential in this eld.
However, in CEP in contrast to database systems, the validity of data and metadata,
and the evaluation of queries are dependent from particular time intervals or application states. Many event-based applications have numerous involved workow determined
constraints.
For these reasons, a new kind of CEP metadata, called Instantiating Hierarchical Timed
Automata (IHTA), is formally dened in this report. IHTA formalize application states
very naturally. They capture complex causal, temporal, cardinality, and data dependencies between events and states. They are modular and represent an arbitrary number of
concurrent processes.
To keep IHTA readable, only the workow determined part of application semantics
is captured by them. The rest of the application specic knowledge is expressed by constraints in the Event Stream Constraint Language (ESCL) developed in this work. ESCL
constraints are short but expressive rst-order logic formulas capturing causal, temporal,
cardinality, data, and spatial dependencies between events and states. ESCL has strong
formal foundations. Its declarative semantics is dened very similarly to the Tarski model
theory. The operational semantics of ESCL is the algorithm semantically rewriting CEP
queries with respect to ESCL constraints which is the adaption of the respective algorithm
for database systems [31] to CEP. (IHTA will be transformed into ESCL constraints to
be used for semantic query optimization by the same algorithm. This transformation is
still subject for future work.)
To reduce the number of constraints which must be specied by the user in ESCL
directly, ESCL cardinality constraints are propagated from base events (states) to the
derived events (states) with respect to the queries deriving them. Propagation of other
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kinds of ESCL constraints is to be investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Section 1.1 gives an overview of the presented approach. Section 1.2 describes the contributions and the organization of this report.

1.1 Overview of the Approach
Semantic optimization of database queries, i.e. the use of metadata for query optimization, is well investigated and has led to signicant performance gains. This report shows
that semantic optimization of database systems is applicable to complex event processing (CEP) when regarding events as data and complex event specications as queries.
Semantic optimization of CEP queries has even greater potential than semantic optimization of database queries since querying a stream is fundamentally dierent from querying
a database.
Indeed, database queries are usually ad hoc. They are evaluated against known and
nite data which is completely available when queries are put. All answers to a query
are usually computed only once and expected almost immediately after the query is put.
For these reasons, static semantic optimization of database queries must be ecient. In
database systems, data is usually optimized, not the queries.
In contrast to that, CEP applications permanently evaluate a known set of standing
queries against event data arriving on potentially innite streams. Event data is never
available at once and, therefore, query answers are computed in multiple (arbitrarily
many) evaluation steps. For these reasons, static semantic optimization of CEP queries
may be inecient if it happens before events are available and the queries can be evaluated.
Besides, repeated evaluation of CEP queries over a long period of time is worth their
expensive static semantic optimization. In CEP, queries are usually optimized, not the
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Query
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the Approach
data.
The second fundamental dierence between database systems and CEP is that in CEP
the validity of data and metadata, and the evaluation of queries are dependent from time.
There is no such dependency in databases. Indeed, data and constraints are valid until
update, queries have usually no evaluation time. They are evaluated when they are put.
In CEP, in contrast, the occurrence time of an event is its inherit part, constraints
are valid and queries are evaluated during particular periods of time which can also be
application states, i.e. time intervals the beginning and the duration of which is unknown
at compile time. Besides, many CEP applications have numerous involved workow determined constraints.
Inspired by these observations, a semantic optimization method for CEP is proposed
in this report. The approach consists of the following parts (compare Figure 1.1):
1. Event Stream Constraint Language (short ESCL)
ESCL is a declarative rst-order logic language tailored to the peculiarities of CEP
(discussed in Section 2.2) in contrast to the other constraint languages used for
semantic optimization of event queries. (The overview of the languages is given
in Section 3.1.) ESCL constraints are readable, easy to use, and expressive. The
language supports causal, cardinality, data, temporal, and spatial constraints on
events, application states, and data saved in a conventional database. ESCL has
strong formal foundation and is modularly dened.
2. Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (short IHTA)
IHTA is a model of CEP application semantics which will be used as metadata for
semantic optimization of CEP. To the best of our knowledge, IHTA are the only
kind of automata used in this way. But they are not restricted to this purpose.
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Like all automata, IHTA capture the notion of state very naturally. IHTA are expressive. Indeed, they convey many temporal, causal, cardinality, and data relations
between events and states in a readable way. IHTA are independent from the language specifying their transition labels. However, the expressiveness of IHTA and
the kinds of constraints captured by IHTA depend on the language specifying their
transition labels. IHTA are non-deterministic and able to work with events with the
same occurrence time. IHTA are hierarchical and, therefore, modular which implies
abstraction, readability, (ex-) changeability, and reuse of the modules. In contrast
to other hierarchical models (considered in Section 3.2.1), IHTA can represent an
arbitrary number of concurrent processes (as required in many CEP applications,
see Section 2.1.1) by instantiation of module specications.
3. Derivation of ESCL constraints from IHTA
IHTA represent many CEP constraints in a readable way. In particular, the constraints determined by the application workow are expressed by the automata in
a concise and comprehensive for the user way. However, the algorithm semantically
rewriting CEP queries with respect to the application semantics works on metadata
expressed as a set of constraints, not automata. Therefore, IHTA will be automatically transformed into a set of ESCL constraints.
4. Propagation of ESCL constraints with respect to CEP queries
Event-based systems work with large amount of event data continuously arriving on
potentially innite event streams. Under these circumstances, garbage collection is
often indispensable. Hence, some base relations possibly became incomplete in the
meantime. As a consequence, CEP views cannot be led back to their base events
(states) without lost of results in some cases. Therefore, in order to semantically
optimize CEP queries which are based on CEP views, constraints have to be dened
for these views too and not only for their base events and states. To reduce the
number of constraints which must be dened by the user, only the ECSL constraints
for base events and states will be manually specied and automatically propagated
to CEP views with respect to the queries deriving the views.
5. Derivation of ESCL constraints from CEP queries independently from constraints
Some constraints will be derived from CEP queries without consideration of constraints. This also reduces the number of constraints specied by the user. Examples
are given in Section 12.3.
6. Subsumption of CEP conjunctive queries
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Subsumption of CEP queries is required for multi-query (semantic) optimization
and for determination of the relevance of a constraint for a query (which is the
base of the semantic optimization of CEP queries). The subsumption algorithm for
Horn clauses proposed in [56] is adapted to CEP queries. This adaption is necessary
because CEP queries are dierent from clauses, in particular temporal conditions
must be taken into consideration by an algorithm deciding subsumption of CEP
queries.
7. Semantic rewriting of CEP queries with respect to ESCL constraints
The algorithm semantically rewriting CEP queries with respect to ESCL constraints
is an adaption of the residue method semantically rewriting database queries with
respect to database constraints which was proposed in [31]. The method is static
and rather expensive (exponential in the worst case, see Section 10.2). That is
why the residue method is not wide-spread in database systems where queries are
usually ad hoc, data is completely available when queries are put, and hence, query
answers are expected (almost) immediately. However, as motivated in Section 2.2.1,
static semantic optimization of CEP queries may be inecient if it happens before
events are available and queries can be evaluated. Besides, repeated evaluation of
CEP queries over a long period of time is worth their expensive static semantic
optimization.
8. Choice of one of the alternatively semantically optimized queries to evaluate instead
of each initial query using cost models
The algorithm semantically rewriting CEP queries with respect to ESCL constraints
returns a set of alternatively semantically optimized queries for each original query.
Than, the evaluation costs of all queries of a set are determined using cost models,
and one of them with the lowest (estimated) evaluation cost is processed instead of
its respective initial query.
9. Implementation, experimental evaluation, visual editor
Finally, the whole method will be implemented in Java and its prot will be experimentally demonstrated. A visual editor will be built to facilitate the use of the
approach. The user will specify the application semantics by IHTA and ESCL constraints and put CEP queries to evaluate. IHTA will be automatically transformed
into ESCL constraints. The entire set of constraints will be further used for the
semantic rewriting of the CEP queries. The user will choose cost models out of the
list of cost models supported by the system. According to these cost models, for
each original query, a semantically optimized query with the lowest estimated cost
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will be chosen to evaluate instead of the initial query. Finally, the answers for the
optimized queries will be computed and printed out.

1.2 Contributions and Organization of this Report
At the moment, only some of the above points are completely elaborated and described
in this report. They are:
1. Event Stream Constraint Language
2. Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata
3. Propagation of ESCL cardinality constraints with respect to CEP queries
4. Subsumption of CEP conjunctive queries
5. Semantic rewriting of CEP queries with respect to ESCL constraints
All the other parts of the method are still subjects for future research.
This report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 motivates the presented approach. Chapter 3 describes the related work and its dierences to the approach. Chapter 4 denes the
basic notions of the approach. The semantic optimization method for CEP introduced in
this report is independent from an event query language. To illustrate it, queries are expressed in SreamLog. Chapter 5 is devoted to the language. Chapter 6 formally denes the
Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata and Chapter 7 the Event Stream Constraint
Language. In Chapter 8, the propagation of ESCL cardinality constraints with respect
to CEP queries is formally dened. Chapter 9 adapts of the subsumption algorithm for
Horn clauses [56] to CEP conjunctive queries. Chapter 10 adapts the residue method for
semantic optimization of database queries [31] to CEP queries. Chapter 11 concludes this
report. Chapter 12 describes the future research directions.
Section 2.3, Chapter 6, and Section 3.2 are parts of the project thesis of Sandro Giessl
[61]. Chapter 8 is a part of the bachelor thesis of Son Thanh Dang. (The bachelor thesis
is currently being elaborated.) These results were worked out and presented in a comprehensible way together with the students.

Chapter 2
Motivation
This chapter motivates the presented approach. Section 2.1 describes of the CEP use cases.
Section 2.2 identies the dierences of the semantic optimization of CEP queries compared
to the classical semantic optimization of database queries due to the peculiarities of CEP.
Section 2.3 analyzes the requirements to metadata for semantic optimization of CEP.

2.1 Use Cases
Events usually arrive not accidentally on event streams but follow the predened application workow and/or obey to the physical laws.
As an example for an event-based application with a predened workow, consider
the online auction use case in Section 2.1.1. This workow consists of multiple relatively
independent processes (or workows) running either sequentially or concurrently. This
workow reects the application logic determined by the rules according to which an
auction takes place.
As an example of a CEP application determined by physical laws, the emergency detection in a metro station is presented in Section 2.1.2. It has rich application semantics but
without complex workow. In contrast to the online auction use case, only few application
states can be identied in the emergency detection use case, they are for example normal,

critical, and emergency.

The analysis of CEP applications has shown that each of them falls into one of these
groups. For the sake of brevity in this report, only one use case per group is considered.
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2.1.1 Online Auction
An arbitrary number of auctions may take place concurrently. Each of them runs according
to the rules described in the following. In an auction, only enrolled users are allowed to
place bids for an item. Bidders are enrolled during the rst 20 minutes of an auction.
During the bidder enrollment, users may optionally undergo a registration step and then
authenticate in order to enroll themselves for the auction. Afterward, if less than two
bidders are enrolled, the auction closes. Otherwise, the auction continues and at least
one item is oered to the bidders, one item at a time. For each item, bidders may place
their bids with a price which must be higher than the price of the previous bids. After
30 seconds without bids and hammer beats, there is a new hammer beat. When three
hammer beats took place subsequently, i.e. when there was no bid between these hammer
beats, further bids are forbidden. If there was at least one bid, the item is sold to the
bidder who placed the bid with the highest price. When an item has been presented,
further items may be oered until the auction terminates.
This use case inspired from [116] is interesting because it has a rather involved workow
with multiple states (bidder enrollments, item oers, etc.) during which dierent events
arrive and numerous diverse and complex dependencies between events hold (like between
bids and hammer beats). The use case demonstrates that events must be treated dierently
depending on states in which they occur. For example, for each hammer beat event for
an item it is essential to know how many sequent hammer beat events for the same item
precede it. Only after the third sequent hammer beat event for an item no further bid
events for the same item may follow. All queries asking for bid events can compute their
answers and irrelevant bid events can be deleted. One way to express this knowledge
is to count the number of sequent hammer beat events for an item every 90 seconds.
Such constraints are rather unreadable and in many cases even not expressible since the
time window is often unknown. The way that we propose is to formalize the application
workow as Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (Chapter 6) and to put queries
and constraints in the context of states in which they are satisable or valid (Chapter 5,
Chapter 7). Besides, this use case shows the need for modeling an unbounded number of
parallel processes like bidder enrollments or auctions.

2.1.2 Emergency Detection in a Metro Station
Identication of dierent kinds of emergency situations in a metro station, description of
real-life examples, and analysis of the requirements to the supervision and management
systems can be found in [17]. In this section, we concentrate ourselves on the requirements
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analysis to the metadata capturing application knowledge specic for this use case.
This use case is quite dierent form the online auction described in Section 2.1.1 because its semantics is not determined by a complex workow but rather by physical laws.
However, similarly to the online auction use case, emergency detection in metro station
requires consideration of the application states. Consider the following example from [50].

Example 1.
Assume a metro station is on re. In order to avoid alarm fatigue, two rules can be used:
One detects candidates for re alarms. The other generates a re alarm from the alarm
candidates if there is no re alarm during the recent hour in this area.
However, compared to observing and querying the state of the station, the solution
proposed in Example 1 is suboptimal for two reasons. First, the station can be on re
longer than an hour such that multiple re alarms are generated for the same emergency.
Second, the state of the station is also relevant for other rules, like the one in Example 2.

Example 2.
The event reporting that a lamp is broken in an area is ignored if this area is on re. But
under normal circumstances, the reaction to the event is the exchange of the lamp.
In contrast to the online auction, spatial constraints are indispensable for the emergency detection in a metro station. They must be often combined with temporal, data,
and cardinality constraints on events, states, and data saved in a conventional database.
Consider the following example.

Example 3.
In order to evacuate people from a burning station, it is essential to know how fast
and in which direction smoke spreads through the station and the neighbor areas. This
information can be saved in the form of the following constraints. One constraint can
limit the distance between the locations two smoke events where sent from within a short
period of time. Other constraint can access a database for the ventilation direction in an
area and forecast the direction in which smoke spreads in this area. Both constraints must
take the state of the neighbor areas into consideration.
In Chapter 7, we propose the Event Stream Constraint Language formulating such
expressive constraints in a readable way.
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2.2 Semantic Optimization of CEP vs. Semantic Optimization of Database Systems
Semantic optimization of CEP queries diers from classical semantic optimization of
database queries due to the peculiarities of CEP described in this section.

2.2.1 Standing Queries and Moving Data
In database systems, evaluation is

query-driven. This involves two points:

1. Data
Large (but nite) data is permanently saved, available at once, and known.
2. Queries
Ad hoc queries are evaluated once against the whole data. Query answers are expected almost immediately. Standing queries are rather typical for a data warehouse
than for a database.
Since data is always available, ecient data storage, management, and access are important and well-investigated issues in database systems. Since queries are usually not
available before their evaluation must be started, static semantic optimization of queries
must be ecient. It is limited because of this reason.
In CEP, evaluation is

data-driven. Data and queries can be characterized as follows:

1. Data
Streams are unbounded, potentially innite. Under these circumstances garbage collection is often indispensable since naive stream processing saving all events forever
runs out of memory sooner or later. Garbage collection means the possibility to
delete events if they cannot contribute to new answers of a query (any more) [27].
Event streams are never available at once. Their contents is often unknown.
2. Queries
Standing, known, and available queries are continuously evaluated against events
arriving on streams. Query answers are computed in multiple (possibly arbitrarily
many) evaluation steps. Each step takes place as soon as events become available. Ad
hoc queries are not typical for CEP. They usually have to wait until relevant events
arrive. They cannot be evaluated immediately since (some) past relevant events are
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probably already garbage collected. This happens in particular if automatic garbage
collection is based on standing queries as dened in [27].
Since data is often not available before query evaluation starts and since events are often
evaluated on-the-y (without storage), only few approaches are devoted to the ecient
management of event data, e.g. [23], [54]. Static semantic optimization of event queries
may rely on more complex and expensive algorithms than static semantic optimization of
database queries in particular if the event data is not available yet when queries are put.
Besides, the high costs for query optimization are often negligible compared to the gain
due to the repeatable query evaluation over a long period of time. Chapter 10 presents the
algorithm for static semantic rewriting of CEP queries in pseudo code and its properties
with respect to correctness, termination, and complexity.

2.2.2 Time
In database systems, tuples and integrity constraints are valid until update. The time at
which a database query is evaluated is usually not an inherent part of the query.
In CEP, events occur, constraints are valid, and queries are evaluated during particular
periods of time. Occurrence time of events, validity time of constraints, and evaluation
time of queries are their inherent parts. Constraint validity time and query evaluation
time can be determined by application states, i.e. their exact duration is usually known
at runtime. Therefore, the metadata used for semantic optimization of CEP must (1) allow
for formulating application semantics in the context of states and (2) capture complex
temporal and causal relations between events and states as needed in many various CEP
applications (consider examples in Section 2.1). To cope with these two requirements,
Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (IHTA) and the Event Stream Constraint
Language ESCL are introduced in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively.

2.2.3 Multi-Query Optimization
An essential dierence between semantic optimization of database queries and semantic
optimization of CEP queries is the treatment of derived relations, i.e. views. View materialization in CEP is more protable than view materialization in database systems for
the following reasons:
1. Amount of data
A database is usually nite. There is no need for garbage collection. All relations
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are always complete. Therefore views can always be led back to their base relations
without lost of tuples.
Event-based systems work with large amount of event data continuously arriving
on potentially innite event streams. Garbage collection is often indispensable. The
relatively few results of queries are usually saved in order to delete relatively many
base events and states. Because of garbage collection, some base relations possibly
became incomplete in the meantime. As a consequence, views cannot be led back
to their base relations without lost of tuples in some cases.
2. Potential of multi-query optimization
In database systems, multi-query optimization is limited for the following reasons:
(a) Multiple database queries are seldom available at the same time. Queries are
usually ad hoc and the time at which a query is asked and processed does not
coincide with that of other queries.
(b) Each query is usually evaluated only once against the whole data such that
expensive multi-query optimization is not protable.
Prepared queries are rather typical for a warehouse than for a database. Prepared
queries are available at the same time and can be processed repeatedly but the time
at which they are evaluated is not always known beforehand.
Multi-query optimization in CEP is more important than in database systems for
the following reasons:
(a) A set of queries is available at the same time.
(b) The set of all queries is evaluated repeatedly as soon as events arrive. The
number of the evaluation steps of a query may be unbounded such that even
complex and expensive static semantic query optimization becomes protable.
The time at which a query makes an evaluation step is usually known.
Ad hoc queries are not typical for CEP.
3. Costs for view maintenance
Maintenance of a database view is expensive since it involves manual insert, deletion,
and update of tuples.
View maintenance in CEP is cheaper than in database systems because it does not
involve manual deletion of events and states (they are garbage collected). However,
like derived tuples of a database, events and states can be inserted and states can
be updated in a view. (Events are not updated.)
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As a consequence, database views are not materialized and the queries are rewritten
such that views are reduced to their base relations. Afterwards, these rewritten queries
are semantically optimized with respect to constraints which are dened for base relations
only [31].
In contrast, CEP views are materialized because they will not (and often cannot) be
led back to the events (states) they were derived from. In order to semantically optimize
queries which are based on CEP views, constraints have to be dened for these views
and not only for their base events and states. In order to reduce the number of manually
specied constraints some of them can be automatically propagated from base events
and states to CEP views with respect to queries deriving them. Chapter 8 is devoted to
the propagation of CEP cardinality constraints, i.e. constraints restricting the number of
events (states) during particular time intervals.
Summarizing, semantic optimization of event queries diers from semantic optimization of database queries as follows: (1) Static semantic optimization of event queries
may rely on more complex and expensive algorithms than static semantic optimization
of database queries. (2) Metadata used for semantic optimization of CEP must cope
with application states and complex temporal and causal relations between events and
states. (3) Multi-query semantic optimization plays a more important role in CEP than
in database systems.

2.3 Requirements to Metadata for Semantic Optimization of CEP
A formalism for application semantics of event-based systems should:
1. be stateful,
2. express involved temporal, causal, spatial, and other relations between events and
states,
3. be modular,
4. represent an arbitrary number of concurrent processes,
5. be non-deterministic,
6. work with events which have the same occurrence time,
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7. be approximate, and nally,
8. be visual and well readable.
These requirements are motivated in this section. The actual challenge of this work is to
combine the above features in one model.

2.3.1 States
Application semantics is not only dependent on the recent event but rather on the history
of many previous events: For example, in an auction it is not sucient to consider only
one hammer beat to decide if the item is sold or if further bids are allowed. Instead, for
an accurate decision at least the last three events of an auction have to be considered,
counting subsequent hammer beats. However, hammer beats only serve for a simple

multiple sequences of events which lead to a certain condition and these sequences are not only complex but their duration or length might be
unbounded. Therefore, specifying these conditions by manually describing sequences of
example here. Often, there are

events is tedious or even impossible. To overcome this, states have to be supported by a
formalism for application-specic knowledge. A state can be understood as an abstraction
of events received on an event stream so far.1 There might be various application states
in the online auction, e.g. an item is currently oered or no further bids for an item are
possible.
When events arrive, their treatment depends on the application states during which
they occur. Besides, states allow for automatic termination of queries and garbage collection of irrelevant events, i.e. events which cannot contribute to an answer for a query
(any more). Constraints on event streams are usually valid during certain states and not
always. Hence, event queries and constraints should be formulated in the context of application states. This is more concise and less repetitive than expressing time windows
or other temporal conditions for the evaluation time of queries and the validity time of
constraints. Note that the states during which events queried in query or constraint bodies
arrive are known and can be determined automatically. In such cases, event queries and
constraints do not even have to be expressed in the context of states explicitly.
Since an arbitrary number of processes (e.g. auctions) can take place at the same
time and each of the processes has its own current state, there is a need to relate each
running process to its current state. To this end, states could carry data (e.g. an auction
1 However

in this work, a state is not considered as a history of all past events like for example in
Transaction Logic [20].
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identier). Such a formalism would be more expressive than classical automata such as
nondeterministic nite automata [108].

2.3.2 Involved Relations between Events and States
As motivated in Section 2.1.1, in many CEP applications, events follow specic workows
which can be rather complex. This in particular implies involved causal and temporal
relationships. The following examples illustrate the relations between events but similar
relations exist between states as well as between events and states.

Examples for causal relations: If at least two bidders are enrolled for an auction at least
one item is presented in the auction. If there is at least one bid for an item, the item will
be sold, i.e. there are at least three hammer heats and exactly one sell of the item.

Examples for temporal relations: In an auction, bids for an item happen only after the
item has been presented. After a bid, there must be a subsequent bid within less than 30
seconds or a hammer beat after exactly 30 seconds.
Remember that an arbitrary number of auctions may take place at the same time
and an arbitrary number of items is presented during an auction. In order to relate each
event to a particular auction and a particular item, events carry data such as an auction
identier or an item identier. This implies numerous functional dependencies between
the data of dierent events.

Examples for functional dependencies between event data: If an item with a particular
item identier is presented only once in all auctions, an auction identier is functionally
dependent from an item identier in all events and states.
Besides functional dependencies, cardinality of events (i.e. the number of events during
time intervals) are implied by a complex workow.

Examples for cardinality relations: There is exactly one item description for each item.
There are no or at least three hammer beats for each item.
Note that a formalism for application semantics must be able to express an arbitrary
combination of the above relations between events and states because they usually hold
concertedly as the above examples show.

2.3.3 Modularization
Many workows can be divided into independent sequential or concurrent processes. For
example, in an auction, there is an arbitrary number of concurrent bidder enrollment
processes followed by an arbitrary number of sequential item oer processes. This mo-
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tivates the idea of splitting models into readable and manageable modules representing
subprocesses.
Indeed, application processes can often be described from dierent perspectives. Describing the workow of an auction in terms of bidder enrollments and item oers is a
high-level description compared to the specic details of bidder enrollments and item offers which are low-level descriptions. A specic process with a low-level description (e.g.
a bidder enrollment) can be regarded as subprocess of another high-level process (e.g. an
auction).
A process and an arbitrary number of its subprocesses can (but do not have to) run
simultaneously. If a process runs it is possible that none of its subprocesses are running.
But if at least one subprocess is active its respective (super) process must also be running,
e.g. an item can only be presented during an auction.
A high-level process can be understood as an abstraction of its subprocesses. Supporting
this abstraction in the formalism is important to reduce complexity, to increase readability,
and to support stepwise renement (i.e. beginning with a high-level specication and
iteratively extending it with low-level details). Other benets of modularization are reusability and (ex-)changeability of modules without aecting others.

2.3.4 Arbitrary Number of Concurrent Processes
As mentioned above an unbounded number of concurrent processes (e.g. auctions or bidder
enrollments within an auction) must be expressed by the formalism. Each concurrent
process has its own current state and runs relatively independently from other concurrent
processes on the same description level (aside from certain synchronization points such
as the end of all bidder enrollment processes after 20 minutes since the auction beginning
have passed).
Each concurrent process can arbitrarily change its state within its state space. Without support for concurrency, this behavior could be simulated by a higher-level process
description to a limited extent as illustrated by the following example. Consider two
concurrent processes with the state spaces {a, b, c} and {d, e, f } respectively. Their current states can be simulated by nine states in the description of a higher-level process:

(a, d), (a, e), (a, f ), (b, d), (b, e), (b, f ), (c, b), (c, e), and (c, f ). This would quickly result
in an unreadable model of a

xed number of concurrent processes. Modeling an arbitrary

number of concurrent processes is not possible with such an approach. Approaches like
Hierarchical Timed Automata [41] and Statecharts [71] which are similar to the approach
discussed in this paragraph will be discussed in Section 3.2.
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One possible solution of this problem is a formalism in which the specications of
processes are modeled by low-level descriptions which, in higher-level descriptions, are
marked to be concurrent. Concurrent processes must start, change their states, and terminate dynamically during the run of the automaton.

2.3.5 Non-determinism
In contrast to the auction use case, many event-driven applications are non-deterministic,
i.e. more than one state is reachable from a state. This feature must be supported by the
model of application semantics. There are two kinds of non-determinism [72]:
1. Don't care non-determinism (also called conjunctive non-determinism) means that
all choices will lead to a successful search, so we "don't care" which one we take.
2. Don't know non-determinism (also called disjunctive non-determinism) means that
some of the choices will lead to a successful search, but we "don't know" which one
a priori. There are two possibilities to treat the problem:
(a) Either we guess one of the choices, check whether it is right, and stop guessing
as soon as we have found a successful choice (like Non-deterministic Finite
State Automata, see Section 3.2.1). Otherwise continue checking the remaining
choices.
(b) or we follow all possible choices and drop the choices which turn out to be wrong
(like Powerset construction method translating Non-deterministic Finite State
Automata into Deterministic Finite State Automata, see Section 6.3.2).
Conjunctive non-determinism is not problematic because it is known beforehand that
all choices are right. This is not the case by disjunctive non-determinism which is therefore
more complicated. The second solution dealing with disjunctive non-determinism allows
event stream verication on-the-y, i.e. there is no need to save past events in order to
test other choices. Therefore the second way of treating disjunctive nondeterminism is
more preferable than the rst one.

2.3.6 Other Requirements
Other requirements to a formalism for application semantics in CEP systems are the
following:
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• Treatment of events with the same occurrence time
If the event rate is high or the granularity of the discrete time is coarse2 it is
possible that same events have exactly the same occurrence time. The formalism of
application-specic knowledge must be able to treat such events.

• Approximate specication
It is quite seldom that the application semantics is fully dened and completely
known beforehand. Therefore a formalism capturing it should be approximate. It
should be possible to describe dierent parts of the model at an arbitrary level of
abstraction.

• Readable visual representation
Readable visual representation of a complex formalism facilitates the understandability of the model, in particular by non-technical persons. There is a trade-o
between readability and expressiveness of a model which is one of the main challenges.

2 The

problems concerning dierent time models are discussed in Section 4.1.

Chapter 3
Related Work
This chapter is devoted to the related work. Section 3.1 compares the approaches on semantic optimization of CEP with respect to the following criteria: (1) Kind of used metadata (2) Time at which semantic optimization happens (3) Language dependency and (4)
Implemented semantic optimization technique. Section 3.2 analyses the visual formalisms
modeling complex dynamic workows with respect to the requirements described in Section 2.3. And nally, Section 3.3 gives an overview of the algorithms deciding subsumption
of clauses.

3.1 Semantic Optimization of CEP
3.1.1 Kinds of Metadata, Constraint Languages
Regarding the way of expressing application semantics, the approaches are divided into
two groups, namely semantic optimization by means of either constraints or queries themselves.
Constraints are formulated in DDL [62], DTD [113, 112], [82, 83], [44], [70], [65], [91],
as regular expressions [49], [48], [58], [116], denial rules [47], or language independent
formulas [113, 112], [44], [58], [27], [13], [121], [12, 92]. No approach uses a constraint
language which is tailored to the peculiarities of CEP as discussed in Section 2.3. Most
approaches consider particular kind(s) of constraints to a limited extent. These kinds of
constraints are conditions on event data [49], [48], [13], [116], cardinality constraints [113,
112], [44], [62], [13], [121], [12, 92], temporal [113, 112], [44], [49], [48], [58], [62], [27],
[13], [116], [47] and causal dependencies [113, 112], [47]. Constraints are expressed only
on events. They do not involve application states.
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Not only constraints but also queries capture application semantics. Hence, they can
be used for the semantic optimization of CEP as done in [23], [54], [75], [36], [35], [88],
[11], [28, 89].
No approach describes the application workow by automata and uses the semantics
captured by them (e.g., temporal and causal dependencies, states) for semantic optimization of CEP. However, [47], [91], [112], [65] transfer queries into nite automata and evaluate the automata while events arrive. This approaches do not use automata as metadata
for semantic query optimization in CEP.

3.1.2 Static and Dynamic Approaches
According to the time at which semantic optimization happens, the approaches are classied into

static, dynamic, or both.

Most approaches are static [82, 83], [44], [91], [58], [75], [62], [88], [28, 89], [23], [54],
[36]. They rely upon application semantics which is known at compile time and does not
change at runtime.
There are some dynamic approaches. In [13], constraints are derived from the event
stream. [116], [48] use constraints arriving on streams. [121], [35], [12, 92] rely on stream
rate. In [47], [27], [70], constraints are known at compile time. They do not change at
runtime but they are applied at runtime. [11] dynamically selects time intervals upon
which query results are shared.
[113, 112], [65], [49] allow both static and dynamic semantic optimization of event
queries.

3.1.3 Language-specic and General Approaches
Concerning language dependency, there are numerous specic and few general approaches.
Some approaches are specic for XML data streams and XPath [70], [65] or
XQuery [113, 112], [82, 83], [44], [91]. However the ideas of these approaches are independent from an event format or a query language. These approaches have poor event
concept. An event is an XML document (or even a single tag) without occurrence time.
Other approaches are tailored to particular relational algebra operator(s) and therefore to particular kind(s) of queries. Much attention has been paid to join [49], [48], [27],
[13], join combined with

count [62], join combined with selection [36], [35], join or group-

ing [116], join, selection or projection [121], equi-join or aggregation [58], sliding-window
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aggregates [88], [11], event sequence or conjunction [47]. Join and aggregation are expensive operations requiring storage of relevant events and blocking of queries which cannot
be evaluated as long as not all events are available.
Few approaches are general [23], [54], [75], [28, 89], [12, 92].

3.1.4 Semantic Optimization Techniques
With respect to the implemented semantic optimization technique, there are approaches
aiming at:

Load distribution [58], [75],
 Storage minimization [82, 83], [13], [116], [35], [88], [28, 89],
 Ecient data structures [23], [54],
 Computation sharing [44], [36], [35], [88], [11],
 Ecient join algorithms [49], [48],
 Semantic optimization heuristics such as join elimination [62] and detection of (tempo

rary) unsatisable (sub) queries [113, 112], [70], [27], [116], [47],

Query plan rewriting [121], [12, 92], and nally
 Query compilation [113, 112], [82, 83], [44], [70], [65], [91].


The semantic optimization approach presented in this report is tailored to data-driven,
time-aware CEP relying on unbounded streams. It highlights the necessity of application
states for the semantic optimization of CEP. States make queries and constraints more
expressive, exible, readable, and their evaluation more ecient. According to the above
classications this approach is characterized as follows. It relies on Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (sort IHTA, Chapter 6) and constraints expressed in the Event
Stream Constraint Language ESCL (Chapter 7). IHTA express states very naturally and
capture involved temporal and causal constraints for an arbitrary number of concurrent
processes. ESCL constraints are short but expressive logic formulas completing IHTA with
additional knowledge about events and states. The approach is static and general. It aims
at query plan rewriting involving the implementation of semantic optimization heuristics,
computation sharing, and storage minimization.
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3.2 Models of Application Semantics
Automata, owcharts, Petri nets, and UML behavior diagrams are visual formalisms modeling complex dynamic workows. Even though these approaches share similar goals, they
concentrate on dierent aspects. This chapter describes the formalisms briey, analyses
them with respect to the requirements described in Section 2.3, and compares them with
the Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (IHTA) proposed in Chapter 6.

3.2.1 Automata
Automata (also called (Finite) State Machines) are one of the most fundamental, widely
used and well-studied modeling mechanisms in computer science since the 50's. There are
dierent kinds of automata. We start with classical Finite State Automata in Section 3.2.1
and continue with their extensions which are relevant for IHTA, in particular the addition
of variables, to form Extended Finite State Machines (Section 3.2.1), the extension to
work on innite input, to form ω -Automata (Section 3.2.1), the addition of clocks, to
form Timed Automata (Section 3.2.1), the addition of hierarchical (nesting) capability
with or without concurrency (communication), to form (Communicating) Hierarchical
Finite State Machines (Section 3.2.1), and, nally, the dierentiation between universal
and existentional paths, to form Alternating Machines (Section 3.2.1).

Finite State Automata
Finite state automata [108] consist of (a nite number of) states and transitions between
them. Transitions are labeled by symbols of an alphabet. If an automaton is in a state s and
the label of an outgoing transition t of s matches the next symbol of the input word, t res
and the automaton is in the state t leads into. If each state of an automaton has at most
one outgoing transition labeled with a symbol, the automaton is called

deterministic. If

there is a state with at least two outgoing transitions with the same label, the automaton is

non-deterministic. There are some other features distinguishing these two kinds of nite
state automata which are omitted hier for the sake of brevity. We refer the reader to
[108]. An automaton describes the language consisting of words which are accepted by
the automaton, i.e. which lead the automaton into one of its end states.
If we consider the set of all events as an alphabet and event streams as words, automata
can be seen as a description (specication) of these event streams. This issue will be
discussed in Chapter 4 in more detail.
There are dierent kinds of automata working on event streams and extending classical
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Finite State Automata with additional features such as temporal constraints, hierarchy of
automata, concurrency, and variables. The following sections are devoted to them. Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (IHTA) we propose are also an extension of classical
automata in these respects. IHTA are seen as a metadata for semantic optimization of
event queries. Finite state automata were used to a limited extent for this purpose in [47],
[91], [113], [65]. In these approaches, however, automata represent event queries rather
than the application workow as in our approach.

Extended Finite State Machines
Extended Finite State Machines [37] are Finite State Machines equipped with variables
which are either input, output or local. The values of variables can be updated while a
transition res. Constraints on the values of these variables can be added to transitions.
Since the domain of each variable is not restricted, Extended Finite State Machines cannot
be translated into ordinary Finite State Machines.
In contrast to classical Finite State Machines, Extended Finite State Machines do not
represent the entire state space explicitly and are, therefore, more compact, readable, and
cheaper to build. The main idea introduced in [39] is to manipulate sets of states and
transitions simultaneously and represent these sets by Boolean functions, i.e. the state
space is represented symbolically rather than explicitly.
IHTA use two kinds of variables, namely data variables and identiers. Both are local
input variables which are bound while matching events or states, and can be rebound
(overshadowed) later. No other variables are supported. In contrast to IHTA, Extended
Finite State Machines are neither timed, nor hierarchical. They do not support concurrency and were not used as metadata for semantic query optimization.

ω -Automata
ω -Automata [114], [99] (also called stream automata) extend Finite State Automata to
work with innite input. There are dierent kinds of ω -Automata: Büchi automata [30],
[102], Muller automata [15], [19], Rabin automata [74], Streett automata [74], [102], and
parity automata [81], [102]. There are deterministic and non-deterministic variants of each
of them. These automata accept regular ω -languages (generalizing regular languages to
innite words) but dier in acceptance criteria and succinctness of representation of a
regular ω -language.
Like ω -Automata, IHTA work on innite input. However, in contrast to IHTA, classical
stream automata neglect temporal aspects of event processing. Therefore, no acceptance
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criterion of ω -Automata agrees with the semantics of IHTA. Whether IHTA accepts input stream depends on the current time and events arrived so far (see Denition 23).

ω -Automata also neglect event data. They are not hierarchical and do not support concurrency.

Timed Automata
Timed Automata originally introduced by Rajeev Alur and David L. Dill in [5] in 1990,
are ω -Automata equipped with a nite set of clocks. A clock is a piece-wise continuous
real-valued function of time that records the time elapsed since the recent reset of the
clock.1 A clock can be reset to a new value if a transition res. Respective command is a
part of the transition label. All clocks are synchronized.2
The edges of Timed Automata are labeled by events, temporal constraints on clocks,
and reset commands on clocks. An event is an atomic symbol (i.e. events do not carry
data) and a real-valued time point of occurrence associated with it. Many events may
have the same time point of occurrence. A temporal constraint on a clock is a comparison
of the clock value with a number. A reset command on a clock is an assignment of a new
value to the clock. Timed Automata describe a timed language consisting of timed words
(i.e. event streams) which are accepted by the automaton, i.e. which lead the automaton
into one of its end states.
Timed Automata are used to model and reason about real-time systems such as network protocols, business processes, reactive systems, etc. They are well-studied from the
perspective of formal language theory [5], [6], [4], [8], [16], [101], [57], and model checking [125], [24], [110], [73], [85], [25], [86]. Considerable amount of work has been done on
the automatic inference of Timed Automata from data [118], [119], [120], [67], [66].
Timed Automata were initially developed for event stream verication, in particular,
for the expression of constant bounds on the delays between events [5]. Later, Timed
Automata were also used for solving scheduling problems, consider [1]. To the best of
our knowledge, they were not considered as metadata for semantic optimization of event
queries.
Like Timed Automata, IHTA are able to process events with the same occurrence time.
In contrast to Timed Automata, IHTA work with events which carry data and have time
intervals as their occurrence time. Transitions of IHTA are labeled with event queries
which provide access to event data and/or temporal constraints which are dened on
1 There
2 There

are however Timed Automata which are based on discrete time model, e.g. [69].
are distributed Timed Automata working with asynchronous clocks, e.g. [46].
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the beginning and the end of the occurrence time of matched events or on current time.
Temporal conditions of Timed Automata which are expressed on clocks can simulate the
temporal constraints of IHTA which involve the end but not the beginning (!) of the event
occurrence time. Hence, transition labels of IHTA are more expressive than that of Timed
Automata. Timed Automata do not support hierarchy of automata. Hierarchical Timed
Automata extend Timed Automata by this feature.

Hierarchical Finite State Machines
It is dicult, if not impossible, to model systems of a certain size and complexity using
at automata. Most systems can be divided into relatively independent manageable and
comprehensible processes. To this end, state-diagrams were extended by the notions of
hierarchy, concurrency, and communication, to form the so-called Statecharts in [71] in
1987. Hierarchy or nesting means that each state of a model may be rened by another
(possibly hierarchical) model. This enables viewing the description at dierent levels of
detail, i.e. abstraction. Concurrency and communication mean that there can be multiple
models running in parallel within the same state and communicating with each other by
messages (events) to synchronize their behavior.
Since 1987 Hierarchical Finite State Machines have been further developed. [124] summarizes the work on such machines with and without concurrency done until 2000. Most
of the results on expressiveness, complexity, and model checking come from [7], [9], [10].
Like ordinary Finite State Machines, Hierarchical Finite State Machines capture regular languages but they gain in exponential succinctness as compared to their respective
attened machines. In other words, hierarchical machines can be translated to classical
Finite State Machines at an exponential cost. A concurrent (or communicating) Hierarchical State Machine combines concurrency and hierarchy in an arbitrary manner. It still
denes only regular languages. Its attening causes in general a double exponential blow
up.
A hierarchical machine satises a property if its respective attened machine does. This
is the usual approach of the investigation of the properties of (communicating) hierarchical
machines. But of course this attening can be avoided as done in [9].
Among hierarchical machines, Hierarchical Timed Automata (HTA) [42], [41], [40] are
the approach closest to IHTA we propose. The similarities between them are the following. First, both models support hierarchy of automata and are therefore modular (which
implies readability, extensibility, (ex-)change, and reuse of modules as well as means for
abstraction). States of (I)HTA which are (possibly hierarchical) automata themselves are
called non-atomic. For two arbitrary states s1 and s2 of (I)HTA one of the following holds:
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s1 and s2 are disjoined, s1 is completely within s2 or s2 is completely within s1 .3 Second,
both models capture numerous complex temporal and causal relations between events and
states.
However, IHTA can be seen as both an extension and a restriction of HTA in the
following respects. Like all hierarchical machines we are aware of, HTA allow for modeling
a xed number of processes running concurrently. However in real life applications their
number is often unbounded. Therefore, IHTA extend HTA by the possibility of modeling
an arbitrary number of concurrent processes: On the beginning of a new process, the
workow of which is represented by a non-atomic state, the state is instantiated. An
unbounded number of processes which run concurrently is expressed by multiple instances
of the same non-atomic state existing at the same time. This feature of IHTA is, to our
knowledge, new and not present in other formalisms. IHTA are therefore more expressive
than hierarchical machines. The price we pay for the expressiveness is that IHTA cannot
be attened. In other words, the results of the investigation of the properties of hierarchical
machines are not applicable to IHTA in general.
Further essential additional features of IHTA compared to HTA are, rst, the event
queries of IHTA allow access to event data in contrast to that of HTA and, second,
temporal constraints of IHTA are dened on the beginning and the end of the occurrence
time of matched events or on the current time and not on local clocks like the temporal
constraints of HTA which is a less expressive approach as explained in Section 3.2.1.
Other features of HTA are not adopted by IHTA because they are not needed or not
applicable to achieve our goals. They are:
1. pseudo states and pseudo transitions facilitating the hierarchy management but
making the automaton bigger,
2. dierentiation between xor and and superstates: If a xor superstate s is active then
exactly one substate of s is active, if an and superstate s is active then all substates
of s are active (IHTA support only the former kind of superstates),
3. parallel states expressing concurrent processes (concurrent processes are expressed
by the instantiation of a non-atomic state of IHTA, whether it is necessary or preferable to instantiate dierent non-atomic states at the same time is an open issue),
4. history states permitting to resume the run of non-atomic states with the state they
had before their suspension (the states of IHTA cannot be suspended),
3 Statecharts

[71] support a dierent kind of state hierarchy: Two states s1 and s2 may overlap so that
neither s1 is completely within s2 no vice versa. Whether such a notion of hierarchy would by a preferable
extension of IHTA remains to be investigated.
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5. invariants associated with states (this could be an extension of IHTA which is thinkable and preferable for many applications),
6. local integer variables which can be assigned during transitions and transitions can
be labeled with conditions on the values of these variables (variables of IHTA are
also local, they can be of an arbitrary type, and allow access to the event data; no
other variables are used in IHTA),
7. prioritization of event transitions over delay transitions (this feature is simulated by
negation of an event query of IHTA, consider Chapter 5 for the details),
8. channel synchronization forcing two transitions associated with a channel to be
performed in an atomic step (other kind of synchronization is supported by IHTA,
namely atomic termination of all instances of a non-atomic state).

Alternating Machines
Alternating Turing Machines [33], [32], [109], [97] are Non-deterministic Turing Machines
supporting two computation modes: Existential and universal. A computation in existential mode succeeds if any choice leads to an accepting state. A computation in universal
mode succeeds only if all choices lead to an accepting state.4 More exactly: Let several
congurations β1 , ..., βk be reachable from a conguration α. If the branching is existential,

α leads to acceptance if at least one conguration βi leads to acceptance. If the branching
is universal α leads to acceptance if

all congurations β1 , ..., βk lead to acceptance.

Alternating Turing Machines can be understood as parallel machines where the successor congurations β1 , ..., βk run independently till completion, and their result (acceptance
or rejection) is combined by the conguration α. In this point Alternating Turing Machines are similar to IHTA allowing multiple instances of the same non-atomic state s to
run independently from each other till completion and an instance of the superstate of s to
terminate these instances of s. Termination constraints restrict the number of successful
processes represented by the instances of s. If these termination constraints are absent all
processes must be successful which is comparable with (but not the same as) universal
computation mode. The dierence between concurrent processes of IHTA and universal
branching of Alternating automata is that multiple concurrent instances are joined into
one branch, while join of universal branches is not dened. If there is a non-deterministic
choice in a (concurrent) process, at least one of the possibilities must be accepted for the
process to be successful which corresponds to the existentional computation mode.
4 Remember

putation mode.

that classical Non-deterministic Finite State Automata support only the existential com-
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The theoretical ndings of Alternating Turing Machines are used for time- and spaceclassication of problems. Problems of interest are, e.g. decision problems in logic and
problems concerning the existence of winning strategies in combinatorial games, involving alternating quantiers. To our knowledge, neither classical Alternating Turing Machines nor their extension by temporal aspects (i.e. clocks) called Alternating Timed Automata [87] were used as metadata for semantic query optimization. Alternating automata
neglect event data and are not hierarchical.

Summary
Summarizing the overview of dierent kinds of state machines and their comparison
with IHTA, we would like to emphasize that automata support the notion of application
state very naturally since states are their explicit components. Considerable amount of
work has been done to adjust automata to the peculiarities of event processing in general
and the requirements of many event-based applications in particular such as ability to
work on innite input (ω -Automata, Section 3.2.1), temporal aspects (Timed Automata,
Section 3.2.1), hierarchy of models (Hierarchical Automata, Section 3.2.1), and concurrency (Hierarchical Automata, Section 3.2.1, and Alternating Machines, Section 3.2.1). To
the best of our knowledge, no existing automaton model supports access to event data, i.e.
non-ground terms were not used as part of transition labels.5 Most automata have weak
time aspect since event occurrence time is a time point not a time interval. Therefore,
only limited temporal constraints have been considered until now. Some automata allow
multiple events with the same occurrence time (e.g., Timed Automata, Section 3.2.1).
No existing automaton model is able to represent an arbitrary number of concurrent processes. Communication and synchronization of a xed number of concurrent processes is a
well-investigated issue (consider Hierarchical Automata in Section 3.2.1). Most automata
support non-deterministic behavior. To the best of our knowledge, automata have never
been used as metadata for semantic query optimization. ([47], [91], [112], [65] transfer
queries into nite automata and evaluate the automata while events arrive rather than
using automata as specications of streams).

3.2.2 Flowcharts
Flowcharts [18], [76] express algorithms and the ow of application processes. Mainly because of their graphical notation they are easily understandable by non-technical persons
and are therefore used e.g. for workow specication and documentation purposes. They
5 Tree

automata [115], [45] work on terms represented as trees but a node of the tree triggers a
transition, not the hole tree (i.e. term).
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Figure 3.1: An (incomplete) Petri net
were rst presented by Frank Gilbreth in 1921. There are dierent kinds of owcharts,
consider [60] for one of the newer classications. The most famous examples of owcharts
are UML activity diagrams [104] and Business Process Model [68].
Boxes, diamonds, and directed edges between them are the main components of a
owchart. Boxes represent actions. Such an action can be a call of another program or
start of a process, i.e. a hierarchy of owcharts can be simulated. Diamonds are conditions.
A diamond has usually two outgoing edges depending on whether its condition is satised
or not. Directed edges represent the process ow.
Flowcharts do not explicitly support the concept of state. States can be simulated
by boxes in some cases. We are not aware of timed owcharts, i.e. owcharts extended
by temporal conditions. The process ow represented by owcharts is not triggered by
events.6 A owchart is usually deterministic. A owchart can represent a xed number of
concurrent processes. Additional components are used for this purpose, they are responsible for fork and join of concurrent processes. Flowcharts were not used for semantic query
optimization.

3.2.3 Petri Nets
Petri nets are suitable for modeling concurrent distributed systems, in particular expressing complex synchronization schemes. They were developed by Carl Adam Petri in 1939.
Since that time much work has been done on mathematical denition, analysis of the expressive power, decidability, complexity, reachability, liveness, and boundedness of Petri
nets. [100], [43] survey this research.
A Petri net consists of transitions, places, directed edges, and tokens. Places usually
represent resources. Tokens usually model concurrent processes. They move through a
Petri net from one place to another illustrating resource allocation by processes. A place
may have a capacity restricting the number of tokens the place may contain at most. If the
6 There

is a kind of owchart, called Event-driven Process Chain [4], [80] using the notion event in
the other sense as in this work. Event is a passive element describing the circumstances under which a
process works or a state a process results in.
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capacity of a place is not restricted the place may contain an arbitrary number of tokens.
Directed edges connect transitions with places and vice versa. Edges may not connect two
places or two transitions directly. An edge may have a weight. Consider Figure 3.1. For
the edge e1 going out of the place p1 the weight of e1 species the number of tokens which
will be removed from p1 if the transition t res. For the edge e2 going into the place p2
the weight of e2 species the number of tokens which will be added to p2 if the transition

t res. The transition t is enabled (i.e. can re) if p1 contains enough tokens and p2 can
include all new tokens. The transition t in Figure 3.1 is enabled, if it res p1 contains no
tokens and p3 contains 3 tokens.
Petri nets specify resource sharing and synchronization of an arbitrary number of concurrent processes rather than workows of these processes (there are exceptions such
as [117]). Petri nets do not support the notion of state explicitly (however, places can
play this role in some cases). Transitions are not triggered by events. Therefore, Petri
nets can hardly express relations between events and states.
There are extensions of classical Petri nets with respect to temporal aspects (Timed
Petri nets [123], [122], [2]), hierarchy (Hierarchical Petri nets [126], [55], [96]), and both
(Hierarchical Timed-extended Petri nets [59], [103]). There are dierent ways to introduce
time into a Petri net: It can be associated with tokens, places, and/or transitions. A
hierarchy construct used in Petri nets is called subnet. It is an aggregate of multiple
places and transitions.
Petri nets are nondeterministic since multiple transitions can re at the same time. To
the best of our knowledge, they were not used as metadata for semantic query optimization.

3.2.4 Unied Modeling Language
Unied Modeling Language (short UML) [22], [95], [21] had been introduced by the Object Management Group and became an international industrial standardized modeling
language for the documentation, specication, visualization, and modication of objectoriented software with respect to its structural and behavioral features. Figure 3.2 contains
the classication of 14 kinds of diagrams supported by UML. Since we are interested in
workow specication, only behavior diagrams are described in the following.

UML state machine diagrams are (usually deterministic) Extended Finite State Machines (Section 3.2.1) enriched by actions, output, and hierarchically nested states. Transitions between states are labeled by events and optional actions which are executed when
the events trigger the transitions. A set of parameters can be associated with an event.
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Figure 3.2: Typs of diagrams supported by UML. (Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Unified_Modeling_Language.)
These parameters restrict the occurrence time and the number of the respective event.
Event data is neglected. An action can be update of a variable, execution of an input or
an output, call of a function, or creation of an event. Two hierarchical state decompositions are supported: AND and OR. AND-decomposition means that if a composite state
is active, then all its substates are also active. A xed number of concurrent processes
can be modeled by this decomposition. UML state machines also provide means for communication and synchronization of the processes. (Exclusive-)OR-decomposition means
that if a composite state is active, then exactly one of its substates is also active. As this
description shows, UML state machine diagrams visualize programs rather than serve as
metadata specifying event streams.

UML use case diagram provides a graphical overview of the systems functionality in
terms of actors, their goals (represented by use cases) and dependencies between them to
show what system functions are executed for what actor and to what purpose. The same
actor can play dierent roles.

UML interaction diagrams visualize the communication

between the actors. In other words, UML use case and interaction behavior diagrams
are not suited to specify event streams.
described in Section 3.2.2.

UML activity diagrams are a kind of owcharts
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3.3 Subsumption of Clauses
This section gives an overview of the algorithms deciding subsumption of clauses.
Let C and D be clauses. Let |C| and |D| denote the number of literals in C and D
respectively. Let θ be a substitution, i.e. mapping of variables to terms. Let Cθ denote
the application of θ to each literal in C . Let Cθ ⊆ D denote that each literal in Cθ can
be found in D.
There are two notions of subsumption [90]:

Denition 1 (Subsumption of Clauses). C subsumes D if C logically implies D.
Since implication of clauses is not decidable in general [107], their θ-subsumption is
considered.

Denition 2 (θ-Subsumption of Clauses). C θ-subsumes D if |C| ≤ |D|7 and there
is a substitution θ such that Cθ ⊆ D.
These denitions are not equivalent. If C θ-subsums D (according to Denition 2) then

C subsumes D (according to Denition 1) but not vica versa. Consider the following
example from [64] illustrating this point.

Example 4.
C = ¬p(f (X)) ∨ p(X) and D = ¬p(f (f (c))) ∨ p(c) where p is a predicate symbol, f is
a function symbol, X is a variable, and c is a constant. Variables are written as capital
letters and constants, predicate symbols, and functional symbols are written as small
letters in the following.

C subsumes D since by two instantiations of C and by application of transitivity of
implication to these instances, C logically implies D.
More exactly: C = ¬p(f (X)) ∨ p(X) = p(f (X)) → p(X) is instantiated two times:
1) X1 = f (c) and C1 = p(f (f (c))) → p(f (c))
2) X2 = c and C2 = p(f (c)) → p(c)
Since implication is transitive, p(f (f (c))) → p(f (c)) and p(f (c)) → p(c) imply

p(f (f (c))) → p(c) = ¬p(f (f (c))) ∨ p(c) = D.
But C does not θ-subsume D. The variable X cannot be bound to f (c) and c within
the same substitution θ. Therefore, there is no substitution θ such that Cθ ⊆ D.
There can be many most general substitutions [29] of two clauses as the following
example demonstrates.
7 Some

authors, e.g. [34], omit this condition.
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Example 5.
Let C = p(X) and D = p(a) ∨ p(b). C θ-subsumes D with two most general substitutions

θ1 = X → a and θ2 = X → b.
Subsumption is used as a consistency test and as a redundancy test in inductive logic
programming and theorem proving [105]. In the context of semantic query optimization,
subsumption is used to determine the relevance of a constraint for a query [31] and for
multi-query optimization. In this section, algorithms computing θ-subsumption of clauses
are considered. For the sake of brevity, "subsumption" and "substitution" are used as
abbreviations for "θ-subsumption" and "most general substitution" respectively in the
following.
Subsumption is NP-complete in general [77], i.e. it is a bottleneck of inductive logic
programming learners, theorem provers, and semantic query optimizers. Many approaches
to speeding up subsumption have been developed so far. They all are similar in their base
idea: For each literal c in C nd a literal d in D such that c subsumes d and compute all
substitutions θ of C and D. However, the algorithms dier in the way they implement
this idea and therefore in their eciency. The complexity of subsumption results from
ambiguity of variable binding, i.e. the cost of backtracking in case if a found substitution is
wrong. A subsumption algorithm which does not care about this factor is rather expensive
(exponential in the size of C and D as shown in [64]). Examples of such algorithms are two
classical algorithms: The algorithm of Chang and Lee [34] and the algorithm of Stillman
[111] which are briey described in the following.
The algorithm of Chang and Lee [34] is based on a resolution strategy. First, all variables
of D are replaced by constants to obtain Dgr . Second, all literals of Dgr are negated. ¬Dgr
is the result. Third, if C ∧ ¬Dgr is a contradiction, C subsumes D. Because of the rst
step, the algorithm does not return a substitution of C and D and is not applicable for
our purposes for this reason.
The algorithm of Stillman [111] tests for each literal ci in C whether there is a literal

di in D and a substitution θi such that ci θi ⊇ di . If this is the case, the next modied
literal ci+1 θi in C − ci is tested with respect to any literal di+1 in D − di . If no further
substitution θi+1 for ci+1 θi and di+1 can be found, backtracking is applied. If each literal
in C subsumes a literal in D, the resulting substitution is returned.
In other words, the search space of these classical algorithms is not restricted which
makes them inecient.
The algorithm of Gottlob and Leitsch [63, 64] tackles this problem in the following way:
It analyses the connection between variables and predicates in C , divides the literals of
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C into independent groups such that no group has common variables with other groups,
computes subsumption of D by each group of literals in C separately (if a group consists
of multiple literals, in each step, the literal with the maximal number of variables which
also occur in other literals of the group is selected), and, nally, constructs the entire
substitution for D and C if C subsumes D. The application of the

divide and conquer

strategy reduces the costs of subsumption (in particular, backtracking) to polynomial in
many cases.
Kietz and Lübbe [78] noticed that the ineciency of a subsumption algorithm is caused
by the nondeterminism of choosing a substitution in each step. C is determinate with respect to D (or C deterministically subsums D) if there is an ordering of literals of C ,
such that in each step there is exactly one match that is consistent with all previous
matches. Deterministic subsumption is polynomially computable because no backtracking is needed. Since C is non-determinate with respect to D in general, the algorithm
divides C into its determinate and non-determinate parts which are also polynomially
computable. The non-determinate part of C is further divided into locals corresponding
to the independent groups of literals proposed by Gottlob and Leitsch [63, 64]. Locals are
identied in polynomial time.
Scheer, Herbich, and Wysotzki [105, 106] have further developed the idea of deterministic subsumption by taking into account not only single literals but also their context, i.e.
other literals with the same variables. Two literals match if they have the same context.
This context-based elimination of possible matches allows a proper superset of deterministic clauses to be tested for subsumption in polynomial time. The subsumption of nondeterministic part of a clause is mapped to a clique problem (i.e., search for the largest
subset of mutually adjacent nodes in a graph) for which known optimized algorithms can
be used.
Scheer, Herbich, and Wysotzki [105, 106] were not the rst who transported the problem of subsumption into a graph framework. Eisinger [53] introduced S-link into Kowalski's
connection graph proof procedure [84]. S-link computes the merge of substitutions resulting from subsumptions between literals of clauses. Socker [107] and Kim and Cho [79]
proposed pruning strategies that reduce the computational eort of nding a substitution
compatible with each substitution yielded by subsumptions between literals of clauses.
Bachmair, Chen, C.R.Ramakrishnan and I.V.Ramakrishnan [14] use search trees constructed according to the analysis of variable dependencies between literals (as dened by
Gottlob and Leitsch [63, 64]) to separate the search for suitable substitutions from other
computational tasks, such as computing substitutions and verifying their consistency.
Maloberti and Sebag [93, 94] face the subsumption problem by mapping it onto Con-
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straint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). They developed the subsumption algorithm named

Django. The algorithm is based on CSP heuristics and returns a binary answer yes or no
as a result of the subsumption test (no substitution if the subsumption between clauses
holds).
All subsumption algorithms described so far rely on backtracking and try to limit its
eect by properly choosing the candidates for literal unication in each step. In contrast,
Ferilli, Mauro, Basile, and Esposito [56] propose the subsumption algorithm avoiding
backtracking by constructing multisubstitutions instead of single substitutions in each
step. Each variable of a multisubstitution can be mapped to a set of values rather than
to a single value. After each literal unication a merge of two multisubstitutions s1 and

s2 takes place to compute a compatible substitution if s1 and s2 share at least one of the
substitutions they represent. Otherwise, s1 and s2 are incompatible and f alse is returned.
This idea allows polynomial subsumption test in general case.

Chapter 4
Basic Notions
This chapter informally presents the basic notions of CEP used throughout this report.
Section 4.1 is devoted to the notions concerning time. Section 4.2 introduces event stream.

4.1 Time
Time is represented by a linearly ordered set of time points (T, ≤), T ⊆ Q+ where

Q+ denotes the set of not negative rational numbers. The set of time intervals is
TI = {i = [b, e] | b ∈ T, e ∈ T, b ≤ e} ∪ {i = [b, e[ | b ∈ T, e ∈ T, b < e}. For an interval
i, b(i) denotes its beginning and e(i) its end, i.e., either i = [b(i), e(i)] or i = [b(i), e(i)[.
Note that two kinds of time intervals are considered. A closed time interval, i.e. a time
interval including its bounds. A right-open time interval, i.e. a time interval including
its beginning but not its end. Right-open time intervals are necessary to express tumbling
windows and states. This will be explained in more detail in Section 4.2. Other kinds of
intervals are not considered for simplicity reasons. Time intervals with innite bounds are
also not considered since their evaluation is problematic with respect to query termination
and garbage collection of event data. The notion of time intervals introduced here is that
of connected time intervals. Non-connected time intervals, as needed in many applications,
are not explicitly introduced here because they can easily be expressed in the formalism
presented (as a disjunction of multiple time intervals).
Using continuous time represented as Q+ instead of discrete time represented as,
e.g., N+ has the following advantage. If discrete time is used one have to decide how far
apart two sequential discrete time points are. If the granularity of discrete time points
is too coarse too many time points which are dierent according to continuous time fall
together according to discrete time. The evaluation of such events can be inecient in
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some cases. For example, IHTA (Chapter 6) consider all possible permutations of events
with the same occurrence time. The computation of these permutations is rather expensive
in general (factorial of n if n is the number of events with the same occurrence time). If
the granularity of discrete time points is too ne their time point based evaluation also
becomes a bottle neck.
A window is a repeating time interval. The following kinds of windows are considered
in this work [50]:

• Unbounded window is a window corresponding to the time interval [0, ∞).
• Now window is a window containing only the current time point.
It corresponds to the time interval [now, now] where now denotes the current time
point.

• Sliding window is a continuously moving or jumping overlapping window.
For two sequential sliding windows w1 and w2 it holds that (1) w1 and w2 have the
same size, i.e. e(w1 ) − b(w1 ) = e(w2 ) − b(w2 ), (2) w2 begins after w1 has begun, i.e.

b(w1 ) < b(w2 ), and (3) w2 ends after w1 has nished, i.e. e(w1 ) < e(w2 ). Therefore,
sliding windows overlap but do not coincide. A sliding window can be both closed
and right-open. Each time point belongs to at least one sliding window. There are
two kinds of sliding windows:

 Simple sliding window moves continuously.
It corresponds to the time interval [now − d, now] (or [now − d, now[ ) where

now denotes the current time point and d is a duration such as 2 hours or 1

minute.

 Sliding window moving at xed granularity does not move continuously but in
steps of xed length.
For two sequential sliding windows w1 and w2 moving at xed granularity d the
second and the third conditions are dened as follows: (2) b(w1 ) + d = b(w2 ),
(3) e(w1 ) + d = e(w2 ) where d is a duration. In other words, this kind of
sliding window moves in steps of length d. d is usually smaller as the size of
the window, i.e. e(w1 ) − b(w1 ) = e(w2 ) − b(w2 ) > d.

• Tumbling window is a jumping non-overlapping window.
For two sequential tumbling windows w1 and w2 it holds that (1) w1 and w2 have
the same size, i.e. e(w1 ) − b(w1 ) = e(w2 ) − b(w2 ), (2) w1 and w2 are right-open
time intervals, and (3) w2 begins as soon as w1 ends, i.e. e(w1 ) = b(w2 ). Therefore,
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tumbling windows do not overlap. Each time point belongs to exactly one tumbling
window. Tumbling window of size s can be seen as a right-open sliding window
moving at xed granularity s where s is a duration.

• Other, for example, [f (i), g(i)] (or [f (i), g(i)[ ) where f () and g() are functions and
i is a set of time intervals. i can also be the current time point.

4.2 Event Stream
Let GroundAtoms be a set of ground atoms of a rst order language. An event e is tuple
of a ∈ GroundAtoms and i ∈ TI, written ai . a carries event data of e. i is a closed time
interval denoting the occurrence time of e.
Let Events be the set of events, i.e. Events = GroundAtoms × TI. E ⊆ Events is
called an event stream. All events of an event stream are totally ordered according to
their occurrence time. Therefore one speaks about sequences of events.
We distinguish between simple and complex events. An event e is a simple event
if it is not derived from a sequence of other events of the event stream. In this case the
occurrence time of e is usually a time point. An event e is a complex event if it is derived
from a sequence of simple or complex events. The occurrence time of e is a time interval
comprising the occurrence times of all events of the sequence. To specify the derivation of
complex events, queries in an event query language are used. Consider [51] for a recent
overview of the existing event query languages.
As motivated by the online auction use case in Section 2.1.1, application state is a very
important notion in CEP. A state s is a tuple of d ∈ GroundAtoms and j ∈ TI, written

dj . d carries state data of s. j is a right-open time interval denoting the validity time of
s. Like complex events, states are derived from multiple events and/or states. In contrast
to events which are "seen" by the event processing engine as soon as they have happened
(i.e. at the end of their occurrence time), states can be processed as soon as they begin
(i.e. at the beginning of their validity time). This implies that the end of the validity time
of a state may be unknown when the state is processed.
A relative timer event or state is an event or a state the time interval of which is
dened relatively to the time interval of another event or state. This idea is adapted from
[50].

Example 6.
The relative timer event r specied as event r: extend[i, d] extends the occurrence time of
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the event (or the validity time of the state) i by the length d. More exactly: b(r) := b(i)
and e(r) := e(i) + d.
.

Let States be the set of states, i.e. States = GroundAtoms × TI. S ⊆ Events ∪ States
denotes a stream of events and states.

Chapter 5
StreamLog
The semantic optimization method for CEP introduced in this report is independent
from an event query language. To illustrate it, event rules are expressed in SreamLog.
This chapter is devoted to the language.
A StreamLog rule has the form i : h ← b where:

• i is the rule evaluation time. It is a time interval, i.e. i ∈ TI. Rules with the same
evaluation time belong to the same module. During this time all rules of a module
are evaluated, they can be suspended otherwise. i can be a non-repeating time
interval, an event, an application state, or a repeating window (consider Chapter 4).

• h is the rule head. It species events or states derived by the rule. h is an atom.
• b is the rule body. It species events and states from which a new event or state will
be derived. b is a conjunction or a disjunction of positive or negative literals and
conditions on them.
To dierentiate between atoms representing events and atoms representing states,
atoms can be prexed by the key works

event: and state: respectively (as done in Event

Stream Constraint Language described in Chapter 7). However, for simplicity reasons
we assume that the sets of the outermost labels of atoms representing events and atoms
representing states are disjoined.
Consider a simple example of a StreamLog rule in Listing 5.1.
Listing 5.1: StreamLog rule computing the number of bids per item during an auction
1 a u c t i o n ( a u c t i o n I D (A ) ) :
2
3

bidNumber ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,
b i d ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

itemID ( I ) , number ( c o u n t (A, I ) ) )

itemID ( I ) ,

b i d d e r I D (B ) ,

v a l u e (V) )

←
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The rule computes the number of bids per item in an auction. The atom in Line 1 species
the time interval during which the rule is evaluated. This time interval is the duration of
an auction, i.e. an application state. Line 3 is the rule body. It contains one non-ground
atom specifying queried events. The variables of the atom are bound if the atom matches
an event. This substitutions are used while constructing new, complex events by the rule
head in Line 2.
Consider a more involved StreamLog rule in Listing 5.2.
Listing 5.2: StreamLog rule identifying uninteresting items in each auction
1 a u c t i o n ( a u c t i o n I D (A ) ) :
2

u n i n t e r e s t i n g I t e m s ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

3

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

4

(

5

itemID ( I ) )
itemID ( I ) ,

←
d e s c r i p t i o n (D) ,

value (S ))

¬

s e l l ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

itemID ( I ) ,

b i d d e r I D (B ) ,

v a l u e (E ) )

∨

(

s e l l ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

itemID ( I ) ,

b i d d e r I D (B ) ,

v a l u e (E ) )

∧

6

bidNumber ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

7

N

8

E < S + S/100

≤

3

itemID ( I ) , number (N) )

∧

∧

)

9

)

10

The rule identies uninteresting items in each auction. More exactly, either unsold items
(Line 4) or items for which there were not more than 3 bids and the end price did not
raise higher than one percent of the start price (Lines 59).
Consider a StreamLog rule in Listing 5.3. Its evaluation time is specied by means of
a sliding window of size one hour. The granularity of the window is half an hour.
Listing 5.3: StreamLog rule computing the average temperature in an area during each
hour
1 Range
2
3

1h S l i d e

30 min :

averageTemp ( a r e a (A) ,
temp ( a r e a (A) ,

v a l u e ( avg (V ) ) )

←

v a l u e (V) )

The rule computes the average temperature in each area during each hour and reports
the result every half an hour by constructing a new complex event averageT emp carrying
the identier of the area and the computed average temperature.

∧
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The grammar of StreamLog is dened as follows:
M oduleSet

::= M odule∗

M odule

::= EvalT ime ” : ” Rule+

Rule

::= Atom ” ← ” Query

Query

::= AtomicQuery
| ( ”(”? Query ” ∧ ” Query ”)”? )
| ( ”(”? Query ” ∨ ” Query ”)”? )

AtomicQuery

::= Literal | RelT imer | Condition

Literal

::= (EvalT ime ” : ”)? ”¬”? (Identif ier ” : ”)? Atom

EvalT ime

::= Identif ier | ( (Identif ier ” : ”)? Atom ) | W indow

W indow

::= U nbounded | N ow | Sliding | T umbling | Other

U nbounded

::= ”unbounded”

N ow

::= ”now”

Sliding

::= ”Range” Duration ”Slide” Duration

T umbling

::= ”Range” Duration

Other

::= ”[” String ”, ” String ”]”

RelT imer

::= (Identif ier ” : ”)? RelT imerSpec ”[” Identif ier ”, ” Duration ”]”

RelT imerSpec ::= ”extend” | ”shorten” | ”f rom-end” | ”f rom-start”
| ”extend-begin” | ”shorten-begin”
| ”shif t-f orward” | ”shif t-backward”
| ”f rom-end-backward” | ”f rom-start-backward”
Condition

::= Exp CompOp Exp

Exp

::= N umber | ”‘”String”0 ” | Duration
| V ariable | ( ”b(”Identif ier”)” ) | ( ”e(”Identif ier”)” )
| ( Exp ArithOp Exp ) | ( ”(”Exp”)” )

CompOp

::= ” = ” | ” 6= ” | ” < ” | ” ≤ ” | ” > ” | ” ≥ ”

ArithOp

::= ” ∗ ” | ”/” | ” − ” | ” + ” | ”mod”

Duration

::= (N umber (”month”|”months”))?
(N umber (”week”|”weeks”))?
(N umber (”day”|”days”))? (N umber (”hour”|”hours”))?
(N umber ”min”)? (N umber ”s”)? (N umber ”ms”)?

An atom appearing in the body of a StramLog rule represents an event or a state being
queried. An atom appearing in the head of a StramLog rule represents an event or a state
being derived. If an atom appears in a rule head it may contain aggregation functions and
grouping.
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A StreamLog identier represents an event and a state identier. All identiers used in
a rule must be declared in the rule (grammar rules Literal and EvalT ime).
If i and j are identiers, temporal conditions such as i before j can be expressed in
StreamLog by means of the functions b() and e() returning the beginning and the end of a
time interval (compare Section 4.1) and comparison operators, i.e. i before j is equivalent
to e(i) < b(j).
All variables used in the conditions and the head of a rule must appear in a positive
literal in the body of the rule.
As motivated in Section 4.1, time is represented by a linearly ordered set of time points

(T, ≤), T ∈ Q+ . The time interval of one second is denoted as 1s. The time interval of
one millisecond is therefore

1
s,
1000

we write 1ms as a shortcut. The time interval of one

minute is 60s, we write 1min as a shortcut. All other possibilities to specify the duration
of a time interval are computed analogously.
Evaluation time must be specied for each rule. Rules with the same evaluation time
belong to the same module. A module is suspended if its evaluation time has not begun
yet or is already over. Evaluation time can be also specied for a literal. The evaluation
time of a rule must cover all evaluation time intervals of its literals.
Evaluation time of a rule or a literal can be a (relative timer) event or state (rst two
alternatives of the grammar rule EvalT ime),1 or a repeating or non-repeating window (the
last alternative). Compare the description of the dierent kinds of windows in Section 4.1
with the respective grammar rules.
The declarative and the operational semantics of StreamLog are dened in [52]. They
are skipped in this report for the sake of brevity.

1 The

idea of relative timer events and its specication is adopted from [50].

Chapter 6
Instantiating Hierarchical Timed
Automata
This chapter is devoted to the Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (short IHTA).
IHTA fulll the requirements to a formalism capturing the semantics of CEP applications
(Section 2.3) and will be used as metadata for the semantic optimization of CEP. This
kind of metadata is inspired by the event-driven applications with complex workow (like
the one presented in Section 2.1.1). To the best of our knowledge, automata have never
been used in this way. However, IHTA are not restricted to this purpose and can also be
used, for example, for stream verication.
Section 6.1 briey describes the main features of IHTA. Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 are
devoted to the syntax and the semantics of IHTA respectively.

6.1 Main Features
Consider the auction use case described in Section 2.1.1. The graphical representation of
its workow is shown in Figure 6.1. The model is surely very simplied in two respects.
First, event-based systems usually work on a much larger set of events. Second, events
usually carry much more data. But for the purpose of the illustration of IHTA, this
simplied example is suitable.
The main features of IHTA are the following:
1. IHTA are

stateful. State changes are triggered by events and/or delays.

2. IHTA are independent from the language specifying its transition labels. In Chapter 5,
StreamLog is denied as an example of such a language used in this work. The
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Auction(auctionID(A))
enrollmentBegin(
auctionID(A),
enrollID(unique E*))
e(this)-e(a)<20min
a:auctionBegin(
auctionID(
unique A*))

A

enrollmentBegin(
auctionID(A),
enrollID(unique E*))
e(this)-e(a)<20min

b:BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E))
bidderData(enrollID(E),dataID(unique D*))
false(dataID(D))
e(this)-e(last)<1s

B0

auctionEnd(auctionID(A))
20min≤e(this)-e(a)

A1

auctionEnd(auctionID(A))
20min≤e(this)-e(a)
finishedInstances(b)<2

authentication(
enrollID(E),
authID(unique G*))

false(authID(G))
e(this)-e(last)<1s

B3

B1

authenticationData(dataID(D))
e(this)-e(last)<1s

0

B2

bidderEnrolled(
authID(G),
bidderID(unique B*))
e(this)-e(last)<1s

itemDescription(auctionID(A),itemID(unique I*))
20min≤e(this)-e(a)<21min
finishedInstances(b)≥2
ItemOffer(auctionID(A),itemID(I))
bid(auctionID(A),
itemID(I))
e(this)-e(last)<30s hammerBeat(
auctionID(A),
bid(auctionID(A),
itemID(I))
itemID(I))
e(this)-e(last)≥30s
e(this)-e(last)<30s

itemDescription(
auctionID(A),
itemID(unique I*))
e(this)-e(last)<1min

I

I1

0

I2
bid(auctionID(A),
itemID(I))
e(this)-e(last)<30s

now-e(last)≥30s
bid(auctionID(A),
itemID(I))
e(this)-e(last)<30s

I5

I4

I3

sell(
hammerBeat(
hammerBeat(
auctionID(A),
auctionID(A),
auctionID(A),
itemID(I))
itemID(I))
itemID(I))
e(this)-e(last)<1s e(this)-e(last)≥30s e(this)-e(last)≥30s

auctionEnd(
auctionID(A))
e(this)-e(last)<1min

Figure 6.1: Auction modeled as IHTA.
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Figure 6.2: Tree of States of the IHTA in Figure 6.1
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event queries in StreamLog allow access to event data. The temporal constraints
are expressed on the occurrence time of matched events and/or on the current time.
Other kinds of constraints are not considered in this work to keep transition labels
of IHTA readable.
3. IHTA are

expressive. They capture temporal, causal, cardinality, and data depen-

dencies between events and states in a readable way. The expressiveness of IHTA
and the kinds of constraints captured by the automata depend on the language
specifying their transition labels.
4. IHTA are

time.
5. IHTA are

non-deterministic and able to work with events with the same occurrence
modular which implies abstraction, readability, (ex-) changeability, and

reuse of the modules.
6. IHTA can represent

an arbitrary number of concurrent processes by instantiation of

module specications.

6.2 Syntax
This section is devoted to the syntax of IHTA. IHTA consist of states which may contain IHTA and transitions between states. Section 6.2.1 describes states, Section 6.2.2
is devoted to transitions. Section 6.2.3 presents the language StreamLog specifying the
transition labels in the examples used in this work. But IHTA are language independent
in general.

6.2.1 States
There are four kinds of states namely atomic, non-atomic, start, and end states. They are
motivated and explained in this section.
Modularization, encapsulation and the need to model an arbitrary number of concurrent
processes which are motivated in Section 2.3.3 are attained by introducing hierarchy of
states, i.e. the possibility to represent IHTA as a singe state of another IHTA. A state s
containing IHTA I is an abstraction of I which runs while s is active. The states of the
IHTA in Figure 6.1 build a tree displayed in Figure 6.2.
States containing IHTA are called non-atomic states. They are represented as
rectangles. States which do not contain IHTA are called atomic states and corre-
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spond to states in classical Finite State Automata [108]. Atomic states are depicted
as cycles. Each state is either atomic or non-atomic. In Figure 6.1, the non-atomic

Auction(auctionID(A)) is a superstate of the non-atomic state BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)). The atomic state B0 is a substate of the non-atomic
state BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) which is a substate of the non-atomic
state Auction(auctionID(A)). Trivially, a non-atomic state can be a substate and a sustate

perstate. Atomic states can only be substates.
Both atomic and non-atomic states can be either start, or end, or neither start nor
end states. A start state is a state of IHTA which is entered rst. For example, A0 , B0 ,
and I0 are the start states of their respective IHTA in Figure 6.1. Each IHTA have at
least one start state (IHTA are not deterministic). An end state is a last state of IHTA.

Auction(auctionID(A)), A1 , B3 , and I5 are the end states of their respective IHTA. Each
IHTA have at least one end state. An end state is depicted as a double circle if it is an
atomic state or as a double rectangle if it is a non-atomic state. All the other states in
Figure 6.1 are neither start nor end states.
Section 2.3.3 motivates the requirements of concurrent processes and processes serving
as abstraction of subprocesses. Atomic and non-atomic states of IHTA meet these requirements. Atomic states represent the state of elementary processes, while non-atomic
states represent the state of higher processes containing elementary processes. Non-atomic
states allow multiple substates to be active concurrently. The information represented by
an atomic state is very basic. With an increasing number and level of concurrent substates,
a non-atomic state represents information which is increasingly complex and abstract.
Statecharts [71] and Hierarchical Timed Automata (HTA) [41] support the notion of
concurrent processes. However, only a xed number of concurrent processes can be modeled by them. In the online auction use case the total number of concurrent bidder enrollment processes is, in contrast, neither known beforehand nor bound. This motivates one
of IHTA's extensions (compared to Statecharts and HTA) called instantiation.

Instantiation draws a distinction between the specication of a non-atomic state and
its

instances. An instance i of a non-atomic state s has exactly one active state which is

one of the direct substates of s. There might be zero or several instances of a non-atomic
state at the same time. This resembles the relation in object oriented programming: Objects are instances of classes and there might be any number of objects instantiating a
single class. In the example in Figure 6.1, each instance of the non-atomic state BidderEn-

rollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) has an active state which is B0 , B1 , B2 , or B3 .

Instances form a tree similarly to the tree of states. This gives rise to the notion of

subinstance and superinstance. There is a connection between the tree of states and
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the tree of their instances: If b is an instance of the non-atomic state B , a is an instance
of the non-atomic state A, then b is a subinstance of a if and only if B is a substate of A.

6.2.2 Transitions
The online auction use case is a system which changes its state in reaction to events. For
example, three consecutive hammerBeat events bring the item sale into a state in which
no further bids are allowed. Transitions specify the triggering conditions and the eect of
these reactions.
In classical automata models such as Finite Automata [108], transitions map source

states to target states. Transitions can re when their label matches a symbol from the
input word, after which the automaton is in the target state.
The classical concepts were extended considerably. For example, Timed Automata [5]
use timing conditions on clocks as additional ring conditions and allow timers to be
reset as reaction to the ring of a transition. Hierarchical Timed Automata (HTA) [41]
introduce additional types of transitions (called pseudo transitions) which are needed for
managing the state hierarchy.
IHTA transitions extend the expressiveness of transitions of Timed Automata and HTA.
Transition labels of IHTA allow matching incoming events by event queries accessing the
data of events, temporal constraints on the beginning and end of the occurrence time of
matched events, and constraints on the number of instances.

Transition Role
According to their role, transitions are classied into instantiating and terminating.
An instantiating transition t creates an instance of each non-atomic state t

BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) and B0 create instances of the non-atomic state BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)). The target state of an instantiating transition

goes into. Consider Figure 6.1. Transitions between states A0 and B0 ,

is a start state.
A terminating transition t terminates all instances of all non-atomic states t goes
out of. Consider Figure 6.1. If the transition between states B3 and A1 res all instances of
the state

BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) are terminated. The source state

of a terminating transition is an end state.
A

transition

can

be

either

only

instantiating

(between

BidderEnroll-
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ment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) and B0 ), or only terminating (between I5 and
A1 ), or both instantiating and terminating (between B3 and I0 ), or neither instantiating
nor terminating (between I1 and I2 ).

Transition Trigger
According to their trigger, transitions are classied into event and delay transitions.
Transitions triggered by events are called event transitions. An event transition is
labeled with a non-optional positive or negative atomic
of

event query and optional sets

temporal and termination constraints. The language StreamLog specifying transition

labels is described below.
Event queries are used for matching events. Event queries may contain

variables. A

variable X is local for the path X is declared within until the next declaration of X .
In order to dierentiate between a variable declaration and a reference to the recent
variable binding, the former are agged with ∗ . For example, X ∗ is a declaration of the
variable X and X (without ∗ ) is a reference to the recent binding of X . The set of agged
variables and the set of unagged variables of an event query must be disjoined.
Each variable must be declared in IHTA. A variable can be referenced in the instance

i it is declared within and in the subinstances of i but not in the superinstances of i.
Each instance of a non-atomic state saves its current variable bindings. Let i be an
instance with the variable bindings V arBindings. An event transition t res in i if the
event query q of t matches some event e of the stream with respect to V arBindings, i.e.

q · V arBindings · σ = e where σ is the set of mappings of the agged variables of q to the
respective values of e. Negated event queries may not contain variable declarations. See
Denition 12 for the complete specication of the transition ring conditions.

Example: Consider the cycle involving states B0 and B1 in Figure 6.1. The event query
bidderData(enrollID(E),dataID(unique D*)) is used for matching events e containing the
attribute enrollID the value of which is equal to the recent binding of the variable E . (E
has been bound while ring the transition between A0 and B0 or the transition between

BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) and B0 .) e must also contain the attribute
dataID, and the variable D is bound to the respective value of e. The event queries

authenticationData(dataID(D)) and false(dataID(D)) reference this binding of D.
An event query can be prexed by an

event identier which references the event

matched by the query. If q is a positive event query and j is an event identier, j : q
is the declaration of j . An event identier j is local for the path j is declared within until
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the next declaration of j . Each instance saves its current event identier bindings.
The functions b(j) and e(j) return the beginning and the end of the occurrence time
of the recent event referenced by j (compare Chapter 4). These functions are used in the
temporal constraints of IHTA. Each event identier must be declared in an instance i
before it is used in the temporal constraints of i or subinstances of i.
Since the event identier bindings of an instance are updated

after a transition t has

red in the instance, there would be no way for the temporal constraint c of t to identify
the event which is being matched by the event query q of t. Therefore the auxiliary event
identier this is introduced. It references the currently matched event.
Modularization by hierarchical states, is an important design feature of IHTA. Therefore, the identier environment's scope is local to an instance and its subinstances. In
other words, an instance i cannot use event identiers which are declared in the subinstances of i but not declared in i or a superinstance of i. To allow limited temporal
constraints in transitions crossing hierarchy levels upwards, the auxiliary event identier

last is introduced. last identies the event which was matched by the last red event
transition.
Besides, this and last are useful as syntactic sugar, increasing readability. Thanks
to this and last fewer event identiers have to be created manually. The importance of

last becomes especially clear when considering states with many ingoing transitions, like
the state I1 of Figure 6.1. The event transition between states I1 and I2 does not have
to care about the various transitions which lead to the state I1 and events matched by
them. There are numerous temporal constraints in Figure 6.1 using this and last, e.g.

e(this) − e(last) < 1s.
Please note that this and last are not dened if the current transition or the last red
transition has no event query or has a conjunction or a disjunction of multiple event
queries.
Event identication in not a new feature of the event queries of IHTA. Some event
query languages, e.g. XChangeEQ [26, 50, 52], support this feature to facilitate short but
expressive temporal conditions on events as needed in IHTA.
Analogously to event queries which can be prexed by event identiers, a
state specication can be prexed by a

state identier, for example BidderEnroll-

ment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) is prexed by the identier b. This is the declaration
of the state identier b.
State identiers are used in termination constraints of terminating transitions. Termination constraints restrict the number of nished instances (i.e. instances in a particular
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end state) of a particular non-atomic state.

Example: The terminating transition between states B3 and I0 is labeled by the termination constraint f inishedInstances(b) ≥ 2. This means that the number of instances of the
non-atomic state referenced by b (i.e. of

BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) )

which are in the state B3 must be at least 2 expressing that items are presented in an
auction for which at least two bidders are enrolled. Otherwise the auction ends, consider
the transition between states B3 and A1 in Figure 6.1.
Since state identiers are used in terminating transitions crossing multiple levels of state
hierarchy upwards, they are global within the run (tree of instances) they are dened in.
In other words, state identiers which are declared in an instance i can be used in i and
in all sub- and superinstances of i (in contrast to variables and event identiers which
cannot be used in the superinstances of i).

Delay transitions are dierent from event transitions in that they are triggered by a
timeout and not by an event. Therefore, delay transitions are labeled by temporal and/or
termination constraints and not by an event query. now denotes the current time.

Example: In Figure 6.1, there is a delay-transition between the states I0 and I5 . It
expresses that the current item sale is canceled when there are no bids within 30 seconds
after the item description.

6.2.3 Changes of StreamLog
IHTA are dened to be fully language independent in the sense that any (complex) event
query language can be used to specify the transition labels of IHTA. In this work the
complex event query language StreamLog presented in Chapter 5 is used for this purpose. This section is devoted to the changes of the language which are needed to specify
transition labels. These changes are:
1. No conjunction or disjunction of multiple literals in a transition label
2. ∗-notation

for variables to dierentiate between a declaration of a variable (with ∗)

and a reference to its recent binding (without ∗)
3.

Key word unique for variables to denote that this variable can be bound to a value
only once

4.

Variable now denoting the current time point

5.

Event identiers this and last referencing the currently or recently matched event
respectively
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Termination constraints to restrict the number of instances in an end state of a
particular nonatomic state

These changes are explained in the following.
Transitions of IHTA are labeled with StreamLog queries. If a StreamLog query matches
its respective transition res. A StreamLog query is a conjunction of (1) a positive or
negative atomic event query, (2) temporal constraints, and (3) termination constraints.
Consider the examples in the previous section.

Atomic event queries describe the types of matched events, their attributes and
attribute values. An event query can contain variable declarations and references to the
recent variable bindings. A variable agged with

∗

is the declaration of the variable, i.e.

this variable is bound while matching events. A variable without

∗

is the reference to the

recent binding of the variable. A variable prexed with the keyword unique will never be
bound more than once to the same value. A positive event query prexed with an event
identier j is the declaration of the event identier j . j references the event matched by
the query.

Temporal constraints are constraints on the occurrence time of matched events
or/and on the time at which the current transition can be red. Temporal constraints
can contain now which refers to the current time point, 1-ary functions b(j) and e(j)
returning the beginning and the end of the occurrence time of the event referenced by

j . Two special event identiers this and last can be used. this references the currently
matched event, last references the event matched by the last red event transition in
the considered instance. The value of now and the values returned by the functions are
constrained by means of the binary operators =, 6=, <, ≤, >, ≥.

Termination constraints restrict the number of nished instances of a non-atomic
state of IHTA. Termination constraints contain 1-ary functions allInstances(s) and

f inishedInstances(s) returning the number of all instances and the number of nished
instances (i.e. instances in the end state which is the source state of the current transition) of the non-atomic state referenced by s. The values returned by these functions are
constrained by means of the binary operators =, 6=, <, ≤, >, ≥.
Let l be a StreamLog query and t be the transition labeled by l. As explained above, if l
contains an event query, t is an event transition. If l contains temporal and/or termination
constraints and no event query, t is a delay transition. If l contains termination constraints,

t is a terminating transition.
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a
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s1
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aΛb

a
s2

s1

b
s

b

s2
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of disjunction and conjunction of two elements a and b of a transition label of IHTA.
The grammar of StreamLog (dened Chapter 5) is extended by the following rules:

T ransitionLabel

::= Literal? Condition ∗ T ermConstraint∗

Exp

::= N umber | ”‘”String”0 ” | Duration | ”now”
| V ariable | ”b(”Identif ier”)” | ”e(”Identif ier”)”
| Exp ArithOp Exp | ”(”Exp”)”

EventIdentif ier ::= Identif ier | ”this” | ”last”
StateIdentif ier

::= Identif ier

T ermConstraint ::= (”f inishedInstances” | ”allInstances”)
”(” StateIdentif ier ”)” CompOp N umber
Note that a transition label in StreamLog allows neither disjunction nor conjunction
of multiple elements (e.g., literals). Both can be simulated as shown in Figure 6.3. A
disjunction of n elements leads to n additional transitions in IHTA. A conjunction of n
elements causes n! additional transitions and n − 1 auxiliary states in IHTA. Nevertheless,
we decided not to allow arbitrary disjunction and conjunction in transition labels for the
following reasons: (1) Arbitrary disjunction and conjunction can be simulated as described
above. (2) IHTA are similar to the classical Nondeterministic Finite Automata [108] allowing only one symbol of the alphabet per label. (3) The event identiers this and last
are not dened if the label of the current or last transition contains a disjunction or a
conjunction of multiple atomic event queries. Note that negation of an atomic event query
cannot be simulated. Therefore this feature is supported by the language.
Of course, multiple extensions of the language are thinkable and preferable for many
applications. For example, introduction of other elements into a transition label such
as conditions on event data. But for this work we limit the language to the properties
described above. Nevertheless the language is quite expressive and keeps IHTA readable.
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6.3 Semantics
In this section, the semantics of IHTA is formally dened. Each formal denition is preceded by an informal description and examples. Section 6.3.1 denes IHTA formally.
Section 6.3.2 presents the automaton conguration and the rules for its modication.

6.3.1 Denition of IHTA
Let Literals be the set of positive or negative atomic event queries, Conditions be a set
of temporal constraints, and T ermConstraints be a set of termination constraints. The
elements of these three sets are expressed in StreamLog as dened in the previous section.

Denition 3 (Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automaton (IHTA)). IHTA I is
a tuple (S, Start, End, children, T ) where

• S is a nite set of states.
• Start ⊆ S is a set of start states.
• End ⊆ S is a set of end states.
• children : S → 2S maps each state s ∈ S to the set of its direct substates (which
may be empty).1 The function gives rise to a tree of states with root which is the
root state of IHTA (Denition 5).

• T ⊆ S × (Literals × Conditions × T ermConstraints) × S is the set of transitions. A
transition connects two states s and s0 , has an optional positive or negative atomic
event query q , an optional set of temporal constraints c, and an optional set of
q,c,f

termination constraints f . We use the notation t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T , where q, c, f can
be omitted to express that they are necessarily absent. However transitions with
empty labels are not allowed. A transition t without source state and with a target
state s0 ∈ Start is called

enter transition, denoted t : ∅ −→ s0 ∈ T .
q,c

Example: The Item Oer represented graphically in Figure 6.1 is specied formally by
the IHTA IItemOf f er = (S, Start, End, children, T ) where
1 For

a set X, the notation 2X represents the power set of X , i.e. the set of all subsets of X , formally:
= {x|x ⊆ X}.

X def

2
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{ItemOf f er(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), I0 , I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 , I5 }
{I0 }
{I5 }
{ItemOf f er(auctionID(A), itemID(I)) 7→ {I0 , I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 , I5 }} ∪ {x 7→ ∅|x ∈ {I0 , I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 , I5 }}
(I0 , (bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) < 30s, ∅), I1 ),
(I0 , (∅, now − e(last) ≥ 30s, ∅), I5 ),
(I1 , (bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) < 30s, ∅), I1 ),
(I1 , (hammerBeat(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) ≥ 30s, ∅), I2 ),
(I2 , (bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) < 30s, ∅), I1 ),
(I2 , (hammerBeat(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) ≥ 30s, ∅), I3 ),
(I3 , (bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) < 30s, ∅), I1 ),
(I3 , (hammerBeat(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) ≥ 30s, ∅), I4 ),
(I4 , (sell(auctionID(A), itemID(I)), e(this) − e(last) < 1s, ∅), I5 )

IHTA usually specify a substream of events, not the whole event stream
IHTA describes this substream of

E. Schema of

E. Schema of IHTA is a set of atomic event queries as

dened in the previous section. Only those events which match at least one of the atomic
events of the schema are relevant for the respective IHTA. All other events are ignored
by the IHTA.

Denition

4

(Schema

of

IHTA,

Event

Relevant

for

IHTA). Let

AtomicEventQueries be the set of atomic event queries. Let I be IHTA. The schema

of I is a set of atomic event queries, denoted Schema(I) ⊆ AtomicEventQueries. The
default schema of I is the set of atomic event queries appearing positively or negatively
in at least one transition label of I . Note that a schema of I always contains the default
schema of I . An event matching at least one atomic event query q ∈ Schema(I) is
relevant for I . All other events are irrelevant for I .

Example: The Item Oer IHTA described above have the following default schema:
Schema(IItemOf f er ) = { bid( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ), hammerBeat( auctionID(A),
itemID(I) ), sell( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ) }.
Denition 5 (Atomic State, Non-atomic State, Child State, Descendant State,
Root State, Parent State, Ancestor State, Substate, Superstate). A state s ∈ S
is

• atomic, if s does not contain IHTA, i.e. children(s) = ∅. s is depicted as a circle.
• non-atomic, if s contains IHTA itself, i.e. children(s) 6= ∅. s is depicted as a rectangle. All states s0 ∈ children(s) are children of s and s is the parent of all s0 ,
denoted parent(s0 ). Descendants of s are all states which are within s, formally:

descendants : S → 2S
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if s is atomic

S

descendants(s0 ) otherwise

s0 ∈children(s)

direct substates of s.
A state r ∈ S containing all other states is the root state of the IHTA, i.e.
Descendants of s are substates of s, children of s are

r ∪ descendants(r) = S . Each IHTA has exactly one root state.
Ancestors of s0 are all states s0 appears within, formally:
ancestors : S →
2S
∅
if s0 is the root state
ancestors(s0 ) =
parent(s0 ) ∪ ancestors(parent(s0 )) otherwise
Ancestors of s0 are superstates of s0 , parent of s0 is the direct superstate of s0 . The
root state has no parent. All other states have exactly one parent. The root state is
an ancestor of all other states.
Each state of IHTA is either atomic or non-atomic. Each (atomic or non-atomic) state
of IHTA is either start or end or neither start nor end state. An end state s is depicted as
a double circle if s is atomic or as a double rectangle if s is non-atomic. Consider examples
in Section 6.2.
q,c,f

Denition 6 (Event Transition, Delay Transition). A transition t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T is
• event if q 6= ∅.
• delay if q = ∅.
Each transition is either event or delay. Consider examples in Section 6.2.

Denition 7 (Instantiating Transition, Terminating Transition). A transition t :
q,c,f

s −−→ s0 ∈ T is
• instantiating if t goes into a (set of nested) non-atomic state(s) and s0 ∈ Start.
• terminating if t goes out of a (set of nested) non-atomic state(s) and s ∈ End.
All properties of transitions are independent from each other and can be freely combined
in the sense that an event or a delay transition can be (a) neither instantiating nor
terminating, (b) instantiating but not terminating, (c) terminating but not instantiating
or (d) both instantiating and terminating. Consider examples in Section 6.2 and Figure 6.6.
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Auction(auctionID(1))
ActiveState=BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E))
IdBindings={ a→auctionBegin(auctionID(1)),
b→BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(3)),
BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(4)),
last→enrollmentBegin(auctionID(1),enrollID(4)) }
VarBindings={ A→1, E→3,4 }

b:BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(3))

b:BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(4))

ActiveState=B
IdBindings={ a→auctionBegin(auctionID(1)),
b→BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(3)),
last→enrollmentBegin(auctionID(1),enrollID(3)) }
VarBindings={ A→1,E→3 }

ActiveState=B
IdBindings={ a→auctionBegin(auctionID(1)),
b→BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(4)),
last→enrollmentBegin(auctionID(1),enrollID(4)) }
VarBindings={ A→1, E→4 }

0

0

Auction(auctionID(2))
ActiveState=ItemOffer(auctionID(A),itemID(I))
IdBindings={ a→auctionBegin(auctionID(2)),
last→hammerBeat(auctionID(2),itemID(5)) }
VarBindings={ A→2, I→5 }
ItemOffer(auctionID(2),itemID(5))
ActiveState=I
IdBindings={ a→auctionBegin(auctionID(2)),
last→hammerBeat(auctionID(2),itemID(5)) }
VarBindings={ A→2, I→5 }
2

Figure 6.4: Graphical representation of two runs of IHTA in Figure 6.1. An instance is
represented by a box. The tree of instances is called run.

6.3.2 Automaton Conguration
Having specied the basic notions IHTA are comprised of, we will now present the automaton conguration, a structure which represents the entire state during the runs of an
automaton. It includes all sets of nondeterministic runs, all instances of non-atomic states
in each run and, for each instance, its active state, variable bindings, and event and state
identier bindings.

Instance of a Non-Atomic State
Instantiation allows to represent an arbitrary number of concurrent processes. Consider

Auction(auctionID(1)) and Auction(auctionID(2)) are instances of the state
Auction(auctionID(A)) (Denition 8). These instances represent two auctions taking
Figure 6.4.

place at the same time independently from each other. Both auctions follow the pre-

Auction(auctionID(A)). The
active states of the instances are BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(E)) and ItemOer(auctionID(2),itemID(I)) respectively (Denition 10). Each of the instances has
dened workow specied by the IHTA within the state

its own variable bindings and identier bindings. Each of the concurrent processes can
give rise to new concurrent processes. So for example, during the auction with iden-
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Auction(auctionID(A))

A

0

BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(B))
B

0

B

1

B

2

B

ItemOffer(auctionID(A),itemID(I))

3

I

0

I

1

I

2

I

3

I

4

I

A

1

5

Figure 6.5: The run modeling approach of Hierarchical Timed Automata [41].
tier 1 two bidder enrollment processes take place at the same time, i.e. the instance

Auction(auctionID(1)) has two subinstances instantiating the nonatomic state BidderEnrollment(auctioID(A),enrollID(E)). Instances of non-atomic states form a tree called run
(Denition 14). Figure 6.4 shows two runs of the IHTA in Figure 6.1. A run cannot
be modeled as a partial tree of the state tree because there can be more than one in-

BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(3) and
BidderEnrollment(auctionID(1),enrollID(4).
stances with the same active state, e.g.

Hierarchical Timed Automata (HTA) [41] do not have the notion of instantiation. A
run of HTA is presented as a partial tree of the state tree. Figure 6.5 shows an example of
this approach. Edges which are bold represent a tree of states which are currently active.
The approach cannot represent a state being active more than once in a run. Therefore,
only a xed number of concurrent processes can be modeled. This does not meet our
requirements of modeling an arbitrary number of concurrent processes. IHTA handle this
by

instantiation. A run is built top-down during run-time in the following way. When

an enabled transition t (Denition 12) enters a non-atomic state n, an instance i of n is
created. If n is the root state, i has no parent. Otherwise, the parent of i is the instance
ring t. i inherits the variable bindings and the identier bindings from its parent, but
only those which were not yielded during creating the siblings of i.
Every instance has a set of local variable bindings and identier bindings. These are
updated when a transition res in the instance. If a transition res in an instance, the
active state of the instance changes. This procedure is called

transformation.

Sibling instances represent concurrent processes. Subinstances of an instance can

minate.

ter-

These three steps, i.e. instantiation, transformation, and termination, are executed
every time a transition res (Denition 18).
Now, let us formally dene the notions which were informally explained above. Let I
be IHTA. Let Identif ierBindings be the set of event (or state) identier bindings and

V ariableBindings be the set of variable bindings.

Denition 8 (Instance of a Non-Atomic State). An instance i of a non-atomic state
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n

l

m

m

l

p

g

g

p

s'

s

(b) t is instantiating but
not terminating

t

s'

(c) t is terminating but
not instantiating

s

t

s'

(d) t is instantiating
and terminating

Figure 6.6: Four kinds of transitions illustrated by the (incomplete) IHTA

n ∈ S of I is a tuple (n · V arBindings, ActiveState, IdBindings, V arBindings) where
• n · V arBindings is the name of i which is the result of the application of
V arBindings (as dened below) to n.
• ActiveState ∈ children(n) is the active state of i (Denition 10).
• IdBindings ∈ Identif ierBindings is the set of identier bindings of i.
• V arBindings ∈ V ariableBindings is the set of variable bindings of i.

Denition 9 (Schema of an Instance, Event Relevant for an Instance). Let n ∈ S
be a nonatomic state of IHTA with the schema Schema(n). Let i be an instance of n with
the variable bindings V arBindings. The schema of i is the schema of n in which the
variable bindings of i are propagated, formally Schema(i) = {q · V arBindings | q ∈

Schema(n)}. An event is relevant for i if it matches at least one atomic event query of
the schema of i. Otherwise, an event is irrelevant for i.

Example: If the schema of the IHTA Item Oer IItemOf f er in Figure 6.1 is
Schema(IItemOf f er ) = { bid( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ), hammerBeat( auctionID(A),
itemID(I) ), sell( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ) } then the schema of its instance iItemOf f er
in Figure 6.4 is Schema(iItemOf f er ) = { bid( auctionID(2), itemID(5) ), hammerBeat(
auctionID(2), itemID(5) ), sell( auctionID(2), itemID(5) ) }.
Consider Figure 6.6.

Denition 10 (Active State of an Instance). Let i be an instance of a non-atomic
q,c,f

state n ∈ S . If t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T is an enabled transition in i (Denition 12) then the
active state of i, denoted activeState(i), is dened as follows:


l | l ∈ children(n) ∧ l ∈ ancestors(s0 ) if t is instantiating
activeState(i) =
s 0
else
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Every time an enter transition of IHTA I res a new run of I is created. An enter
q,c

transition t : ∅ −→ s0 ∈ T of I is performed if the following condition is satised: If the
event query q of t is positive, there must be an event in the stream which is matched
by q such that the optional temporal constraints c of t are satised. If q is negative, i.e.

q = ¬q 0 , q matches the event stream if the stream does not contain an event matched by
q 0 such that the non-optional temporal constraints c of t are satised.

Denition 11 (Enabled Enter Transition). Let E be an event stream. Let I be IHTA.
q,c

An enter transition t : ∅ −→ s0 ∈ T of I is enabled if:

• if c = ∅ then q is positive and ∃ad ∈ E, ∃σ such that qσ = a.
• if c 6= ∅ then let d0 ∈ TI be the time interval during which c is satised

 if q is positive then ∃ad ∈ E, ∃σ such that qσ = a and d v d0 2 .
 if q is negative, i.e. q = ¬q 0 , then 6 ∃ad ∈ E for which ∃σ such that qσ = a and
d v d0 .
q,c,f

An instance i of a non-atomic state n ∈ S executes a transition t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T if the
following conditions are satised:

• The instance i is in the right state which depends on the kind of the transition t. If
t is:

 neither instantiating nor terminating (Case (a) in Figure 6.6), s, s0 ∈
children(n) and s is the active state of i.

 instantiating but not terminating (Case (b) in Figure 6.6), s ∈ children(n), s0 ∈
descendants(n) and s is the active state of i.

 terminating but not instantiating (Case (c) in Figure 6.6), s

∈

descendants(n), s0 ∈ children(n) and m is the active state of i where m ∈
children(n), m ∈ ancestors(s).

 instantiating and terminating (Case (d) in Figure 6.6), s, s0 ∈ descendants(n)
and m is the active state of i where m ∈ children(n), m ∈ ancestors(s) and
there is no state k such that s, s0 ∈ descendants(k), k ∈ descendants(n) (otherwise an instance of k performs t).
2d

v d0 is the shortcut for b(d0 ) ≤ b(d) and e(d) ≤ e(d0 ). In other words the time interval d0 comprises
the time interval d.
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• The components of the label of t, namely the event query q , the temporal constraints
c, and the termination constraints f are satised.

 If t is an event transition and the event query q of t is positive, there must be
an event in the stream which is matched by q such that the optional temporal
constraints c and the optional termination constraints f of t are satised with
respect to the variable bindings and identier bindings of i.
If q is negative, i.e. q = ¬q 0 , q matches the event stream if the stream does not
contain an event matched by q 0 such that the temporal constraints c and the
termination constraints f of t are satised with respect to the variable bindings
and identier bindings of i. Please note that in this case either temporal or
termination constraints are non-optional.

 The temporal constraints c of t are satised with respect to the identier bindings of i.

 If t is terminating, the termination constraints f of t are satised with respect
to the identier bindings of i.

Denition 12 (Transition Enabled in an Instance). Let i be an instance of a nonatomic state n ∈ S , let V arBindings be the variable bindings of i and IdBindings be
q,c,f

the identier bindings of i. Let E be an event stream. A transition t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T is
enabled in i if:




m | m ∈ children(n) ∧ m ∈ ancestors(s)∧





6 ∃k | s, s0 ∈ descendants(k)∧
1. activeState(i) =


k ∈ descendants(n)
if t is terminating




s
else
2. if t is an event transition then

• if c = ∅ and f = ∅ then q is positive and ∃ad ∈ E, ∃σ such that
q · V arBindings · σ = a.
• if c 6= ∅ or f 6= ∅ then let d0 ∈ TI be the time interval during which c ·
IdBindings and f · IdBindings are satised

 if q is positive then ∃ad ∈ E, ∃σ such that
q · V arBindings · σ = a and d v d0 .

 if q is negative, i.e. q = ¬q 0 , then 6 ∃ad ∈ E for which ∃σ such that
q 0 · V arBindings · σ = a and d v d0 .
3. if c 6= ∅ then c · IdBindings is satised.
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4. if t is terminating then f · IdBindings is satised.
Just analogously to Denition 5 for states, the following sets are dened for an instance:

Denition 13 (Child Instance, Descendant Instance, Parent Instance, Ancestor
Instance, Subinstance, Superinstance). Let n, n0 ∈ S such that n0 ∈ children(n).
Let i be an instance of n and i0 be an instance of n0 such that i0 was created by an
instantiating transition in i or both i and i0 were created by an instantiating transition
in an ancestor instance of i. Then i0 is a child of i, denoted i0 ∈ children(i), and i is

parent of i0 , denoted parent(i0 ) = i. Let I be the set of instances. Descendants of i are
the following:

descendants : I →2I

∅
descendants(i) =

children(i) ∪

if the active state of i is atomic

S

descendants(i0 ) otherwise

i0 ∈children(i)

Descendants of i are subinstances of i, children of i are

direct subinstances of i.

Ancestors of i0 are the following:
ancestors : I → 
2I
∅
if i0 is an instance of the root state
0
ancestors(i ) =
parent(i0 ) ∪ ancestors(parent(i0 )) otherwise
Ancestors of i0 are superinstances of i0 , parent of i0 is the direct superinstance of i0 . An
instance of the root state has no parent. All other instances have exactly one parent. An
instance of the root state is an ancestor of all other instances.

Run
A run r saves all current instances in r as well as their name, active state, identier
bindings and variable bindings.

Denition 14 (Run). Let I be IHTA. Let I be the set of instances and N ames
be the set of instance names. A run r of I is a tuple (children, name, activeState,

identif ierBindings, variableBindings) where
• children : I → 2I maps an instance i ∈ I to its children. children(i) gives rise to a
tree of instances the root of which is an instance of the root state.

• name : I → N ames maps an instance i ∈ I to its name which is the result of
the application of variable bindings of i to the state n ∈ S instantiated by i, i.e.

name(i) = n · variableBindings(i).
• activeState : I → S maps an instance to its active state.
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L(1)

a(1)

ActiveState=K
IdBindings={last→a(1)}
VarBindings={X→1}

K

Figure 6.7: The (incomplete) IHTA and its initial run. The enter transition instantiates
only the root state.
L(X)

L(1)

M(X)

ActiveState=M(X)
IdBindings={last→a(1,2),
j→N(1,2)}
VarBindings={X→1,Y→2}

j:N(X,Y)
a(X*,Y*)

K

a(1,2)

M(1)
ActiveState=N(X,Y)
IdBindings={last→a(1,2),
j→N(1,2)}
VarBindings={X→1,Y→2}
N(1,2)
ActiveState=K
IdBindings={last→a(1,2),
j→N(1,2)}
VarBindings={X→1,Y→2}

Figure 6.8: The (incomplete) IHTA and its initial run. The enter transition instantiates
the root state and its two substates.

• identif ierBindings : I → Identif ierBindings maps an instance to its identier
bindings.

• variableBindings : I → V ariableBindings maps an instance to its variable bindings.

Denition 15 (Event Relevant for a Run). Let r be a run of IHTA and Ir be the set
of instances in r. An event is relevant for r if it is relevant for at least one instance in Ir .
Otherwise, an event is not relevant for r.
q,c

Denition 16 (Initial Run). Let I be IHTA. Let t : ∅ −→ s0 ∈ T be an enabled enter
transition of I . Let root ∈ S be the root state of I . Initially there is one run r. It contains
an instance i of root without subinstances if t instantiates only root. If t instantiates root
and substates l of root, r contains an instance i of root and an instance i0 of each l which
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are subinstances of i. r := Initializet () which is dened as follows:

i is a new instance of root
children := i 7→ ∅



i 7→ s0
if t instantiates only root


activeState := i 7→ l | l ∈ children(root)∧ if t instantiates root and




l ∈ ancestors(s0 )
substates of root
identif ierBindings := i 7→ {last 7→ e ∪ id 7→ e}
variableBindings := i 7→ σ
name := i 7→ root · σ
return Inst(i, s0 ,children, name, activeState, identif ierBindings, variableBindings)
where

id is the event identier, i.e. q = id : q 0 ,
e is the event matched by q , and
σ is the unier of q and e, i.e. qσ = e.
In this case we say that t is enabled by e.
The function

Inst(i, s', children, name, activeState, identierBindings, variableBindings)

is given in Denition 18.
Consider the (incomplete) IHTA and their respective initial runs in Figure 6.7 and
Figure 6.8.

Run Modication
q,c,f

Let r be a run of IHTA I and Ir be the set of instances of r. Let t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T be a
transition enabled in an instance i ∈ Ir of a nonatomic state n ∈ S . When t res in i, r
is modied as follows:

1. Transformation: If s0 is a child of n then s0 becomes the active state of i. Otherwise,
the active state of i is the ancestor of s0 which is a child of n. (Compare Denition 10.)
If t is an event transition, the variable bindings and identier bindings of i are updated.
The variable bindings of i are updated using the unier of the event query q of t and the
current event e. If q is labeled by an event identier id, the identier bindings of i are
updated such that id is mapped to e. The identier bindings of all ancestors of i are also
updated: The event identier last references e.

Example: Consider Figure 6.9. Assume the event a(1, 2) arrives. The transition t :
a(X ∗ ,Y ∗ )

G −−−−−→ K is enabled in the instance i of L (compare Denition 12). K 6∈ children(L)
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Figure 6.9: The (incomplete) IHTA and its run modication involving transformation and
instantiation.
and the active state of i is M (X) because M (X) ∈ ancestors(K) and M (X) ∈

children(L). The variable bindings and the identier bindings of i are updated as shown
in Figure 6.9.

2. Instantiation: If t is instantiating, then for each state t goes into (more exactly,
for each ancestor of s0 which is a descendant of n) a new instance i0 is created. All these
instances are in a parent-child relation as dened in Denition 13. Each new instance i0
inherits variable bindings and identier bindings from its parent but only those which
were not yielded while creating siblings of i0 . The active state of each new instance i0 is
either s0 or the state which is instantiated by the children of i0 . If a state k instantiated
by t carries a state identier id0 the identier bindings of the instance i0 of k are updated
so that id0 is mapped to the name of i0 . This state identier binding is provided to all
ancestors of i0 .
a(X ∗ ,Y ∗ )

Example: Consider Figure 6.9 again. The enabled transition t : G −−−−−→ K
in i is instantiating. An instance for each state M (X) and N (X, Y ) is created because M (X), N (X, Y ) ∈ ancestors(K) and M (X), N (X, Y ) ∈ descendants(L). M (1)
is the instance of M (X), M (1) ∈ children(i), and N (1, 2) is the instance of N (X, Y ),

N (1, 2) ∈ children(M (1)). The active state of M (1) is N (X, Y ) and the active state of
N (1, 2) is K . Each instance inherits the variable bindings and the identier bindings from
its parent instance.

Modeling Concurrent Processes

Figure 6.10: Modeling concurrent processes
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A special form of instantiating transitions are transitions with a non-atomic source
state s and a start target state s0 where s0 is a descendant of s. Figure 6.10 shows the
result of the execution of two instantiating transitions of this form. In contrast to the
instantiation shown in Figure 6.9, newly created subinstances are siblings of already existing subinstances. Since each of these subinstances processes transitions independently
from other subinstances this models multiple concurrent processes.
To relate an event to an instance, event queries refer to the variable bindings of an
instance. Variables used for this relation are usually declared in the event queries of
instantiating transitions (see Section 6.2). This requires special care from the user in the
following two respects: (1) Variables used for uniquely relating events to instances must
be keys. (2) It is not prevented that variables are accidentally shadowed during the lifetime of an instance. For example, the variable Y in the instance M (1) is shadowed after
the rst instantiation in Figure 6.10. But its subinstance N (1, 2) still has the old binding
of Y .

3. Termination: If t is terminating, all nished subinstances i0 of the instance i with
respect to the end state s are terminated. As dened in Denition 17, an instance i0 is
nished with respect to the end state s if either:

• the active state of i0 is s or
• the active state of i0 is a non-atomic state n (i.e. i0 has subinstances i00 instantiating
n) and all instances i00 are nished with respect to s.

Example: Consider the resulting run in Figure 6.10. All instances of the non-atomic
state N (X, Y ) are nished with respect to the end state K according to the rst condition
above. Both instances of the non-atomic state M (X) are nished with respect to the end
state K according to the second condition above.

Denition 17 (Finished Instance with respect to an End State). Let i be an
instance of a non-atomic state n ∈ S , let s ∈ descendants(n) be an atomic end state. i is
called nished with respect s if either

• activeState(i) = s
or

• activeState(i) is non-atomic and all instances of activeState(i) which are subinstances of i are nished with respect to s.

Termination Constraints
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n
k
j:n'
m
s

t

s'

Figure 6.11: State identier j in termination constraints of t illustrated by the (incomplete)
IHTA
In the auction use case, for an item to be presented in an auction there must be
at least two bidder enrollments. Therefore, the event transition between states B3 and

I0 in Figure 6.1 is only executed if at least two instances of the non-atomic state

b:BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) are in the state B3 . Such conditions on
the number of instances are expressed by termination constraints of terminating transitions. Termination constraints are formulas of arithmetic expressions comparing the value
returned by the functions allInstances or f inishedInstances (dened below) with a natural number by means of the binary operators =, 6=, <, ≤, >, ≥.
q,c,f

Let t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T be a terminating transition in an instance i of a non-atomic state

n ∈ S in a run r. Let j : n0 ∈ S be a non-atomic state referenced by the state identier j
such that j : n0 ∈ descendants(n) and j : n0 ∈ ancestors(s). Consider Figure 6.11. Two
functions allInstances and f inishedInstances can be used in the termination constraint

f of t. They are dened as follows:
• The function allInstances : Identif iers → N0 maps j to the number of instances
of n0 regardless their active states in r.

• The function f inishedInstances : Identif iers → N0 maps j to the number of
nished instances of n0 with respect to s in r.
If t does not have an explicit termination constraint then it carries a default termi-

nation constraint allInstances(l) = f inishedInstances(l) where l references all states
x for which x ∈ descendants(n) and x ∈ ancestors(s) holds (these are k, n0 and m in
Figure 6.11). Default termination constraint expresses that all instances of all substates
of n in r must be nished with respect to s. If a terminating transition is labeled by an
explicit termination constraint f , the default termination constraint is replaced by f .

Example: The termination constraint of the transition between states B3 and I0 in
Figure 6.1 is f inishedInstances(b) ≥ 2. Therefore the default termination constraint
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allInstances(b) = f inishedInstances(b) is replaced by the custom termination constraint, and the transition can re even if not all instances of the non-atomic state

b:BidderEnrollment(auctionID(A),enrollID(E)) are nished with respect to B3 but at
least two.
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Figure 6.12: The (incomplete) IHTA and its run modication involving termination

Example: Assume the event c arrives. Then the terminating transition between states
K and H in Figure 6.12 is enabled, compare Denition 12. (If j referenced the non-atomic
state M (X) the termination constraint would not be satised and the transition would
not be enabled.) All subinstances of the instance i of L which are nished with respect
to K terminate. The active state of i is now H .
Denition 18 formally species the run modication including tree steps namely termination, transformation and instantiation which were informally described and illustrated
by examples above.

Denition 18 (Deterministic Run Modication). Let r = (children, name,
activeState, identif ierBindings, variableBindings) be a run of IHTA. Let Ir be the
q,c,f

set of instances in r and i ∈ Ir instantiating n ∈ S . Let t : s −−→ s0 ∈ T be the only
enabled transition in i. Performing t in i is executed by the deterministic modication
function
def

Di,t (children, name, activeState, identif ierBindings, variableBindings) =

(children3 , name3 , activeState3 , identif ierBindings3 , variableBindings3 )
which takes r as an input and returns a modied run (children3 , name3 , activeState3 ,

identif ierBindings3 , variableBindings3 ) as an output. The execution of Di,t involves
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three steps:
1. Termination
If t is terminating the subinstances of i are terminated. For this eect, an intermediate run (children1 , name1 , activeState1 , identif ierBindings1 , variableBindings1 )
is created:


children[i 7→ ∅] if t is terminating
children1 :=
children
else
name1 := name
activeState1 := activeState
identif ierBindings1 := identif ierBindings
variableBindings1 := variableBindings
2. Transformation
The active state of i is updated. If t is an event transitions, the event identiers
and variable bindings of i are updated. An intermediate run (children2 , name2 ,
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activeState2 , identif ierBindings2 , variableBindings2 ) is created:
children2 := children1
name2 := name1



activeState1 [i 7→ l | l ∈ children(n)∧


activeState2 :=
l ∈ ancestors(s0 )]
if t is instantiating



activeState [i 7→ s0 ]
else
1


identif ierBindings1 [i 7→






{identif ierBindings1 (i) ∪






last 7→ e ∪ id 7→ e},




∀a ∈ ancestors(i) : a 7→
identif ierBindings2 :=




{identif ierBindings1 (a) ∪






last 7→ e}]
if t is an event transition






identif ierBindings
else
1


variableBindings1 [i 7→




{variableBindings1 (i) ∪ σ}] if t is an event transition
variableBindings2 :=




variableBindings
else
1
where

id is the event identier, i.e. q = id : q 0 ,
e is the event matched by q · variableBindings1 (i), and
σ is the unier of q · variableBindings1 (i) and e, i.e. q · variableBindings1 (i) · σ = e.
In this case we say that t is enabled by e.
3. Instantiation
If t is instantiating, then for each state t goes into a new instance is created.
The resulting run is (children3 , name3 , activeState3 , identif ierBindings3 ,

variableBindings3 )

:=

Inst(i,

s0 ,

children2 ,

name2 ,

identif ierBindings2 , variableBindings2 ) which is dened as follows:

activeState2 ,
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def

Inst(i, s0 , children, name, activeState, identif ierBindings, variableBindings) =


Inst(i0 , s0 , children0 , name0 , activeState0 ,





identif ierBindings0 , variableBindings0 ), where






i0 is a new instance of activeState(i)






children0 := children[i 7→ {children(i) ∪ i0 }]







activeState0 := activeState[i0 7→ l |






l ∈ children(activeState(i))∧






(l ∈ ancestors(s0 ) ∨ l = s0 )]






variableBindings0 := variableBindings[i0 7→





{variableBindings(i) − varBindings(i)}]



name0 := name[i0 7→ activeState(i) · variableBindings0 (i0 )]






identif ierBindings0 := identif ierBindings[i0 7→






{(identif ierBindings(i) ∪ id0 7→ name0 )






−idBindings(i)},






∀a ∈ ancestors(i) : a 7→






{identif ierBindings(a) ∪ id0 7→ name0 }]
if activeState(i) 6= s0












(children, name, activeState, identif ierBindings,





variableBindings)
else
where

id0 is the state identier of the active state of i instantiated by i0 ,
idBindings(i) and varBindings(i) be the identier bindings and the variable bindings of i yielded while creating siblings of i0 . These bindings are irrelevant for i0 .

Set of Nondeterministic Runs
Denition 18 species run modication if there is only one enabled transition in an instance, i.e. deterministic run modication. However, IHTA are non-deterministic in general, i.e. there can be multiple transitions enabled in an instance at the same time. It is
not known beforehand which of these transitions leads to the end state. Therefore, IHTA
support don't know (or disjunctive) nondeterminism (consider Section 2.3.5). Our understanding of nondeterminism is based on Nondeterministic Finite Automata NFA [108].
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Figure 6.13: Powerset construction
When multiple transitions of an NFA can be executed,
as there is

any of them is chosen. As long

at least one run of the NFA which leads to an end state, the input word is

accepted.
Powerset construction method [108], i.e. translation of NFA into Deterministic Finite
Automata (DFA), is a solution to the ambiguous choice between multiple enabled transitions. As motivated in Section 2.3.5, powerset construction allows event stream verication
on-the-y, i.e. there is no need to save past events in order to test other choices.

Example: Figure 6.13 shows an exemplary NFA and its respective DFA without the
states which are unreachable from the start state. Assume the active state is G and the
event a arrives. Two transitions of the NFA are enabled, the one between states G and K
and the one between states G and H. Both runs are followed. They are depicted in blue
and red in Figure 6.13. The active state of the blue run is K and the active state of the red
run is H. This behavior is simulated by merging the states K and H in the DFA. Assume
the event b arrives. The red run of the NFA cannot accept it and is therefore dropped.
The blue run accepts it and is therefore stil valid. (If the blue run did not accept b, the
word would not be in the language specied by the NFA.) The active state is F and the
word is accepted. Note that the same behavior is simulated by the DFA.
As the example shows, powerset construction method relies on the fact that the automaton is nite, i.e. has a nite number of states. There is no way of using it for IHTA
because the number of instances of states is unbounded in each run. However, powerset
construction method can be reproduced by keeping track of all possible nondeterministic
runs of IHTA (which are called

a set of nondeterministic runs in the following). When

an instance in a run r is in a state with k enabled transitions, r is branched into k runs

r1 , . . . , rk . Each of r1 , . . . , rk performs one enabled transition. r1 , . . . , rk belong to the same
set of nondeterministic runs as r. All sets of nondeterministic runs are accumulated by

automaton conguration and modied dynamically. When an event e occurs, runs of the
respective set of nondeterministic runs which do not have an instance with event transitions which are triggered by e are deleted. If a set of nondeterministic runs becomes
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Figure 6.14: Set of nondeterministic runs
empty, i.e. no run was able to accept an event, the stream violates the IHTA. (Listing 6.1
is devoted to the stream verication algorithm which is based on this idea.) The reason of
run branching (instead of state merging) is that each of nondeterministic runs can create
new instances.

Example: Consider Figure 6.14. Initially there are two runs of the IHTA. Assume a(1)
arrives. It is relevant for the rst run. The run is branched into two nondeterministic
runs. The (same!) instance L(1) has dierent active states and dierent subinstances in
dierent runs. If at least one of the nondeterministic runs is successful, the stream does
not violate the IHTA.
The second dierence between classical nondeterminism [108] and nondeterminism of
IHTA is that the elements of an input word (i.e. events of a stream) are not necessarily
ordered, i.e. they can have the same occurrence time since this is an important feature in
many practical applications. The number of events with the same occurrence time must
be nite, otherwise there would be no time progress. This is no restriction of practical
applications because the number of events with the same occurrence time is unbounded.
The order in which such events are matched by transitions of an instance is ambiguous,
and a run evolves dierently depending on a particular order.
IHTA handle this by keeping track of all possible choices of event order. For a set
of n events with equal occurrence time there are n! (the factorial of n) possible permu-
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Figure 6.15: Set of nondeterministic runs
tations. Therefore, when such a set is detected, every existing run for which the set is
relevant is branched into n! runs. Each of these runs separately handles one possible event
permutation and is dropped when it cannot match an event.

Example: Consider Figure 6.15. Initially there are two runs of the IHTA. Assume two
events a(1) and b(1) arrive at the same time. They are relevant for the rst run. The
run is split into two nondeterministic runs. The (same!) instance L(1) has dierent active
states and dierent subinstances in dierent runs. The rst one of the new runs works
on a(1), b(1), the second on b(1), a(1). The second run is not able to accept a(1) and is
deleted. The rst run accepts both events.
All possible permutations of events with the same end time point of their occurrence
times must be considered if these events are relevant for the same run (not only for the
same instance!). The order of execution of events which are relevant for dierent runs
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Figure 6.16: The (incomplete) IHTA and its run.
does not matter.

Example: Consider Figure 6.16. Assume events a(1), b(1), c(2), d arrive at the same time.
They are relevant for the same run but for four dierent instances in the run. These events
must be processed in the above or alternatively in the following orders: a(1), c(2), b(1), d
or c(2), a(1), b(1), d. The evaluations of these permutations return the same run. A set of
nondeterministic runs (Denition 19) saves only dierent runs. All other permutations of
the events cannot be accepted. If only one permutation p of the events were considered
and if p were not the one of the above permutations, the stream verication algorithm
(Listing Listing 6.1) would stop the evaluation by returning false.

Denition 19 (Set of Nondeterministic Runs). Let r be a run of IHTA. Let Ir be
the set of instances in r. Let t1 , . . . , tk ∈ T be the set of all transitions enabled in any
instance i ∈ Ir . Then r is replaced by the set of k non-deterministic runs r1 , . . . , rk (which
belong to the same set of nondeterministic runs as r) such that rn = Din ,tn (r) where

rn ∈ {r1 , . . . , rk } and tn ∈ {t1 , . . . , tk } is a transition enabled in in ∈ Ir .

Denition 20 (Automaton Conguration). Let I be IHTA. Automaton conguration
of I is the set of all sets of nondeterministic runs of I .

Denition 21 (Event Accepted by an Instance). Let E be an event stream and
e ∈ E . Let I be IHTA and i be an instance of some non-atomic state of I . e is accepted
by i if there is a transition t ∈ T and such that t is enabled by e in i.

Denition 22 (Event Accepted by a Run). Let E be an event stream and e ∈ E .
Let I be IHTA and r be a run of I . Let Ir be the set of instances in r. e is accepted by r
if e is accepted by all instances i ∈ Ir for which e is relevant.

Denition 23 (Event Stream Accepted by IHTA). Let E[≤ p] be an event stream
arrived until a time point p ∈ T. Let I be IHTA. If at least one run r of each set of
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nondeterministic runs of I accepts all events of E[≤ p] which are relevant for r and is in
an atomic end state of I , E[≤ p] is accepted by I .
Let A be automaton conguration. At the beginning A is empty (compare Line 1
in Listing 6.1). A is modied according to the automaton conguration modication
algorithm in Listing 6.1. The pseudo code of the algorithm is followed by its detailed
line-by-line explanation.
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Listing 6.1: Automaton Conguration Modication Algorithm
1

A=∅

2 forever
3
4
5

events

for each

13

run

end

9

12

← ∅

new_ndRuns

8

A ← (A −

for each

i

end

18

new_ndRuns

19

A ←A ∪

end
end
for each

20
21
22

D e l a y T r a n s i t i o n s ( run )

new_ndRuns

events

∈

t

T e n a b l e d by e v e n t

←

new_run

new_ndRuns

∈A

← ∅

for each run ∈ ndRuns
for each p e r m u t a t i o n

24
25

new_ndRuns

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

end
end

←

D e l a y T r a n s i t i o n s ( run )

new_runs

← ∅

for each i
for each

∈ Irun
t

∈

∈

permutations ( events )

new_ndRuns

end
end
i f new_ndRuns = ∅
then return false
else A ← ( A − ndRuns )
end
end

36 f u n c t i o n

39

∪

∪

∈ Inew_run

ndRuns

new_ndRuns

23

38

new_ndRuns

← Initializet ()

17

37

←

set_accepted ( event , i )

16

35

ndRuns

ndRuns )

new_run

15

34

∈

end
else for each e v e n t ∈
for each e n t e r

14

33

∈A

ndRuns

new_ndRuns

7

11

get_next_events ( )

i f events = ∅
then for each

6

10

←

T e n a b l e d in i

∪

∪

E v e n t T r a n s i t i o n s ( run , p e r m u t a t i o n )

new_ndRuns
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← Di,t ( run )

40

new_run

41

new_runs

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

end
end
i f new_runs
then return
else return
end
end

49 f u n c t i o n

←

=

56
57
58

∅

← ∅

relevant_events

55

D e l a y T r a n s i t i o n s ( new_run )

E v e n t T r a n s i t i o n s ( run , e v e n t s )

51

54

∪

new_runs

new_runs

53

new_runs

run

50

52

←

events

for each e v e n t ∈ r e l e v a n t _ e v e n t s
i f e v e n t i s r e l e v a n t for run
then for each i ∈ Irun
for each t ∈ T e n a b l e d in i
i f t i s e n a b l e d by e v e n t
then i f ¬ g e t _ a c c e p t e d ( e v e n t , i )
then s e t _ a c c e p t e d ( e v e n t , i )
← Di,t ( run )

59

new_run

60

new_runs

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

78

else

end

new_runs

∪

E v e n t T r a n s i t i o n s ( new_run , e v e n t s )

← Di,t ( run )

new_run
new_runs

←

new_runs

end
end
i f event i s r e l e v a n t
then new_runs ← ∅
return new_runs
end
end

else r e l e v a n t _ e v e n t s
end
end
i f relevant_events = ∅
then return run
else return new_runs
end
end

←

←

for i

∪

and

E v e n t T r a n s i t i o n s ( new_run , e v e n t s )

¬get_accepted ( event

relevant_events

−

event

, i)
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The algorithm in Listing 6.1 runs until the event stream violates the IHTA with the
automaton conguration A. Otherwise the algorithm does not terminate. An iteration
of the main loop in lines 235 takes place every time when either there is at least one
incoming event, i.e. events 6= ∅ (line 3), or at least one delay transition can be executed.
If there are no incoming events (line 4), only delay transitions can be processed (lines
511). For each set of nondeterministic runs ndRuns and for each run in it all enabled
delay transitions are red by calling the function DelayT ransitions(run) in line 8. Since
delay transitions can be performed nondeterministically, i.e. when in one state more than
one delay transitions are triggered at the same time, the run can be split into several
nondeterministic runs (compare Denition 19). All of them are accumulated in the set of
new nondeterministic runs new_ndRuns in line 8. Finally, the old set of nondeterministic
runs ndRuns of the run is replaced by the new set of nondeterministic runs new_ndRuns
in the automaton conguration A in line 10.
If there are incoming events, both delay and event transitions can be processed (lines
1234). First in lines 1221, all enter transitions enabled by the input events are triggered.
These transitions create new runs as dened by Denition 16 in line 14. These new runs
are added to the automaton conguration A in line 19. Since an event is processed by an
instance only once, line 16 saves that each newly created instance already processed the
event which had triggered the respective enter transition. Note that this rst step is the
only step of the algorithm which is possible when the main loop in lines 235 is called for
the rst time with A = ∅. If at the end of this rst step, A contains newly created runs,
the second step described in the following becomes possible.
Second in lines 2233, the algorithm checks for each run of each set of nondeterministic runs whether the run accepts each relevant event (Denition 22)
of at least one permutation of the incoming events by calling the function

EventDelayT ransitions(run, permutation) for each run and each permutation of events
in line 26. If it is the case, this run is replaced by the resulting new runs, otherwise this
run is deleted. This is explained in more detail in the following.
Let events be the set of incoming events with the same end time point of their occurrence times. Assume all events are relevant for the same run. As motivated above all
possible permutations of events must be considered. There are |events|! (the factorial of

|events|) permutations where |events| denotes the number of events.
For each set of nondeterministic runs ndRuns (line 22), for each run in it (line 24), and
for each permutation of the incoming events (line 25), it is tested whether the run accepts
all relevant events of the permutation (all respective enabled event or delay transitions
are red) in line 26. The set new_ndRuns accumulates all new runs resulting from the
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runs which were able to accept all relevant events in at least one permutation. If no run
is able to accept all the incoming events in any permutation, the set new_ndRuns is
empty. Otherwise the set new_ndRuns contains new nondeterministic runs.
If the set new_ndRuns is not empty, the set of old nondeterministic runs ndRuns of the

run is replaced by the set of new nondeterministic runs new_ndRuns in the automaton
conguration A in line 31. Otherwise the input event stream violates the IHTA with
the automaton conguration A. Compare Denition 23. Therefore, the execution of the
algorithm is stopped by returning

false in line 30.

The main loop is based on two auxiliary functions DelayT ransitions(run) processing
all enabled delay transitions in the run and EventT ransitions(run, events) processing all
enabled event and delay transitions in the run. Separate treatment of event transitions
is necessary because EventT ransitions(run, events) returns a (nonempty) set of new
runs only if the run accepted all relevant events. Otherwise the returned set is empty.

DelayT ransitions(run), in contrast, always returns a nonempty set of new runs. If no
delay transition can re in the run, the unchanged run is returned. Both functions are
described in more detail in the following.

DelayT ransitions(run) takes a single run as its argument and returns the set
new_runs after recursively performing all delay transitions which are possible at the
current time point in the run.
More exactly: For each instance i in the set of instances Irun of the run (line 38) and
for each delay transition t enabled in i (line 39), t is red in i in line 40. The result
is a new_run. Compare Denition 18. Other enabled delay transitions are recursively
performed on the new_run in line 41. All these nondeterministic runs are accumulated
by the set new_runs in line 41. If the set new_runs is not empty, it is returned in line
46. Otherwise the unchanged run is returned in line 45.

EventT ransitions(run, events) is similar to DelayT ransitions(run) but it additionally takes an ordered list of events, events, as an argument and processes all enabled event
and delay transitions in the run. The function returns a nonempty set of new runs only
if all relevant events are accepted by the run, otherwise the resulting set is empty.
More exactly: For each event of the input events (line 52) it is tested whether it is
relevant for the run in line 53. If it is the case then for each instance i in the set of
instances Irun of the run (line 54) and for each event or delay transition t enabled in i
(line 55), t is red in i in line 59 or line 62 depending on whether t is an event or a delay
transition (see below). The result is a new_run.
If t is a delay transition, it is treated as described above (compare lines 4041 with lines
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6263) with the only dierence that the new_run must still process all events. Therefore,

EventT ransitions(new_run, events) is recursively called in line 63.
If t is an event transition (line 56) and the event has not been accepted by the instance

i yet (line 57), the event is marked as accepted by i in line 58, t is triggered by the
event, and the resulting new run is saved in new_run in line 59. The function is called
recursively on the new_run in line 60.
If the event is relevant for the instance i in the run but has not been accepted by i
(line 66), then the run was not able to accept all events (compare Denition 22) and the
resulting set new_runs is empty (line 6768).
If some event of the input events is not relevant for the run then it is deleted from the
list relevant_events in line 71.
If no event of the input events is relevant for the run (line 74), the set relevant_events
is empty and the unchanged run is returned in line 75. Otherwise in line 76, the set

new_runs is returned.

Termination
Let I be IHTA.
The algorithm in Listing 6.1 does intentionally not terminate. However, each iteration
of the main loop in lines 235 terminates under the following conditions:
1. For each time point t, the number of incoming events |events| is nite.
2. For each time point, there must be no cycles of delay transitions in I , i.e. the same
delay transition may not be processed more than once by runs yielded from calls of

DelayT ransitions(run).
The number of transitions |T | is nite. The maximum number of instances j created
by an instantiating transition is nite.
The number of sets of nondeterministic runs ns in the automaton conguration of I is
nite. The total number of runs nr in all sets of nondeterministic runs is also nite. The
total number of instances ni in all runs is nite. ns ∈ O(ni ) and nr ∈ O(ni ) since in the
worst each instance belongs to its own run which is the only run of a set of nondeterministic
runs.
Let |E[≤ p]| denote the number of events relevant for I and arrived on the stream E
until the time point p ∈ T. Then ni ∈ O(|E[≤ p]| · |E[≤ p]|! · |T | · j) because in the worst
case each event arrived on the stream E until the time point p ∈ T in each permutation
of events triggers an instantiating transition t ∈ T creating at most j instances.
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For these reasons the number of iterations of all nested loops of the algorithm is nite.

Complexity
DelayT ransitions(run)

∈ O(ni · |T |)

EventT ransitions(run, events) ∈ O(ni · |T | · |events|)
main(A, events)

∈ O(ni · |events|! · ni · |T | · |events|)
∈ O((|E[≤ p]| · |E[≤ p]|! · |T | · j)2 · |events|! · |T | · |events|)
∈ O(|E[≤ p]|2 · |E[≤ p]|!2 · |T |3 · j 2 · |events|! · |events|)

Chapter 7
Event Stream Constraint Language
This chapter is devoted to the Event Stream Constraint Language ESCL. We start in
Section 7.1 with the summary of the main features of the language. Section 7.2 illustrates
these features by examples, explains the syntax and the informal semantics of the language. Section 7.3 presents the grammar of ESCL. Section 7.4 explains the normalization
of ESCL constraints to facilitate their use for semantic optimization of CEP queries. And
nally, Section 7.5 introduces the formal declarative semantics of the language.

7.1 Main Features
This section summarizes the main features of the Event Stream Constraint Language in
a form of a list. Illustrating examples are given in Section 7.2. These features are the
following (compare Section 2.3):
1. ESCL is a

declarative rst-order logic language. An ESCL constraint is a logic for-

mula which is either a fact or a rule. A rule has a body and a head. If a constraint
body matches a stream, the constraint head must be satised by the stream. A rule
expresses causality very naturally. A fact is a rule with an empty body, i.e. the head
of a fact holds unconditionally.
2. ESCL is tailored to the peculiarities of CEP described in Section 2.2. In particular, it
formulates constraints within time intervals which can also be application states. For
this reason, ESCL allows not only event but also state

queries. As motivated in Sec-

tion 2.3.1, states are very important (and even indispensable) for many event-based
applications. Indeed, some constraints hold during particular states only. States cannot be replaced by time intervals because the beginning and the duration of states
is usually unknown beforehand.
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3. ESCL is readable and easy to use. Thanks to event and state identication simple but
expressive cardinality, temporal, data, and spatial constraints are possible. Modules
and local denitions help to keep ESCL constraints short.
4. ESCL is

expressive. It supports the following kinds of constraints:

• Cardinality constraints describe the number of events or states during time
intervals. More exactly, the lower bound, the upper bound, the exact number
of events or states and an arbitrary combination of these cardinality specications by logic

and (∧) and or (∨) are allowed by the language. To express

cardinality constraints, the existentional quantier (∃) extended by cardinality specications and grouping is used. Grouping species the data variables
of events or states according to the values of which these events or states are
grouped together and counted.

• Data constraints express functional dependencies and other relations between
the attribute values carried by events and states. ESCL allows access to event
and state data by means of variables.

• Temporal relations express the dependencies between the occurrence time of
events and the validity time of states. They are the most important group of
constraints needed in all CEP applications. Consider, for example, the use cases
in Section 2.1. ESCL allows access to the beginning and the end of the event
occurrence time and the state validity time. As a consequence, ESCL temporal
constraints cover Allens relations [3] but are not restricted to them. ESCL
supports relative timer events [50] and states as well as windows dened in
Section 4.1. Each ESCL constraint is formulated within a time interval called
the validity time of the constraint. Constraints with the same validity time
belong to the same module. Both constraints and queries can be modularized
in this way so that (1) queries can be suspended if their evaluation time has
not begun yet or is already over and (2) only those constraints are relevant
for the semantic optimization of a query the validity time intervals of which
overlap the query evaluation time.

• Spatial relations describe the dependencies between the locations events are
sent from. These constraints are needed only in some CEP application like, for
example, emergency detection in a metro station described in Section 2.1.2.
5. ESCL allows for formulating constraints on both a stream and a conventional
database, in particular CEP

and database queries can be combined within one ESCL

constraint. This is an indispensable feature since some CEP constraints hold only
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under consideration of static knowledge saved in a database and not available on
the stream.
6. ESCL has strong

formal foundations. Consider its declarative semantics in Sec-

tion 7.5. It is a kind of Herbrand interpretation [29] extended to deal with temporal
relations and event and state identiers. The model relation between an interpretation and an ESCL constraint is dened very similarly to the Tarski model relationship between an interpretation and a formula [29]. Since ESCL is developed for the
semantic optimization of CEP, the operational semantics of the language is dened
by the algorithm semantically rewriting StreamLog queries with respect to ESCL
constraints. In Chapter 10, the algorithm is given and proven to terminate and be
correct with respect to the declarative semantics of ESCL. However, ESCL is not
restricted to this purpose. It could also be used, for example, for stream verication
which is out of the scope of this report. For this purpose other operational semantics
is required but the declarative semantics of ESCL remains the same.
7. ESCL is

modularly dened, i.e. the denitions of the grammar and the declarative

semantics of the language are divided into four modules: (1) The core of the language, (2) Data constraints, (3) Temporal constraints, and (4) Spatial constraints.
Such modular denition of ESCL allows easy extension of the language by additional
features or even modules, (ex-)change of a module, usage of a fragment of ESCL
(for example, spatial constraints can be omitted for such a use cases as an online
auction described in Section 2.1.1). Besides, the modularity of the formal denition
of the language increases its readability and understandability.

7.2 Syntax and Informal Semantics
This section illustrates some of the features of ESCL briey described in Section 7.1 by
examples, explains the syntax of the language and its informal semantics.
Some ESCL constraints presented in this section can probably contribute nothing to the
semantic optimization of a query (Chapter 10) but, as mentioned above, ESCL can also
be used for other purposes, for example, for stream verication. Therefore, the language
is deliberately designed to express most prevalent CEP constraints such as cardinality,
causal, data, temporal, and spatial dependencies between events and states.
We start in Section 7.2.1 with the explanation why it is preferable to use minimal and
complete sets of optimal constraints for semantic query optimization. Section 7.2.2 and
Section 7.2.3 are devoted to the modularization of ESCL constraints and local denitions
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within a module of ESCL constraints. Sections 7.2.4, 7.2.5, 7.2.6, and 7.2.7 give examples
and explain the informal semantics of the ESCL cardinality, temporal, data, and spatial
constraints respectively.

7.2.1 Minimal and Complete Sets of Optimal Constraints
For semantic query optimization, a constraint should be optimal and a set of constraints
should be minimal and complete.

Denition 24 (A subconstraint). Let C : h ← b be an ESCL constraint with the body
b and the head h. b is a conjunction of atomic queries, h is a conjunction or a disjunction
of atomic queries. C 0 : h0 ← b0 is a subconstraint of C if each atomic query in h0 can be
found in h or each atomic query in b0 can be found in b.

Denition 25 (An optimal constraint). A constraint is optimal if it is not implied by
its subconstraint(s).

Denition 26 (A minimal set of constraints). A set of constraints is minimal if no
constraint of the set is implied by other constraint(s) of the set.
A minimal set of optimal constraints contributes to the eciency of the semantic query
optimization method since less constraints have to be taken into account (because of
the minimality of a constraint set) and only the relevant information is used for query
optimization (because of the optimality of constraints). The user is responsible for optimal
constraints. A minimal set of constraints can be computed automatically (which is out of
the scope of this report).

Denition 27 (A complete set of constraints). A set of constraints is complete if the
set expresses the entire application knowledge.
A complete set of constraints makes the semantic query optimization method more
powerful. The more semantic information, the more possibilities to improve the evaluation
of a query. The user is responsible for a complete set of constraints.
In this section, a minimal set of optimal ESCL constraints for the online auction use
case (Section 2.1.1) is considered as an example. This set is not complete for the sake of
brevity.

7.2.2 Modularization
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Listing 7.1: The set of cardinality constraints which hold during the application state Item

oer. Compare Figure 6.1.

WHILE state : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I )
LET
3
IN ANY CASE
4
∃≥0 event : bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ,
5
group−by {A, I }
6
END

1

)

2

7
8
9
10
11
12

∧

IN ANY CASE
∃=0∨≥3 event : hammerBeat (
group−by {A, I }
END

16
17

∧

18

(

14
15

auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID ( B2 ) , value ( V2 ) )

∧

IN ANY CASE
∃≤1 event : s e l l (
group−by {A, I }
END

13

auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID ( B3 ) , value ( V3 ) )

21

IN ANY CASE
∃=1 event : i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n (
group−by {A}
END

22

∨

19
20

IN ANY CASE ∃=1 event :

23
24

IN ANY CASE ∃=1 state :

26

∧

27

IN ANY CASE ∃≥0 state :

28

∧

29

IN ANY CASE ∃≥0 state :

30

∧

31

IN ANY CASE ∃≥0 state :

32

∧

33

IN ANY CASE ∃≤1 state :

34

∧

35

IN ANY CASE ∃=1 state :

36

∧

38
39
40
41
42
43

auctionID (A) , itemID ( I1 ) , bidderID ( B4 ) , value ( V4 ) )

END )

auctionEnd ( auctionID (A) )

∧

25

37

bidderID ( B1 ) , value ( V1 ) )

I0 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

END

I1 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

END

I2 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

END

I3 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

END

I4 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

END

I5 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

END

LET
DETECT
event : f i r s t B i d ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
ON
state s : I0 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
while s : event : bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ,
END

bidderID ( B5 ) , value ( V5 ) )
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48

IF event : f i r s t B i d ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
THEN ∃≥3 event : hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ,
group−by {A, I }
END

49

∧

45
46
47

53

IF event : f i r s t B i d ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I )
THEN ∃=1 event : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ,
group−by {A, I }
END

54

∧

50
51
52

57

IF event : f i r s t B i d ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I )
THEN ∃≥1 state : I1 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
END

58

∧

55
56

61

IF event : f i r s t B i d ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I )
THEN ∃≥1 state : I2 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
END

62

∧

59
60

65

IF event : f i r s t B i d ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I )
THEN ∃≥1 state : I3 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
END

66

∧

63
64

67
68
69
70
71

END

IF event : f i r s t B i d ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I )
THEN ∃=1 state : I4 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
END
END

bidderID ( B6 ) , value ( V6 ) )

)
bidderID ( B7 ) , value ( V7 ) )

)

)

)

)

Compare the set of cardinality constraints in Listing 7.1 with the IHTA in Figure 6.1.

Item oer, therefore they
are specied within this state by means of the statement WHILE state: itemOer( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ) in Lines 12.

These cardinality constraints hold during the application state

To dierentiate between atomic event and state queries they are prexed by the key
words

event: or state: respectively. The values of the attributes auctionID and itemID

dierentiate between auctions and items respectively. The values of these attributes must
be the same in all literals of the constraint set.

Item oer.
This state is the default evaluation time of all literals in the constraint bodies (IF part
This constraint set build a module the validity time of which is the state

of the constraints). However, tighter evaluation time intervals can be specied for the
literals, for example, the evaluation time of the atomic event query in Line 43 is the state

I0 . (Consider the use of the state identier s helping to formulate this temporal condition
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shortly.) The important thing is that a literal evaluation time interval must be covered
by the default literal evaluation time interval. Without modularization the default time
interval would have to be added to each constraint of the module containing at least
one literal without a time interval. This would make constraints not only unreadable but
also more dicult to evaluate since only those constraints are relevant for a semantic
optimization of a query the validity time of which overlaps the query evaluation time.
The literals in a constraint head, a constraint body as well as constraints in a module
are connected by means of logic

and ∧ or or ∨. For example, each item description is

followed by either the description of the next item in the auction or the end of the auction.
This is expressed by connecting the constraint in Lines 1922 to the constraint in Line 24
by means of the logic ∨. This disjunction of constraints is connected to the conjunction
of all other constraints of the module by logic ∧ meaning that all these constraints hold
for an item during it is presented.

7.2.3 Local Denitions
Like modularization, local denitions help to keep constraints short. A local denition is
a CEP query deriving a complex event (or a state) from a combination of multiple events
and/or states. This derived events/states are than used in the respective constraints as a
shortcut for the data they were derived from. For example, the CEP query in Lines 3944
derives the complex event f irstBid from a bid event arriving during the state I0 which
is the start state of the IHTA describing an item oer during an auction, see Figure 6.1.
This complex event is queried in all respective constraints in Lines 4670. Without local
denition the conjunction in the body of the CEP query in Lines 4243 would have to be
copied in the bodies of all constraints in Lines 4670.

7.2.4 Cardinality Constraints
A cardinality constraint describes the number of events or states during a time interval.
More exactly: The events and states happening or holding during this time interval are
saved, grouped together according to the data they carry and the number of elements in
each group is specied by the constraint. The question is according to which attribute
values these events or states are grouped. To express this the statement group-by is used.
Consider for example the cardinality constraint in Lines 912. It says that there are either
zero, 3, or more than 3 hammer beats for each item in an auction. Therefore the respective
events are grouped according to the values of attributes

auctionID and itemID only. If a

cardinality constraint contains no group-by statement, the respective matched events and
states are grouped according to all their (data) attribute values, like for example in the
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constraint in Line 24.

7.2.5 Temporal Constraints
Constraints expressing temporal dependencies between events and states are a very important kind of constraints needed in all CEP applications. Actually, (almost) all CEP
constraints are also temporal constraints since they usually hold during particular time
intervals and not always.
Consider Listing 7.2 containing some constraints describing the temporal order of states
during an item is presented. These simple temporal constraints belong to the same module
as the constraints in Listing 7.1.
Listing 7.2: The set of temporal constraints which hold during the application state

oer. Compare Figure 6.1.

WHILE state : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I )
2 LET
3
IF state i : I0 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
4
state j : I1 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
5
THEN i before j
6
END
1

∧

7

11

IF state i : I0 (
state j : I2 (
THEN i before j
END

12

∧

8
9
10

16

IF state i : I0 (
state j : I3 (
THEN i before j
END

17

∧

13
14
15

21

IF state i : I0 (
state j : I4 (
THEN i before j
END

22

∧

18
19
20

26

IF state i : I0 (
state j : I5 (
THEN i before j
END

27

∧

23
24
25

28
29

END

...

auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )

)

Item
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ESCL temporal constraints cover Allen's temporal relations [3] but are not restricted
to them. ESCL allows for formulating temporal constraints on the beginning b(i) and the
end e(i) of the occurrence time (or the validity time) of the event (or the state) referenced
by i directly. All Allen's relations can be led back to the comparisons of values returned
by b(i) and e(j) where i and j are identiers (see Section 7.5). But there are constraints
which can be expressed by a comparison of the values returned by these functions but
are not covered by Allen's relations, e.g., e(i) ≤ b(j) is a valid ESCL temporal constraint
which means that j begins at the earliest when i is over. Such comparisons may also
involve constants, e.g., e(i) + 1min ≤ b(j) means that j begins at the earliest one minute
after i is over. In other words, Allen's relations are build-in in ESCL as syntactic sugar
for the most commonly used comparisons of values returned by the functions b() and e().
But these comparisons are also allowed in ESCL to express other temporal relations.
Module validity time can be specied by means of an (relative timer) event or state or a
window. Relative timer events are events the occurrence time of which is dened relatively
to other events. They have been initially proposed in [50]. Relative timer states are dened
analogously. An example of constraints which hold during an application state is given in
Listing 7.1. Consider the example of a constraint which holds during the sliding window
in Listing 7.3. The number of auctions running during the last three hours is computed
and the result is returned every hour.
Listing 7.3: A cardinality constriant which holds during the sliding window
1 WHILE Range 3h S l i d e 1h
2
3
4

LET

END

IN ANY CASE

∃=1

event :

numberOfAuctions ( value (V) )

END

Literal validity time can be dened by an (relative timer) event or state or their combination using the interval combination operator. Consider Lines 416 in Listing 7.4 for
the constraint in which the validity time of the literal in Lines 1213 is dened by means
of the interval combination operator each. This constraint means that if there is a sell
event for an item then during each of the unique states I1 , I2 , and I3 (which hold in this
order, compare Figure 6.1) there is exactly one hammer beat event which carries exactly
the same data as the sell event such that there is no bid event between these hammer
beat events and the sell event. Consider also the use of the apart-by statement in Lines
1415 addressing the time intervals between the hammer beat events and the sell event.
Listing 7.4: Constraints using the interval combination operator each and the apart-by
statement.

WHILE state :
2 LET

1

i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
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IF event s : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) ,
THEN ∃=1 state i1 : I1 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
∃=1 state i2 : I2 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
∃=1 state i3 : I3 ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
i1 before i2 ∧
i2 before i3 ∧
while each {i1 , i2 , i3 } : ∃=1 event h :

13

END

14

∧

IF event
event

15
16

18
19

21

bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID ( B1 ) , value ( V1 ) )

h1 : hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID ( B1 ) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
h2 : hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID ( B2 ) , value ( V2 ) ) ∧

{ h1 , h2 }

17

20

apart−by no event :

{ h, s }

12

END

THEN V1
END

value (V) )

hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value (V) ) ∧

10
11
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apart−by min

1 event :
bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID ( B3 ) , value ( V3 ) )

< V2

Let i and j be identiers and q be an atomic query. There are six interval combination
operators. They are:
1. each{i,j}: q means that q holds during both time intervals of i and j .
2. any{i,j}: q means that q holds either during the time interval of i or j or both.
3. intersection{i,j}: q means that q holds during the time interval which is the intersection of the time intervals of i and j . If these time intervals do not overlap the
intersection is not dened.
4. union{i,j}: q means that q holds during the time interval which is the union of the
time intervals of i and j . If these time intervals do not overlap the union is not
dened. In this case i and j must reference events. They may not reference states
since per denition states must be evaluated as soon as they begin even if their end
is not known yet. But in order to compute union of states the end of these states
must be known which leads to a contradiction.
5. cover-each{i,j}: q means that q holds during the time interval covering both i and j
but not the time interval in between. The result is the set of time intervals {i, j } if

i and j do not overlap.
6. cover-all{i,j}: q means that q holds during the time interval covering both i and j
and the time interval in between. The result is always one time interval.
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each and any are syntactic sugar in contrast to the other four interval combination operators.
By means of apart-by statement involved (data) constraints become possible. Consider
the constraint in Lines 1825 in Listing 7.4. It says that for two hammer beat events with
at least one bid event (for the same item) in between, the price carried by the second
hammer beat event must be higher than the price carried by the rst hammer beat event.
Let i and j be identiers. The statement {i,j} apart-by ... can specify an upper bound,
a lower bound, or the exact number of events or states appearing between i and j as well

and ∧ or or ∨. The statement can also specify an
upper bound, a lower bound, or the exact duration of the time interval between i and j as
well as their combination by the logic operators. apart-by statement is no syntactic sugar.

as their combination by means of logic

7.2.6 Data Constraints
CEP data constraints describe functional and other dependencies between the values of
data attributes carried by events and states. Listing 7.5 contains simple data constraints
expressing the functional dependency of an auction identier from an item identier which
holds for all events and states carrying the data attributes auctionID and itemID. Only
some constraints are given in Listing 7.5. All the other are dened analogously.
Listing 7.5: Data constraints expressing the functional dependency of an auction identier
from an item identier.

WHILE state : a u c t i o n ( auctionID (A) )
LET
3
IF event : i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID ( A1 ) ,
4
event : bid ( auctionID ( A2 ) , itemID ( I ) )
5
THEN A1 = A2
6
END

1

2

7
8
9

∧

IF

event :
event :

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID ( A1 ) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
hammerBeat ( auctionID ( A2 ) , itemID ( I ) )

event :
event :

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID ( A1 ) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
s e l l ( auctionID ( A2 ) , itemID ( I ) )

event :

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID ( A1 ) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧

11

THEN A1 = A2
END

12

∧

10

13
14

IF

16

THEN A1 = A2
END

17

∧

15

18

IF

itemID ( I ) ) ∧
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state : I0 (
THEN A1 = A2
END

22

∧

19
20

23
24

END
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auctionID ( A2 ) , itemID ( I ) )

...

Consider more involved data constraints in Listing 7.6 expressing that a price for an
item increases during its sell. Note the use of the local denition in Lines 49 in all three
constraints.
Listing 7.6: Data constraints expressing that a price for an item increases during its sell.

WHILE state : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
2 LET
3
LET
4
DETECT
5
event : e ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value (V) )
6
ON
7
event : bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value (V) ) ∨
8
event : hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value (V) )
9
END
10
IN
11
IF event : i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 )
12
( event : e ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) ∨
13
event : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) )
14
THEN V1 ≤ V2
15
END
1

16

∧

21

IF event i :
event j :
i before
THEN V1 < V2
END

22

∧

17
18
19
20

e ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
e ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) ∧
j

IF event : e ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
24
event : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )
25
THEN V1 ≤ V2
26
END
27
END
28 END
23

) ∧
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7.2.7 Spatial Constraints
Spatial constraints describe the dependencies between the locations events were sent from.
This locations can be rooms, areas, or the like depending on the application. In contrast to
temporal constraints, spatial constraints are no inherent part of the semantics of all CEP
applications. The semantics of some CEP application does not involve spatial constraints
like, for example, an online auction described in Section 2.1.1. But nevertheless there
are application in the semantics of which spatial constraints play an important role.
An example of such an application in emergency detection in a metro station described
Section 2.1.2. That is why this group of constraints is also supported by ESCL.
Consider Listing 7.7. It gives an example of the spatial constraint expressing that the
spread of smoke is limited to the same room or neighbor rooms during one minute. For
this and the following examples we assume that each sensor sends an event smoke only
when smoke is initially detected.
Note that this constraint holds always. That is why its validity time is an unbounded
window. Nevertheless this constraint can be veried without problems since only the smoke
events arriving during one minute after a smoke event are relevant for the constraint.
Listing 7.7: The spatial constraint expressing that the spread of smoke is limited during
a short period of time.

WHILE unbounded
2 LET
3
IF event i : smoke ( sensorID ( S1 ) , area ( A1 ) ,
4
event j : smoke ( sensorID ( S2 ) , area ( A2 ) ,
5
i before j ∧
6
{ i, j } within 1 min
7
THEN {i, j } s e n t from the same room ∨
1

8

END
10 END

i n t e n s i t y ( I1 ) ) ∧
i n t e n s i t y ( I2 ) ) ∧

{ i, j } s e n t from the neighbor rooms

9

Spatial constraints can also express an upper bound, a lower bound or an exact distance
between the locations events were sent from as well as the combination of this values by
means of logic operators ∧ and ∨. For instance, the spatial constraint in Listing 7.8
restricts the spread of smoke within the same area to be at most 100 meter per minute.
Listing 7.8: The spatial constraint expressing that the spread of smoke is limited during
a short period of time.

WHILE unbounded
2 LET
3
IF event i : smoke (

1

sensorID ( S1 ) , area (A) , i n t e n s i t y ( I1 ) ) ∧
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event j : smoke ( sensorID ( S2 ) ,
before j ∧
6
{ i, j } within 1 min
7
THEN {i, j } apart−by max 100 m
8
END
9 END
4

5
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area (A) , i n t e n s i t y ( I2 ) ) ∧

i

Besides, spatial constraints express whether the location an event was sent from is south,
north, east, west or the like of the location another event was sent from. For example, the
constraint in Listing 7.9 expresses that the spread of smoke in an area depends on the
ventilation direction in this area.
Listing 7.9: The spatial constraint expressing that the spread of smoke in an area depends
on the ventilation direction in this area.

WHILE unbounded
2 LET
3
IF event i : smoke (
4
event j : smoke (
5
i before j ∧
1

6

sensorID ( S1 ) , area (A) , i n t e n s i t y ( I1 ) ) ∧
sensorID ( S2 ) , area (A) , i n t e n s i t y ( I2 ) ) ∧

v e n t i l a t i o n ( area (A) , d i r e c t i o n ( south ) )
south o f i

THEN j
8
END
9 END

7

The above constraint accesses data in a conventional database since ventilation is a
usual database relation, i.e. ESCL expresses constraints not only on a stream but also on
a database. In particular, the language allows the combination CEP and database queries
within one constraint. This feature is indispensable since some constraints (e.g., the one
in Listing 7.9) hold only under consideration of static knowledge saved in a database and
not available on the stream.

7.3 Grammar
This section is devoted to the grammar of ESCL. For the sake of understandability and
extensibility, it is divided into four modules. Section 7.3.1 denes the grammar of the core
of the language. Sections 7.3.2, 7.3.3, and 7.3.4 specify the grammar of the ESCL data,
temporal, and spatial constraints respectively.
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7.3.1 The Core of the Language
This section is devoted to the grammar of the core of ESCL. Temporal constraints (the
grammar of which is dened in Section 7.3.3) are refered to by the rules M oduleV alT ime,

LiteralV alT ime, and T empCond. Constraints on the event and state data (the grammar
of which is dened in Section 7.3.2) are refered to by the rule DataCond. Spatial constraints (the grammar of which is specied in Section 7.3.4) are refered to by the rule

SpatialCond.
The grammar of a deductive rule (the rule DeductiveRule in the grammar below) and
relative timer events and states (the rule RelT imer) is adopted from [50] with the only
dierence that deductive rules may quire not only events but also states and database
relations and relative timer are dened not only for events but also for states.
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::= M odule∗

M odule

::= ”W HILE” M oduleV alT ime
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”LET ” ConstraintSet
”EN D”
LocalDef

::= ”LET ” DeductiveRule+
”IN ” ConstraintSet
”EN D”

ConstraintSet

::= M odule | LocalDef | Constraint
| ( ”(”?ConstraintSet” ∧ ”ConstraintSet”)”? )
| ( ”(”?ConstraintSet” ∨ ”ConstraintSet”)”? )

Constraint

::= ( ”IN AN Y CASE” Query ”EN D” )
| ( ”IF ” Query ”T HEN ” Query ”EN D” )

Query

::= AtomicQuery
| ( ”(”? Query ” ∧ ” Query ”)”? )
| ( ”(”? Query ” ∨ ” Query ”)”? )

AtomicQuery

::= Literal | RelT imer | Condition

Literal

::= (”while” LiteralV alT ime ” : ”)?
(”∃”CardSpec |”¬”)? (Identif ier | Identif ierDecl? Atom)
(”group-by” ”{”(V ariable ”, ”?) + ”}”)?

Identif ierDecl ::= (”event”|”state”) Identif ier? ” : ”
CardSpec

::= ( CompOp (N umber|V ariable) )
| ( ”(”? CardSpec ” ∧ ” CardSpec ”)”? )
| ( ”(”? CardSpec ” ∨ ” CardSpec ”)”? )

CompOp

::= ” = ” | ” 6= ” | ” < ” | ” ≤ ” | ” > ” | ” ≥ ”

RelT imer

::= Identif ierDecl? RelT imerSpec ”[” Identif ier ”, ” Duration ”]”

RelT imerSpec

::= ”extend” | ”shorten” | ”f rom-end” | ”f rom-start”
| ”extend-begin” | ”shorten-begin”
| ”shif t-f orward” | ”shif t-backward”
| ”f rom-end-backward” | ”f rom-start-backward”

Condition

::= DataCond | T empCond | SpatialCond
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7.3.2 Data Constraints
This section denes the grammar of the ESCL constraints on the event and state data.
These constraints are relevant for all CEP applications.

DataCond ::= Exp CompOp Exp
Exp

::= N umber | ”‘”String”0 ” | V ariable
| ( Exp ArithOp Exp ) | ( ”(”Exp”)” )

ArithOp

::= ” ∗ ” | ”/” | ” − ” | ” + ” | ”mod”

7.3.3 Temporal Constraints
This section denes the grammar of the ESCL temporal constraints. These constraints
are relevant for all CEP applications.
The module validity time can be an event, a state, or a window (consider the rule

M oduleV alT ime). Remember that a module validity time is the default validity time of
each constraint of the module and of each literal in a constraint of the module.
The literal validity time (consider the rule LiteralV alT ime) can be a (relative timer)
event or state or their combination by means of the interval combination operator (see the
rule InvervalCombOp). Remember that a literal validity time interval is always covered
by the validity time of the module the literal appears within.
Allen's temporal relations [3] are supported by introducing the temporal operator (see
the rule T empOp). However, ESCL temporal constraints are not restricted to them since,
for example, the rule T empExp allows to construct arbitrary constraints on the beginning
and the end of an event occurrence time or a state validity time.
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M oduleV alT ime ::= ( Identif ierDecl? Atom ) | W indow
W indow

::= U nbounded | N ow | Sliding | T umbling | Other

U nbounded

::= ”unbounded”

N ow

::= ”now”

Sliding

::= ”Range” Duration (”Slide” Duration)?

T umbling

::= ”Range” Duration

Other

::= ”[” String ”, ” String ”]”

LiteralV alT ime

::= Identif ier | ( IntervalCombOp ”{” (Identif ier ”, ”?) + ”}” )

IntervalCombOp ::= ”each” | ”any” | ”intersection” | ”union” | ”cover-each” | ”cover-all”
T empCond

::= ( Identif ier T empOp Identif ier )
| ( T empExp CompOp T empExp )
| ( ”{” (Identif ier ”, ”?) + ”}” ”within” T empSpec )
| ( ”{” (Identif ier ”, ”?) + ”}” ”apart-by” T empSpec )
| ( ”{” (Identif ier ”, ”?) + ”}” ”apart-by” Quantity )

T empOp

::= ”bef ore” | ”af ter” | ”during” | ”contains” | ”equals”
| ”overlaps” | ”overlapped-by” | ”meets” | ”met-by”
| ”starts” | ”started-by” | ”f inishes” | ”f inished-by”

T empExp

Duration | ( ”b(”Identif ier”)” ) | ( ”e(”Identif ier”)” )
| ( T empExp ArithOp T empExp ) | ( ”(”T empExp”)” )

T empSpec

::= ( (”min”|”max”)? Duration )
| ( ”(”? T empSpec ” ∧ ” T empSpec ”)”? )
| ( ”(”? T empSpec ” ∨ ” T empSpec ”)”? )

Quantity

::= ( QuantitySpec Identif ierDecl? Atom )
| ( ”(”? Quantity ” ∧ ” Quantity ”)”? )
| ( ”(”? Quantity ” ∨ ” Quantity ”)”? )

QuantitySpec

::= ”no” | ( (”min”|”max”)? (N umber|V ariable) )
| ( ”(”? QuantitySpec ” ∧ ” QuantitySpec ”)”? )
| ( ”(”? QuantitySpec ” ∨ ” QuantitySpec ”)”? )

Duration

::= (N umber (”month”|”months”))?
(N umber (”week”|”weeks”))?
(N umber (”day”|”days”))? (N umber (”hour”|”hours”))?
(N umber ”min”)? (N umber ”sec”)? (N umber ”ms”)?
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7.3.4 Spatial Constraints
This section denes the grammar of the ESCL spatial constraints. These constraints are
relevant for many CEP applications like, for example, emergency detection in a metro
station described in Section 2.1.2.

SpatialCond ::= ( Identif ier SpatialOp Identif ier )
| ( ”{” (Identif ier ”, ”?) + ”}” ”sent f rom” Location )
| ( ”{” (Identif ier ”, ”?) + ”}” ”apart-by” SpatialSpec )
SpatialOp

::= ”south of ” | ”north of ” | ”east of ” | ”west of ”
| ”south-east of ” | ”south-west of ”
| ”north-east of ” | ”north-west of ”

Location

::= String
| ( ”the same” (”room”|”area”) )
| ( ”neighbour” (”rooms”|”areas”) )

SpatialSpec

::= ( (”min”|”max”)? Distance )
| ( ”(”? SpacialSpec ” ∧ ” SpacialSpec ”)”? )
| ( ”(”? SpacialSpec ” ∨ ” SpacialSpec ”)”? )

Distance

::= (N umber ”km”)? (N umber ”m”)?
(N umber ”cm”)? (N umber ”mm”)?

7.4 Normalization of a Constraint Set
The grammar of ESCL presented in the previous section allows for formulating short and
readable constraints by means of modularization, local denitions, and disjunction in the
body of a constraint. However, these features are syntactic sugar and can be eliminated
from each constraint set to facilitate its usage for semantic query optimization. This
section is devoted to the normalization of a set of ESCL constraints.
Consider the constraint in Listing 7.10 which has already been explained in Section 7.2.6. The normalization of a constraint set is illustrated by this example in the
following.
Listing 7.10: The data constraint expressing that a price for an item increases during its
sell.

WHILE state :
LET
3
LET

1

2

i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
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ON
event :
event :
END
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e ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value (V) )
bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value (V) ) ∨
hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value (V) )

IF event : i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 )
( event : e ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) ∨
13
event : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) )
14
THEN V1 ≤ V2
15
END
16
END
17 END
11

) ∧

12

The normalization rules of ESCL constraint sets are the following:
1. Each local denition is eliminated by replacing the head of the deductive rule by its
body in each respective ESCL constraint.

WHILE state : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
LET
3
IF event : i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 )
4
( event : bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) ∨
5
event : hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) ∨
6
event : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) ) )
7
THEN V1 ≤ V2
8
END
9 END
1

2

) ∧

2. Each disjunction in a constraint body is eliminated by replacing the constraint by
an equivalent conjunction of constraints with no disjunction in their bodies.

WHILE state : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) )
2 LET
3
IF event : i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) ,
4
event : bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )
5
THEN V1 ≤ V2
6
END
1

7

value ( V1 ) ) ∧

∧

11

IF event : i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 )
event : hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )
THEN V1 ≤ V2
END

12

∧

8
9
10

13

IF event :

) ∧

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
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event : s e l l (
THEN V1 ≤ V2
16
END
17 END
14
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auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )

15

3. Each module is eliminated by making the default literal evaluation time explicit for
each literal.

IF state
2
while
1

s : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧

s : event :
i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
while s : event : bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )

3
4

THEN V1 ≤ V2
6 END

5

7

∧

IF state
9
while
8

s : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧

s:

event :

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )

10

while s : event :
12 THEN V1 ≤ V2
13 END
11

14

∧

IF state
16
while
15

s : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧
s:

event :

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
while s : event : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )

17
18

THEN V1 ≤ V2
20 END
19

4. All constraints are brought into a clausal notation.
1

V1 ≤ V2 ←

state
while

2
3

5
6

∧

7

V1 ≤ V2 ←

state
while

8

event :

s : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧

s : event :
i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
while s : event : hammerBeat ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )

9
10
11
12

∧

13

V1 ≤ V2 ←

15

s:

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
while s : event : bid ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )

4

14

s : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧

state
while

s : i t e m O f f e r ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) ) ∧

s:

event :
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i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V1 ) ) ∧
s : event : s e l l ( auctionID (A) , itemID ( I ) , bidderID (B) , value ( V2 ) )

while

5. Each disjunction of constraints in a constraint set (consider an example in Listing 7.1) is eliminated by replacing this constraint set by an equivalent set of constraint sets with no disjunction of constraints.
Declarative semantics of the language is dened for normalized sets of ESCL constraints
in Section 7.5.

7.5 Declarative Semantics
This section is devoted to the declarative semantics of ESCL. In Section 7.5.1, we start
with the basic notions and notation used throughout this section. Like the specication
of the grammar of the language, the denition of its declarative semantics is also divided
into four modules. Section 7.5.2 is devoted to the formal semantics of the core of the
language. Sections 7.5.3, 7.5.4, and 7.5.5 specify the formal semantics of the ESCL data,
temporal, and spatial constraints respectively.

7.5.1 Basic Notions and Notation
Denition 28 (Interpretation). An interpretation of an ESCL constraint is a 3-tuple
I = (D, σ, τ ) where:
1. D is a set of data involving events Events arriving on the stream (Section 4.2),
application states States, and tuples T uples saved in a conventional database, i.e.
.

.

D = Events ∪ States ∪ T uples
2. σ is a grounding substitution for data variables (as dened in [29]), i.e. a substitution
the application of which to a non ground atom returns a ground atom
.

3. τ : Identif iers → Events ∪ States is a substitution for event and state identiers

Identif iers, i.e. a mapping of the identiers to events or states.

Denition 29 (Entailment of a Constraint Set in an Interpretation). Let C be a
(normalized) set of ESCL constraints and I be an interpretation. I |= C i ∀c ∈ C ∀t ∈

TI ∃σ, τ such that I = D, σ, τ |= ct .
As mentioned above, the denition of D, σ, τ |= ct consists of the following cases:
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• ESCL core (Section 7.5.2):

 Base cases
 Recursive cases
• Modules:

 Data constraints (Section 7.5.3)
 Temporal constraints (Section 7.5.4)
 Spatial constraints (Section 7.5.5)
But before we start the denition of the formal semantics of ESCL, let us consider the
notation used for it:
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is the set of events

States

is the set of states
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.

⊆ Events ∪ States is the set of events and states

S
T uples

is the set of database tuples
.

D

⊆ S ∪ T uples is the entire set of data

now

∈ T is the current time point

T

⊆ TI
0

t, t , t1 , ..., tn ∈ TI
b(t)

∈ T is the beginning of t

e(t)

∈ T is the end of t

|t|

= e(t) − b(t) ∈ Duration is the duration of t

t vt

≡ b(t) ≤ b(t0 ) and e(t0 ) ≤ e(t)

t = t1 t t2

≡ b(t)
 := min(b(t1 ), b(t2 )) and e(t) := max(e(t1 ), e(t2 ))


b(t) := min(b(t1 ), b(t2 )) and e(t) := max(e(t1 ), e(t2 ))


≡



∅



b(t) := max(b(t1 ), b(t2 )) and e(t) := min(e(t1 ), e(t2 ))


≡



∅

0

t = t1 ∪ t2

t = t1 ∩ t2

if b(t1 ) ≤ b(t2 ) ≤ e(t1 )
or b(t2 ) ≤ b(t1 ) ≤ e(t2 )
otherwise
if b(t1 ) ≤ b(t2 ) ≤ e(t1 )
or b(t2 ) ≤ b(t1 ) ≤ e(t2 )
otherwise

i, j, i1 , ..., in ∈ Identif iers
b(i)

∈ T is the beginning of the occurrence (or the validity) time of i

e(i)

∈ T is the end of the occurrence (or the validity) time of i

location(i)

∈ Location is the location i was sent from

k

∈ N0

d, d0

∈ Duration

w

∈ Distance

Θ

= {=, 6=, <, ≤, >, ≥, min, max, }

X, Y

∈ Exp ∪ T empExp

b

∈ N0 ∪ V ariables

B1 , ..., Bn

∈ Θ × (N0 ∪ V ariable ∪ Duration ∪ Distance)

a, ax

∈ GroundAtoms

q, q1 , ..., qn

∈ N ongroundAtoms

.

.

Q, Q1 , ..., Qn ∈ AtomicQuery
H, B

∈ Query are the head and the body of a constraint
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7.5.2 The Core of the Language
The declarative semantics of the core of ESCL consists of:

• Base cases:

i ∃a ∈ T upels with qσ = a

D, σ, τ |= q
D, σ, τ |= q

T

0

i ∃at ∈ S with qσ = a and ∃t ∈ T with t0 v t
0

0

D, σ, τ |= (i : q)T

i ∃at ∈ S with iτ = at , qσ = a and ∃t ∈ T with t0 v t

D, σ, τ |= (∃Θb q)T

i ∃Θbσ at ∈ S with qσ = a and ∃t ∈ T with t0 v t

D, σ, τ |= (∃Θb i)T

i ∃Θbσ at ∈ S with iτ = at and ∃t ∈ T with t0 v t

0

0

0

0

0

D, σ, τ |= (∃Θb i : q)T i ∃Θbσ at ∈ S with qσ = a, iτ = at and ∃t ∈ T with t0 v t
Literal validity time can be a set of time intervals T because of the interval combination operator cover-each the semantics of which is dened in Section 7.5.4. If literal
validity time is a window, a (relative timer) event or state, or a combination of time
intervals by means of the interval combination operators each, any , intersection,

union, cover-all, then T contains only one time interval.
The semantics of relative timer events or states is adopted from [50]:
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0

0

i ∃at ∈ Events with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = b(t0 ) − d, e(t) = e(t0 )
D, σ, τ |= (i : shorten-begin[j, d])t

0

0

i ∃at ∈ S with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = b(t0 ) + d, e(t) = e(t0 )
0

D, σ, τ |= (i : extend-end[j, d])t

0

i ∃at ∈ S with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = b(t0 ), e(t) = e(t0 ) + d
D, σ, τ |= (i : shorten-end[j, d])t

0

0

i ∃at ∈ Events with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = b(t0 ), e(t) = e(t0 ) − d
D, σ, τ |= (i : shif t-f orward[j, d])t

0

0

i ∃at ∈ S with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = b(t0 ) + d, e(t) = e(t0 ) + d
D, σ, τ |= (i : shif t-backward[j, d])t

0

0

i ∃at ∈ Events with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = b(t0 ) − d, e(t) = e(t0 ) − d
0

D, σ, τ |= (i : f rom-end[j, d])t

0

i ∃at ∈ S with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = e(t0 ), e(t) = e(t0 ) + d
D, σ, τ |= (i : f rom-begin[j, d])t

0

0

i ∃at ∈ S with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = b(t0 ), e(t) = b(t0 ) + d
D, σ, τ |= (i : f rom-end-backward[j, d])t

0

0

i ∃at ∈ Events with jτ = at , iτ = at ,

b(t) = e(t0 ) − d, e(t) = e(t0 )
0

0

D, σ, τ |= (i : f rom-begin-backward[j, d])t i ∃at ∈ Events with jτ = at , iτ = at ,
b(t) = b(t0 ) − d, e(t) = b(t0 )
• Recursive cases:

0

D, σ, τ |= (¬Q)T

i ∀t ∈ T 6 ∃t0 v t with D, σ, τ |= Q{t }

D, σ, τ |= (∃B1 ∧···∧Bn Q)T

i ∀Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn }. D, σ, τ |= (∃Bx Q)T

D, σ, τ |= (∃B1 ∨···∨Bn Q)T

i ∃Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn } with D, σ, τ |= (∃Bx Q)T

D, σ, τ |= (Q1 ∧ · · · ∧ Qn )t i ∀Qx ∈ {Q1 , ..., Qn }. D, σ, τ |= Qtx
D, σ, τ |= (Q1 ∨ · · · ∨ Qn )t i ∃Qx ∈ {Q1 , ..., Qn } with D, σ, τ |= Qtx
D, σ, τ |= (H ←)t

i D, σ, τ |= H t

D, σ, τ |= (H ← B)t

i 6 ∃t0 v t with D, σ, τ |= B t

0

or D, σ, τ |= H t
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7.5.3 Data Constraints
D, σ, τ |= X = Y i Xσ = Y σ
D, σ, τ |= X 6= Y i Xσ 6= Y σ
D, σ, τ |= X < Y i Xσ < Y σ
D, σ, τ |= X ≤ Y i Xσ ≤ Y σ
D, σ, τ |= X > Y i Xσ > Y σ
D, σ, τ |= X ≥ Y i Xσ ≥ Y σ
If X, Y ∈ T empExp are temporal expressions for formulating constraints on the beginning and the end of time intervals, their semantics is dened analogously to that of
data expressions but the application of σ to X and Y is not necessary since the temporal
expressions X and Y may not contain data variables.

7.5.4 Temporal Constraints
The declarative semantics of the ESCL temporal constraints consists of the following
cases:

• Validity time is a (relative timer) event or state:

0

0

0

D, σ, τ |= (while i : Q)t i ∃at ∈ S with iτ = at , t = t0 , D, σ, τ |= Q{t }
• Validity time is a window:
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D, σ, τ |= (while unbounded : Q)t

i t = [0, ∞), D, σ, τ |= Q{t}

D, σ, τ |= (while now : Q)t

i t = now, D, σ, τ |= Q{now}

D, σ, τ |= (while t0 : Q)t

i t = t0 , D, σ, τ |= Q{t }

0

D, σ, τ |= (while Range d, Slide d0 : Q)t i ∃t1 , ..., tn with |t1 | = ... = |tn | = d,
∀tx , ty ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } with e(tx ) ≤ b(ty )
6 ∃tz ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } with
e(tx ) ≤ b(tz ) ≤ b(ty ).
b(ty ) = e(tx ) + d0
0

and ∃t0 ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } with t = t0 , D, σ, τ |= Q{t }

D, σ, τ |= (while Range d : Q)t

i ∃t1 , ..., tn with |t1 | = ... = |tn | = d,

∀tx , ty ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } with e(tx ) ≤ b(ty )
6 ∃tz ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } with
e(tx ) ≤ b(tz ) ≤ b(ty ).
b(ty ) = e(tx ) + d
0

and ∃t0 ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } with t = t0 , D, σ, τ |= Q{t }

• Validity time is a (set of) time interval(s) specied by means of the interval combination operator:
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i ∃t1 , ..., tn with t = t1 t ... t tn and

∀ix ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. ∃atxx ∈ S with
ix τ = atxx , tx ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } and
D, σ, τ |= Q{tx }
D, σ, τ |= (while any{i1 , ..., in } : Q)t

i ∃t1 , ..., tn with t = t1 t ... t tn and

∃ix ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with ∃atxx ∈ S with
ix τ = atxx , tx ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } and
D, σ, τ |= Q{tx }
D, σ, τ |= (while intersection{i1 , ..., in } : Q)t i ∃t1 , ..., tn with t = t1 t ... t tn and
∀ix ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. ∃atxx ∈ S with
ix τ = atxx , tx ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } and
D, σ, τ |= Q{t1 ∩...∩tn }
D, σ, τ |= (while union{i1 , ..., in } : Q)t

i ∃t1 , ..., tn with t = t1 t ... t tn and

∀ix ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. ∃atxx ∈ Events with
ix τ = atxx , tx ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } and
D, σ, τ |= Q{t1 ∪...∪tn }
D, σ, τ |= (while cover-each{i1 , ..., in } : Q)t

i ∃t1 , ..., tn with t = t1 t ... t tn and

∀ix ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. ∃atxx ∈ S with
ix τ = atxx , tx ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } and
D, σ, τ |= Q{t1 ,...,tn }
D, σ, τ |= (while cover-all{i1 , ..., in } : Q)t

i ∃t1 , ..., tn with t = t1 t ... t tn and

∀ix ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. ∃atxx ∈ S with
ix τ = atxx , tx ∈ {t1 , ..., tn } and
D, σ, τ |= Q{t}
If the time intervals of i1 , ..., in are combined by means of union then all i1 , ..., in must
be event identiers, they may not reference states. If i1 , ..., in were state identiers,
the union of their respective time intervals can be computed as soon as all states
referenced by i1 , ..., in are over which contradicts the nature of states since states
can be processed as soon as they start even if their end is unknown.

• Allen's temporal relations adapted from [3]:
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D, σ, τ |= i bef ore j

i e(i) < b(j)

D, σ, τ |= i af ter j

i e(j) < b(i)

D, σ, τ |= i during j

i b(j) < b(i), e(i) < e(j)

D, σ, τ |= i contains j

i b(i) < b(j), e(j) < e(i)

D, σ, τ |= i equals j

i b(i) = b(j), e(i) = e(j)

D, σ, τ |= i overlaps j

i b(j) < b(i) < e(j) < e(i)

D, σ, τ |= i overlapped-by j i b(i) < b(j) < e(i) < e(j)
D, σ, τ |= i meets j

i e(i) = b(j)

D, σ, τ |= i met-by j

i e(j) = b(i)

D, σ, τ |= i starts j

i b(i) = b(j), e(i) < e(j)

D, σ, τ |= i started-by j

i b(j) = b(i), e(j) < e(i)

D, σ, τ |= i f inishes j

i b(j) < b(i), e(i) = e(j)

D, σ, τ |= i f inished-by j

i b(i) < b(j), e(j) = e(i)

• Other temporal constraints:

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } within d

i e − b = d with

e := max{e(i1 ), ..., e(in )},
b := min{b(i1 ), ..., b(in )}
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } within min d

i e − b ≥ d with

e := max{e(i1 ), ..., e(in )},
b := min{b(i1 ), ..., b(in )}
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } within max d

i e − b ≤ d with

e := max{e(i1 ), ..., e(in )},
b := min{b(i1 ), ..., b(in )}
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } within B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bn i ∀Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn }.
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } within Bx
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } within B1 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn i ∃Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn } with
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } within Bx
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i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with e(ix ) ≤ b(iy )

6 ∃iz ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with
e(ix ) ≤ b(iz ), e(iz ) ≤ b(iy ).
b(iy ) − e(ix ) = d
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by min d i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with e(ix ) ≤ b(iy )
6 ∃iz ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with
e(ix ) ≤ b(iz ), e(iz ) ≤ b(iy ).
b(iy ) − e(ix ) ≥ d
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by max d i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with e(ix ) ≤ b(iy )
6 ∃iz ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with
e(ix ) ≤ b(iz ), e(iz ) ≤ b(iy ).
b(iy ) − e(ix ) ≤ d
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bn i ∀Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn }.
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by Bx
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by B1 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn i ∃Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn } with
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by Bx

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by no Q

i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with e(ix ) ≤ b(iy )

6 ∃iz ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with
e(ix ) ≤ b(iz ), e(iz ) ≤ b(iy ).
6 ∃t with b(t) = e(ix ), e(t) = b(iy ), D, σ, τ |= Qt
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by k Q

i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with e(ix ) ≤ b(iy )

6 ∃iz ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with
e(ix ) ≤ b(iz ), e(iz ) ≤ b(iy ).
∃t with b(t) = e(ix ), e(t) = b(iy ), D, σ, τ |= (∃=k Q)t
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by min k Q i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with e(ix ) ≤ b(iy )
6 ∃iz ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with
e(ix ) ≤ b(iz ), e(iz ) ≤ b(iy ).
∃t with b(t) = e(ix ), e(t) = b(iy ), D, σ, τ |= (∃≥k Q)t
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by max k Q i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with e(ix ) ≤ b(iy )
6 ∃iz ∈ {i1 , ..., in } with
e(ix ) ≤ b(iz ), e(iz ) ≤ b(iy ).
∃t with b(t) = e(ix ), e(t) = b(iy ), D, σ, τ |= (∃≤k Q)t
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D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bn Q i ∀Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn }.
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by Bx Q
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by B1 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn Q i ∃Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn } with
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by Bx Q

7.5.5 Spatial Constraints
D, σ, τ |= i south of j

i location(i) is south of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= i north of j

i location(i) is north of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= i east of j

i location(i) is east of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= i west of j

i location(i) is west of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= i south-east of j

i location(i) is south-east of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= i south-west of j

i location(i) is south-west of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= i north-east of j

i location(i) is north-east of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= i north-west of j

i location(i) is north-west of location(j)

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } sent f rom l i ∀ix ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. location(ix ) = l
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } sent f rom the same room

i location(i1 ), ..., location(in )
are in the same room

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } sent f rom the same area

i location(i1 ), ..., location(in )
are in the same area

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } sent f rom neighbour rooms i location(i1 ), ..., location(in )
are in neighbour rooms

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } sent f rom neighbour areas i location(i1 ), ..., location(in )
are in neighbour areas

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by w

i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. location(ix ) is exactly w
away from location(iy )

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by min w i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. location(ix ) is at least w
away from location(iy )

D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by max w i ∀ix , iy ∈ {i1 , ..., in }. location(ix ) is at most w
away from location(iy )
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D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bn i ∀Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn }.
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by Bx
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by B1 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn i ∃Bx ∈ {B1 , ..., Bn } with
D, σ, τ |= {i1 , ..., in } apart-by Bx

Chapter 8
Propagation of ESCL Cardinality
Constraints
In this chapter, the propagation of ESCL cardinality constraints is formally dened. The
use of cardinality constraints for semantic query optimization is described in Section 8.1.
The idea of constraint propagation is presented in Section 8.2. It is dependent neither
from an event query language nor from a constraint language. To illustrate the approach
in this section, ESCL cardinality constraints are propagated with respect to StreamLog
queries. Section 8.3 presents the assumptions and Section 8.4 describes the challenges
of the approach. Section 8.5 and Section 8.6 are devoted to the formal specication of
the cardinality propagation. In some cases the derived cardinality constraints can be
simplied. Section 8.7 denes the rules for the simplication of cardinality constraints.
Propagation of ESCL causal, temporal, and data constraints is a subject of future work.
Examples are given in Section 12.2.

8.1 Cardinality Constraints
ESCL cardinality constraints specify the number of events or states during time intervals.
These constraints make the following semantic query optimization techniques possible:
1.

Recognition of query unsatisability. Assume a query derives an event a if there is
no event b during a time interval i. If the cardinality of b during i is not zero then
the query is unsatisable and will not be evaluated.

2.

Query suspension as long as the queried data is incomplete. CEP queries are usually
satisable during particular time intervals or states, i.e. the cardinality of queried
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events during these time intervals is either not null if the respective query is positive
or null if the respective query is negative. If these time intervals or states have
not begun or are already over the respective queries are not satisable and their
evaluation can be suspended.
3.

Scan reduction, i.e. the interruption of reading of buer as soon as all relevant data
has been found.

4.

Query termination as soon as all relevant data has arrived. This is especially important for queries with grouping. If the number of events in a group is known then
an aggregation function (e.g., max or sum) can be applied to the group as soon as
the group is complete even if the time interval for the grouping is not over.

5.

Choice of join algorithms depends on the number of joined events which is specied
by cardinality constraints.

6.

Join introduction, i.e. introduction of a join with a seldom event or state x into a
query to suspend the query as long as x is not available and to reduce the amount
of data which must be further processed.

These semantic optimization techniques (except for query suspension and query termination) are also applicable to database queries.
As motivated in Section 2.2.3, in order to semantically optimize queries which are
based on (database or CEP) materialized views, constraints have to be dened for these
views and not only for base database relations, events or states. To reduce the number of
manually specied constraints, constraints for views can be automatically derived from the
(manually dened) constraints for base database relations, events or states with respect
to the queries dening the views. Consider Example 7.

Example 7.
If an event a is derived from two events b and c arriving during some time interval i and
it is known that the events b and c are unique during i, then the derived event a is also
unique during i.
Example 7 demonstrates an essential dierence between the propagation of database
constraints and the propagation of CEP constraints, namely database constraints are
valid always in contrast to CEP constraints which are usually valid during particular
time intervals (see Section 2.2.2 for more details). If the validity time of CEP constraints
is not the same as the evaluation time of CEP queries (which is usually the case), the
propagation of constraints is not that trivial. We are aware of existing approaches to this
topic neither in database systems nor in CEP.
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Without automatic propagation of CEP constraints, these constraints would have to
be dened not only for each kind of queried events and states but also in each evaluation
time interval of a CEP query for which these constraints are relevant.
For the purpose of step-wise inductive specication of CEP cardinality constraint propagation, we dierentiate between constraints with simple and complex cardinality specications.

Denition 30 (Simple cardinality specication). A simple cardinality specication
consists of a comparison operator =, ≤ or ≥ and a natural number n ∈ N0 , both written
in the index of the existentional quantier.
For example, i : ∃≥0 a ← is a constraint involving the simple cardinality specication

≥ 0. It means that there is an arbitrary number of events matching a during the time
interval i. The constraint holds unconditionally, therefore its body is empty.
Each simple cardinality specication describes an interval of natural numbers. Let n ∈

N0 . = n corresponds to the interval [n, n], ≤ n species the interval [0, n], and ≥ n
describes the interval [n, ∞).
Note that simple cardinality specications involving comparison operators < and >
can be simulated by ≤ and ≥ respectively since < n is equivalent to ≤ n − 1 and > n to

≥ n − 1 where n ∈ N0 .

Denition 31 (Complex Cardinality Specication). A complex cardinality specication is a conjunction or a disjunction of an arbitrary number of simple or complex
cardinality specications in the index of the existentional quantier.

i : ∃(≥2∧≤20)∨(≥30∧≤42)∨(=0∨≥6) a ← is a constraint with the complex cardinality specication (≥ 2∧ ≤ 20) ∨ (≥ 30∧ ≤ 42) ∨ (= 0∨ ≥ 6) of the number of events matching a
during the time interval i. The constraint holds unconditionally, that is why its body is
empty.
A disjunction of cardinality specications denes the union of the intervals specied by
the disjuncts. For example, (= 0∨ ≥ 6) is equivalent to [0, 0] ∪ [6, ∞). A conjunction of
cardinality specications denes the intersection of the intervals specied by the conjuncts.
For example, (≥ 2∧ ≤ 20) is corresponds to [2, 20].
Note that a cardinality specication involving the comparison operator 6= is also complex since, e.g. 6= 3 is equivalent to (≤ 2∨ ≥ 4).
In order to exclude cardinality constraints which make no sense, the following denition
formally species the validity of a cardinality constraint.
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Denition 32 (Valid cardinality specication). A simple cardinality specication is
always valid. A disjunction of valid cardinality specications is valid. A conjunction of
valid cardinality specications is valid if the intersection of the intervals specied by the
conjuncts is not empty.
For example, (≤ 2∧ ≥ 20) is invalid since [0, 2] ∩ [20, ∞) = ∅.

8.2 Cardinality Propagation Function
Let Queries be the set of StreamLog queries as dened in Chapter 5. Let q ∈ Queries
by a query of the form i : h ← b where i is the evaluation time interval of q , h is the
head and b is the body of q . Remember that b is an arbitrarily nested conjunction or
disjunction of literals l1 , . . . ln and conditions on them. With the help of these conditions
tighter evaluation time intervals can be specied for the literals than i, i.e. i is the default
evaluation time for each literal of q . Let i1 , . . . , in be the evaluation time intervals of

l1 , . . . , ln respectively.
Let Cardinalities be the set of cardinality specications (Denitions 30 and 31) of
the cardinality constraints for the events or states matching atoms m1 , . . . , mk such that

∀lx ∈ {l1 , . . . , ln } ∃my ∈ {m1 , . . . , mk } ∃ a substitution θ (Denition 34) such that my ⊇θ
lx (Denition 38) with θ. Let j1 , . . . , jk be the validity time intervals of these constraints
respectively.
The cardinality propagation function:

C : Cardinalities → Cardinalities
takes the cardinality specications of cardinality constraints for the events or states matching m1 , . . . , mk as parameters and returns the cardinality specication of the constraint
for h with the validity time i. This function will be formally dened in Section 8.5 and
Section 8.6.

8.3 Assumptions
As the informal introduction of the cardinality propagation function C in Section 8.2
shows, the result of cardinality propagation (with respect to a query q ) can be based on
the cardinality of either more specic or more general atoms as the atoms appearing in
the body of q . Consider the following example.
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Example 8.
Assume there are exactly two events matching the atom f (a) within some time interval

i (i.e. i : ∃=2 f (a) ←). Assume there is an atom f (X) in a query body such that the
cardinality of f (X) is unknown. Instead of using the default cardinality constraint i :

∃≥0 f (X) ←, one could infer i : ∃≥2 f (X) ←.
For simplicity reasons in the following, we assume that the function C takes the cardinality constraints for atoms appearing in the body of the respective query. But keep in
mind that these constraints can be inferred as shown by the above example.
For simplicity reasons, we assume also that all cardinality constraints considered in
the following are facts, i.e. their bodies are empty. But remember that cardinality constraint propagation is also possible when the constraints are rules as the following example
demonstrates.

Example 9.
Consider the cardinality constraint i : ∃=2 l1 ← l2 . The constraint means that if there is
an event matching l2 during the time interval i than the number of events matching l1
during i is exactly 2. Consider the rule i : h ← l1 ∧l2 . The above cardinality constraint can
be used for the constraint propagation with respect to this rule since l2 is implied by the
rule. But the above cardinality constraint cannot be used for the constraint propagation
with respect to the rule i : h ← l1 ∨ l2 in general. Except for the case if the number of
events matching l2 in i cannot be zero, i.e. l2 is implied by another constraint.
For the sake of brevity, cardinality constraints involving comparison operators <, > and

6= are not considered in the following. They can be simulated by the comparison operators
≤, ≥ and = as described in Section 8.1.
We assume all considered cardinality constraints to be valid (Denition 32) and simplied (Section 8.7).
Let q be a StreamLog query of the form i : h ← b. Negative literals in b do not have to
be considered for the purpose of constraint propagation because of the following reason.
Assume there is a negative literal ¬l in b. If the cardinality of l in i is not 0, then q is
unsatisable and the cardinality of h is 0. Otherwise (the cardinality of l in i is 0), the
cardinality of h depends only on positive literals in b. Therefore only positive literals in a
query body are considered in the following.
And nally, note that the number of all events is dened in all time intervals since in
the worst case the default cardinality constraint i : ∃≥0 l ← holds (i is a time interval
and l is an atom specifying events). Therefore, the propagation of cardinality constraints
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is possible even if the constraint set is incomplete.

8.4 Challenges
There are the following challenges of the formal denition of the cardinality propagation
function:
1. The evaluation time of a literal in a query body does usually not coincide with the
validity time interval of the cardinality constraint restricting the number of events
(states) matching the literal. We start in Section 8.5 with the case in which both
time intervals coincide and continue in Section 8.6 with the case in which they do
not coincide.
2. The number of literals in a conjunction or a disjunction within a query body can
be arbitrary. Section 8.5 and Section 8.6 are divided into two subsections. The rst
one of them denes the cardinality propagation function C with respect to a query
the body of which is a conjunction or a disjunction of only two atoms. This is the
base case of the function. The second subsection denes the inductive case of the
function, i.e. cardinality propagation with respect to a query the body of which is
an arbitrarily nested conjunction or disjunction of atoms.
3. The cardinality specications within a cardinality constraint can be arbitrarily
nested. We introduce the propagation of cardinality constraints with simple cardinality specications (Denition 30) rst and then concentrate our attention on
constraints with complex cardinality specications (Denition 31).

8.5 Constraint Validity Time Equals Query Evaluation
Time
This section is devoted to the case in which the query evaluation time coincides with the
validity time intervals of the constraints which are propagated with respect to the query.
We start in Section 8.5.1 with the cardinality propagation with respect to a query with
only two atoms in the body (this is the base case of the propagation) and continue in
Section 8.5.2 with the cardinality propagation with respect to a query with an arbitrary
number of atoms in the body (this is the inductive case of the propagation). In both cases,
constraints with simple and complex cardinality specications are considered.
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8.5.1 Two Atoms in a Query Body
Simple Cardinality Specications
HHcA
cB
HH

HH

=0
=d
≤b
≥b

=0

=c

≤a

≥a

=0
=0
=0
=0

=0
= cd
≤ cb
≥ cb

=0
≤ ad
≤ ab
=0∨ ≥b

=0
≥ ad
=0∨ ≥a
≥ ab

Table 8.1: C∧ (cA , cB ) denes the rst base case of the cardinality propagation function C :
The query body is a conjunction of two atoms the cardinality specications of which are
simple. a, b ∈ N0 , c, d ∈ N.
Let i : h ← A ∧ B be a StreamLog query where A, B and h are atoms and i is a time
interval. Let cA and cB be simple cardinality specications in the cardinality constraints
for A and B respectively with the validity time i. Table 8.1 contains the cardinality
specication C∧ (cA , cB ) of the cardinality constraint for h with the validity time i.

Example 10.
If cA =≤ 5 and cB == 3 then C∧ (cA , cB ) =≤ 15.
HH
H cA
cB HHH

=a

≤a

≥a

=b
≤b
≥b

=a+b
≥a∧ ≤a+b
≥a+b

≥b∧ ≤a+b
≤a+b
≥b

≥a+b
≥a
≥a+b

Table 8.2: C∨ (cA , cB ) denes the second base case of the cardinality propagation function
C : The query body is a disjunction of two atoms the cardinality specications of which
are simple. a, b ∈ N0 .
Let i : h ← A ∨ B be a StreamLog query where A, B and h are atoms and i is a time
interval. Let cA and cB be simple cardinality specications in the cardinality constraints
for A and B respectively with the validity time i. Table 8.2 contains the cardinality
specication C∨ (cA , cB ) of the cardinality constraint for h with the validity time i.

Example 11.
If cA =≤ 5 and cB == 3 then C∨ (cA , cB ) = (≥ 3∧ ≤ 8).
All the following cases of cardinality constraint propagation are based upon these two
base cases.
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Complex Cardinality Specications
cA
cB HHH
cB1 ∨ · · · ∨ cBm
HH
H

cB1 ∧ · · · ∧ cBm

cA 1 ∨ · · · ∨ cA n

cA 1 ∧ · · · ∧ cA n

C∧ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ C∧ (cAn , cB1 )∨
..
..
..
.
.
.

( C∧ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∧ (cAn , cB1 ) )∨
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.

C∧ (cA1 , cBm ) ∨ · · · ∨ C∧ (cAn , cBm )
( C∧ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∧ (cA1 , cBm ) )∨
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.

( C∧ (cA1 , cBm ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∧ (cAn , cBm ) )
C∧ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∧ (cAn , cB1 )∧
..
..
..
.
.
.

( C∧ (cAn , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∧ (cAn , cBm ) )

C∧ (cA1 , cBm ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∧ (cAn , cBm )

Table 8.3: C∧ (cA , cB ) denes the rst inductive case of the cardinality propagation function
C : The query body is a conjunction of two atoms the cardinality specications of which
are complex.
Let i : h ← A ∧ B be a StreamLog query where A, B and h are atoms and i is a time
interval. Let cA and cB be complex cardinality specications in the cardinality constraints
for A and B respectively with the validity time i. Table 8.3 contains the cardinality
specication C∧ (cA , cB ) of the cardinality constraint for h with the validity time i.

Example 12.
If cA = (= 6∨ ≤ 3) and cB = (≥ 4∧ ≤ 7) then

C∧ (cA , cB ) = C∧ ( (= 6∨ ≤ 3), (≥ 4∧ ≤ 7) ) =
( C∧ (= 6, ≥ 4) ∧ C∧ (= 6, ≤ 7) ) ∨ ( C∧ (≤ 3, ≥ 4) ∧ C∧ (≤ 3, ≤ 7) ) =
( (≥ 24∧ ≤ 42) ∨ ((= 0∨ ≥ 4)∧ ≤ 21) )
cA
cB HHH
cB1 ∨ · · · ∨ cBm
H
HH

cB1 ∧ · · · ∧ cBm

cA 1 ∨ · · · ∨ cA n

cA 1 ∧ · · · ∧ cA n

C∨ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ C∨ (cAn , cB1 )∨
..
..
..
.
.
.

( C∨ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∨ (cAn , cB1 ) )∨
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.

C∨ (cA1 , cBm ) ∨ · · · ∨ C∨ (cAn , cBm )
( C∨ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∨ (cA1 , cBm ) )∨
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.

( C∨ (cA1 , cBm ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∨ (cAn , cBm ) )
C∨ (cA1 , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∨ (cAn , cB1 )∧
..
..
..
.
.
.

( C∨ (cAn , cB1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∨ (cAn , cBm ) )

C∨ (cA1 , cBm ) ∧ · · · ∧ C∨ (cAn , cBm )

Table 8.4: C∨ (cA , cB ) denes the second inductive case of the cardinality propagation
function C : The query body is a disjunction of two atoms the cardinality specications of
which are complex.
Let i : h ← A ∨ B be a StreamLog query where A, B and h are atoms and i is a time
interval. Let cA and cB be complex cardinality specications in the cardinality constraints
for A and B respectively with the validity time i. Table 8.4 contains the cardinality
specication C∨ (cA , cB ) of the cardinality constraint for h with the validity time i.
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Example 13.
If cA = (= 6∨ ≤ 3) and cB = (≥ 4∧ ≤ 7) then

C∨ (cA , cB ) = C∨ ( (= 6∨ ≤ 3), (≥ 4∧ ≤ 7) ) =
( C∨ (= 6, ≥ 4) ∧ C∨ (= 6, ≤ 7) ) ∨ ( C∨ (≤ 3, ≥ 4) ∧ C∨ (≤ 3, ≤ 7) ) =
( (≥ 10 ∧ (≥ 6∧ ≤ 13)) ∨ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10) ) = ( (≥ 10∧ ≤ 13) ∨ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10) ) = (≥ 4∧ ≤ 13).
The resulting cardinality specication ( (≥ 10 ∧ (≥ 6∧ ≤ 13)) ∨ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10) ) in Example 13 can be simplied according to the rules dened in Section 8.7. This simplication
is not only necessary for the readability of the respective derived constraint but also for
the eciency of constraint propagation since derived constraints can also be propagated.
As can be seen above, the rst inductive case (Table 8.3) is led back to the rst base
case (Table 8.1) and the second inductive case (Table 8.4) is led back to the second base
case (Table 8.2). The idea of inductive cases is to push the operator C∧ (if the respective
query body is a conjunction of atoms) or the operator C∨ (if the respective query body is
a disjunction of atoms) inside a complex cardinality specication until simple cardinality
specications are reached.

8.5.2 Arbitrary Number of Atoms in a Query Body
The general case of cardinality constraint propagation with respect to queries with multiple atoms in their bodies can be led back to the base cases of cardinality propagation
with regards to queries with two atoms in their bodies as described in the following.

Simple Cardinality Specications
A conjunction of multiple atoms is logically equivalent to a nested conjunction of each
pair of these atoms or their nested conjunctions, e.g. let A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 be atoms,
than A1 ∧ A2 ∧ A3 ∧ A4 ∧ A5 is equivalent to ( ( (A1 ∧ A2 ) ∧ (A3 ∧ A4 ) ) ∧ A5 ).
Let i : h ← A1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ak be a StreamLog query where k ∈ N, A1 , . . . , Ak , h are
atoms, and i is a time interval. Let cA1 , . . . , cAk be simple cardinality specications of
the cardinality constraints of A1 , . . . , Ak respectively with the validity time i. The atoms

A1 , . . . , Ak of the query body are divided into the following tree groups according to the
form of their simple cardinality specications:
1. Let Ai1 , . . . , Air be the set of all atoms in the query body with the simple cardinality specications = ni1 , . . . , = nir , ni1 , . . . , nir ∈ N0 , then C∧ (cAi1 , . . . , cAir ) = =
Q ir
i=i1 ni .
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2. Let Aj1 , . . . , Ajs be the set of all atoms in the query body with the simple cardinality specications ≤ nj1 , . . . , ≤ njs , nj1 , . . . , njs ∈ N0 , then C∧ (cAj1 , . . . , cAjs ) = ≤
Q js
j=j1 nj .
3. Let Al1 , . . . , Alv be the set of all atoms in the query body with the simple cardinality specications ≥ nl1 , . . . , ≥ nlv , nl1 , . . . , nlv ∈ N0 , then C∧ (cAl1 , . . . , cAlv ) = ≥
Ql v
l=l1 nl .
As explained above, A1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ak ≡ (Ai1 ∧ · · · ∧ Air ) ∧ (Aj1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ajs ) ∧ (Al1 ∧ · · · ∧ Alv )
and C∧ (cA1 , . . . , cAk ) = C∧ (C∧ (cAi1 , . . . , cAir ), C∧ (cAj1 , . . . , cAjs ), C∧ (cAl1 , . . . , cAlv )) = ( =
Qlv
Qr
n
·
0 ∨ ≥ ii=i
i
l=l1 nl ).
1
Remember that three comparison operators are considered, they are: =, ≤, ≥. There
P
fore, there are 7 (= 23 − 1 = ( 3k=0 k3 ) − 1) cases in general. But all of them can be led
back to the base case (Table 8.1) analogously to the case described above.
Just like a conjunction, a disjunction of multiple atoms is logically equivalent to
a nested disjunction of each pair of these atoms or their nested disjunctions, e.g. if

A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 are atoms than A1 ∨ A2 ∨ A3 ∨ A4 ∨ A5 is equivalent to ( ( (A1 ∨
A2 ) ∨ (A3 ∨ A4 ) ) ∨ A5 ).
Let i : h ← A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak be a StreamLog query where k ∈ N, A1 , . . . , Ak , h are
atoms, and i is a time interval. Let cA1 , . . . , cAk be simple cardinality specications of
the cardinality constraints of A1 , . . . , Ak respectively with the validity time i. The atoms

A1 , . . . , Ak of the query body are divided into the following three groups according to the
form of their simple cardinality specications:
1. Let Ai1 , . . . , Air be the set of all atoms in the query body with the simple cardinality specications = ni1 , . . . , = nir , ni1 , . . . , nir ∈ N0 , then C∨ (cAi1 , . . . , cAir ) = =
Pi r
i=i1 ni .
2. Let Aj1 , . . . , Ajs be the set of all atoms in the query body with the simple cardinality specications ≤ nj1 , . . . , ≤ njs , nj1 , . . . , njs ∈ N0 , then C∨ (cAj1 , . . . , cAjs ) = ≤
Pjs
j=j1 nj .
3. Let Al1 , . . . , Alv be the set of all atoms in the query body with the simple cardinality specications ≥ nl1 , . . . , ≥ nlv , nl1 , . . . , nlv ∈ N0 , then C∨ (cAl1 , . . . , cAlv ) = ≥
Plv
l=l1 nl .
As explained above, A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak ≡ (Ai1 ∨ · · · ∨ Air ) ∨ (Aj1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ajs ) ∨ (Al1 ∨ · · · ∨

Alv ) and C∨ (cA1 , . . . , cAk ) = C∨ (C∨ (cAi1 , . . . , cAir ), C∨ (cAj1 , . . . , cAjs ), C∨ (cAl1 , . . . , cAlv )) =≥
Pi r
Plv
n
+
i
i=i1
l=l1 nl .
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Since three comparison operators =, ≤, ≥ are considered, also in this case there are 7

P
(= 23 − 1 = ( 3k=0 k3 ) − 1) cases in general. But all of them can be led back to the base
case (Table 8.2) analogously to the case described above.
If a query body involves both conjunctions and disjunctions of atoms, the propagation of cardinality constraints is led back to the cases explained above. For example, let

A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 , A6 be atoms, than the query body A1 ∨A2 ∨A3 ∨A4 ∧A5 ∧A6 is equivalent to the query body ( (A1 ∨A2 ∨A3 )∨(A4 ∧A5 ∧A6 ) ). If cA1 , cA2 , cA3 , cA4 , cA5 , cA6 are the
simple cardinality specications of the cardinality constraints for A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 , A6
respectively, then the operator C is applied to these cardinality specications and its
index depends on whether the respective atoms are connected by ∧ or by ∨. In the example, C∨ ( C∨ (cA1 , cA2 , cA3 ), C∧ (cA4 , cA5 , cA6 ) ) is the cardinality specication for the derived
cardinality constraint for the query head.

Complex Cardinality Specications
If a query body is an arbitrary nested conjunction or disjunction of atoms such that
the cardinality specications of the constraints for these atoms are complex, then the
method to treat arbitrary nesting of atoms in the query body and the method to deal with
complex cardinality specications are applied in combination. More exactly the operator

C as dened in Table 8.3 and Table 8.4 is applied to each pair of complex cardinality
specications of the constraints for the atoms in the query body, than to the result of
two such applications and so on until the cardinality specications of the constraints of
all atoms in the query body are considered.

Algorithm
The algorithm in Listing 8.1 derives the cardinality specication cardSpec of the atom
derived by the rule the body of which is a query , i.e. an arbitrary nested conjunction
or disjunction of atoms. The cardinality specications of these atoms may be simple or
complex. The algorithm is based on Tables 8.18.4. The evaluation time of the query is
equal to the validity time of the propagated constraints.
Listing 8.1: propagateCardSpecs(query) propagates cardinality constraints with respect
to a query the evaluation time of which equals to the validity time of the propagated
constraints
1 propagateCardSpecs ( query )
2
3

if

query

is

{

a conjunction

leftConjunct

←

then

getLeftConjunct ( query )
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rightConjunct

5

leftCardSpec

6

rightCardSpec

7

cardSpec

else i f

8

←

query

11

leftCardSpec

12

rightCardSpec

13

cardSpec

17

disjunction

←

, rightCardSpec )

then

g e t L e f t D i s j u n c t ( query )

←
←

g e t R i g h t D i s j u n c t ( query )
propagateCardSpecs ( l e f t D i s j u n c t )

←

is

end end
return c a r d S p e c

16

propagateCardSpecs ( rightConjunct )

propagateCardSpecs ( r i g h t D i s j u n c t )

← C∨ ( l e f t C a r d S p e c

/∗ q u e r y

cardSpec

15

a

←

rightDisjunct

else

propagateCardSpecs ( l e f t C o n j u n c t )

←

is

10

14

getRightConjunct ( query )

← C∧ ( l e f t C a r d S p e c

leftDisjunct

9

←
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an atom

, rightCardSpec )

∗/

getCardSpec ( query )

18 }

8.6 Constraint Validity Time Diers from Query Evaluation Time
This section is devoted to the case in which the validity time intervals of cardinality
constraints do not coincide with the evaluation time intervals of the CEP queries with
respect to which the constraints are propagated.
Listing 8.2: StreamLog query recognizing high temperature in an area
1 Range

1h :

2

highTemp ( a r e a (A) ,

3

temp ( a r e a (A) ,

v a l u e (V) )

v a l u e (V) )

∧

←
V > 30

Listing 8.3: ESCL constraint restricting the number of temperature measurements
1 Range
2

∃=1

1 min :
temp ( a r e a (A) ,

v a l u e (V) )

←

Consider the query in Listing 8.2. If the temperature in an area is higher than 30
Degrees, the query reports the measured temperature every hour. Consider the constraint
in Listing 8.3. It restricts the number of temperature measurements in an area during every
minute to be exactly one. The constraint can be propagated with respect to the query to
determine the cardinality of the high temperature events even though the query evaluation
time diers from the constraint validity time: There are at most 60 high temperature
events during each hour.
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The case in which the time intervals of CEP queries and constraints are not equal is
more general, more common, and also more dicult than that considered in Section 8.5.
In the following, we start with the base case in which a query body contains only one
atom and continue with the inductive case in which a query body is an arbitrary nested
conjunction or disjunction of atoms. Both simple and complex cardinality specications
are considered.
Let i : h ← b be a StreamLog query where i is the evaluation time interval, h is the
head, and b is the body of the query, i.e. a new event (state) is derived as specied by h
if b matches the stream during i.
Let j : ∃ c l ← be an ESCL cardinality constraint where j is the validity time interval,

c is the cardinality specication, and l is the atom of the constraint, i.e. there are c events
(states) matching l during j .
Assume l is one of the atoms in b such that the above cardinality constraint can be
propagated with respect to the above query. Both i and j can be tumbling or sliding
windows or time intervals. This time interval can be repeating or non-repeating, userdened, now window, simple or complex event, relative timer event, or application state.
The bounds of i and j must be known since otherwise the constraint propagation is not
possible.

8.6.1 One Atom in a Query Body
This section is devoted to the base case in which b = l.

Simple Cardinality Specications
c has the form Θn where Θ ∈ {≥, ≤, =} and n ∈ N0 . The following cases are possible:
1. i and j are tumbling windows
(a) i < j 1
1 Actually,

the duration of i is compared with the duration of j , i.e. |i| < |j| is the accurate notation.
But for the sake of readability, we write i and j when we mean the duration of the respective time intervals
in the following.
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Figure 8.1: i and j are tumbling windows, i < j
i. c = = n
The lower bound of the derived cardinality specication is 0, since, e.g.,
there may be no events matching l during the time interval [0, 2) (consider
Figure 8.1). The upper bound of the derived cardinality specication is

2n, since, e.g., there may be n events matching l in each of the time intervals [11, 12) and [12, 13). Hence, i : ∃ ≤2n h ← is the derived cardinality
constraint.
ii. c = ≤ n
By applying the same arguments as above, we obtain the cardinality constraint i : ∃ ≤2n h ←.
iii. c = ≥ n
During the time interval [0, 2) there may be no, less than n, n, or more than

n events matching l. Hence, 0 is the lower bound of the derived cardinality
specication. It has no upper bound since c = ≥ n. Therfore, i : ∃ ≥0 h ←
is derived.
(b) i ≥ j

Figure 8.2: i and j are tumbling windows, i ≥ j
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i. c = = n
The lower bound of the derived cardinality specication is




b ji c − 1 · n

because, e.g., there can only be exactly n events matching l in each of the
time intervals [12, 13) and [19, 20) and no such events during the interval

The upper
[13, 19) (consider Figure 8.2). So that b 64 c − 1 ·n =
 0 is yielded.

bound of the derived cardinality specication is d ji e + 1 · n since, e.g.,

there can be n events matching l in each of the intervals [23, 24), [24, 28)

and [28, 29). Therefore, d 64 e + 1 · n = 3n. Hence,
 the derived
 cardinality
 
constraint is i : ∃ w h ← where w := ≥ b ji c − 1 · n ∧ ≤ d ji e + 1 · n .

ii. c = ≤ n
Because of c =≤ n, there can be no events matching l during i. Therefore,

0 is the 
lower bound
of the derived cardinality specication. Its upper

i
bound is d j e + 1 ·n, as argued above. Altogether, the derived cardinality


constraint is i : ∃ w h ← where w :=≤ d ji e + 1 · n.
iii. c = ≥ n



The derived constraint is i : ∃ w h ← where w :=≥ b ji c − 1 · n.
2. i is a tumbling window and j is a sliding window
(a) i < j

Figure 8.3: Each tumbling window i is completely within one sliding window j .
i. c = = n

i : ∃≤ n h ← is the derived constraint.
ii. c = ≤ n
This case is analogous to the previous one and the constraint i : ∃ ≤n h ←
is derived.
However, in the above cases (i) and (ii), if there is some i which is not
completely within one j but overlaps two intervals j , then in both cases i :

∃ ≤2n h ← is derived analogously to Cases 1(a)(i) and 1(a)(ii) respectively.
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iii. c = ≥ n
Consider Figure 8.3. If there are more than n events matching l during the
time interval [15, 16), there may be no such events within [16, 20). Thus

i : ∃≥ 0 h ← is derived.
(b) i ≥ j

Figure 8.4: i is a tumbling window, j is a sliding window and i ≥ j
Cardinality constraint propagation in this case coincides with Case 1(b). Compare Figure 8.4 with the results in Case 1(b).
HH j
i
HH
tumbling window,
sliding window
or time interval
HH

tumbling window

sliding window

time interval

≤ 2n

≤n

≥0

Table 8.5: i < j and c = = n (or c = ≤ n)
HH
j
H
i
HH

H

tumbling window,
sliding window
or time interval

tumbling window, sliding window or time interval

≥0
Table 8.6: i < j and c = ≥ n

Cardinality constraint propagation in all other cases works just analogously to the cases
described above. Tables 8.5  8.9 summarize the results.
These tables also contain the results of cardinality constraint propagation if the constraint validity time j or the query evaluation time i is a time interval. This time interval
can be a now window, a user dened window, an event, or an application state. (Consider
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HH

HH j
HH

i
tumbling window,
sliding window
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tumbling window or sliding window

time interval





i
i
≥ bj c − 1 · n ∧ ≤ dj e + 1 · n

≥0

or time interval
Table 8.7: i ≥ j and c = = n
HH
H

j

i
tumbling window,
HH
H

sliding window

tumbling window or sliding window

≤



d ji e



+1 ·n

time interval

≥0

or time interval
Table 8.8: i ≥ j and c = ≤ n
Chapter 4 for the denitions of these notions.) This time interval can be repeating or
non-repeating. If it is repeating, it is neither tumbling nor sliding window because these
kinds of windows are explicitly treated. The bounds of this time interval must be known at
compile time since otherwise no constraint propagation is possible at compile time (more
exactly: the default cardinality specication ≥ 0 will be derived). The bounds of an event
or even an application state are often (but not always) known at compile time.

Example 14.
It is known that during the time periods from 6 am until 9 am and from 16 pm until 19
pm on work days the state of the central station of the city is "overcrowded" because of
rush-hour.
If the constraint validity time j is a time interval and the query evaluation time i is
a tumbling window, a sliding window, or a time interval, the general case is that there
are some intervals i which overlap no interval j . As a consequence, no propagation of the
constraints with the validity time j with respect to the queries with the evaluation time i
is possible (more exactly: the default cardinality specication ≥ 0 is derived in this case),
compare the last columns of Tables 8.5  8.9.
In seldom cases, each tumbling window, sliding window, or time interval i may contain
the time interval j or be contained in the time interval j . In this case, the propagation of
the constraints with validity time j with respect to the queries with the evaluation time

i coincides with the respective cases in which i and j are tumbling or sliding windows.
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HH j
HH

i
tumbling window,

tumbling window or sliding window

sliding window

≥



b ji c


−1 ·n
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time interval

≥0

or time interval
Table 8.9: i ≥ j and c = ≥ n

Complex Cardinality Specications
If the cardinality specication c is complex (i.e., a conjunction or a disjunction of simple
or complex cardinality specications), the cardinality propagation function is recursively
applied to each conjunct or each disjunct of c as the following examples demonstrate.

Example 15.
Let Range 1h, Slide 30min : h ← l be the StreamLog query where h is the query head, l
is the query body, and i = (Range 1h, Slide 30min) is the query evaluation time which
is a sliding window.
Let Range 30min, Slide 10min : ∃ ≥4∧≤7 l ← be the ESCL cardinality constraint where

l is the atom of the constraint, c = (≥ 4∧ ≤ 7) is the complex cardinality specication,
and j = (Range 30min, Slide 10min) is the constraint validity time which is a sliding
window.

j and i are both sliding windows and i > j . The cardinality propagation function C is
applied to each conjunct of c and the following result is derived according to Table 8.9
and Table 8.8:



1h
1h
c − 1 · 4 ∧ ≤ d 30min
e + 1 · 7 ) = ( ≥ 4∧ ≤ 21 )
C(c) = ( C(≥ 4) ∧ C(≤ 7) ) = ( ≥ b 30min
Therefore, Range 1h, Slide 30min : ∃ ≥4∧≤21 h ← is the derived constraint.

Example 16.
Let Range 10min, Slide 1min : h ← l be the StreamLog query where h is the query
head, l is the query body, and i = (Range 10min, Slide 1min) is the query evaluation
time which is a sliding window.
Let Range 30min : ∃ (=0∨≥3)∧≤7 l ← be the ESCL cardinality constraint where l is the
atom of the constraint, c = ((= 0∨ ≥ 3)∧ ≤ 7) is the complex cardinality specication,
and j = (Range 30min) is the constraint validity time which is a tumbling window.

i is a sliding window, j is a tumbling window, and i < j . The cardinality propagation
function C is applied to each conjunct and each disjunct of c and the following result is
derived according to Table 8.5, Table 8.6, and the simplication rules in Section 8.7:

C(c) = ( (C(= 0) ∨ C(≥ 3)) ∧ C(≤ 7) ) = ( (≤ 2 · 0∨ ≥ 0)∧ ≤ 2 · 7 ) = ( ≥ 0∧ ≤ 14 ) ≡≤ 14
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Therefore, Range 10min : ∃countryroads ≤14 h ← is the derived constraint.
Example 16 can seem quite confusing: There are not more than 7 events during 30
minutes (j ) then there are not more than 14 events during 10 minutes (i). But remember
that some sliding window i can overlap two sequential tumbling windows j1 and j2 such
that during each of the time intervals j1 ∩i and j2 ∩i 7 events matching l arrive. Therefore,
14 events will be derived by the query with the evaluation time i.
For the sake of generality in this report, we do not assume events to be equally distributed during a time interval. If this assumption is made, more concise cardinality
constraints could be propagated. This is a topic of future research.

Algorithm
The algorithm in Listing 8.4 derives the cardinality specication cardSpec of the atom
derived by the query the body of which is a single atom. The evaluation time i of the
query does not coincide with the validity time j of the propagated constraint.
The cardinality specication c of the only atom in the query body may be simple or
complex. If c is an arbitrary nested conjunction (or disjunction) of cardinality specications, the algorithm in Listing 8.4 transforms each conjunct (or disjunct) of c with the
validity time j into the time interval i (which is the evaluation time of the query), builds
a conjunction (or a disjunction) of these transformed cardinality specications, simplies
it according to the rules in Section 8.7, and returns the result.
The algorithm is based on Tables 8.58.9. The access to these tables is performed by
the function lookT able(c, i, j). It depends on the parameters of this function which table
is accessed.
Listing 8.4: transf ormCardSpec(c, i, j) transforms the cardinality specication c from
the validity time j into the validity time i
1 transformCardSpec ( c ,
2

if

c

is

i ,

a conjunction

←

j) {

then

3

leftConjunct

4

rightConjunct

5

transformedLeftConjunct

6

transformedRightConjunct

7

result

8
9
10

if

c

is

a

←

←

getLeftConjunct ( c )
getRightConjunct ( c )

←
←

transformCardSpec ( leftConjunct ,

transformCardSpec ( rightConjunct ,

buildConjunction ( transformedLeftConjunct ,

disjunction

leftDisjunct

←

then

i ,

transformedRightConjunct )

getLeftDisjunct ( c )

else

j)
i ,

j)
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←

11

rightDisjunct

12

transformedLeftDisjunct

13

transformedRightDisjunct

14

result

←
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getRightDisjunct ( c )

←

transformCardSpec ( l e f t D i s j u n c t ,

←

transformCardSpec ( r i g h t D i s j u n c t ,

buildDisjunction ( transformedLeftDisjunct ,
transformedRightDisjunct )

15
16

/∗ c

17

result

is

18

end end

19

cardSpec

return

20

simple

←
←

i ,

j)
i ,

j)

else

∗/

lookTable ( c ,

i ,

j)

simplify ( result )

cardSpec

21 }

8.6.2 Arbitrary Number of Atoms in a Query Body
This section is devoted to the most general case of cardinality propagation: A query body
is an arbitrary nested conjunction or disjunction of atoms. The query evaluation time does
not coincide with the validity time intervals of the respective cardinality constraints. The
cardinality specications of these constraints may be simple or complex. To implement
the cardinality propagation in this case, a combination of the solutions described above
is necessary. Example 17 illustrates it.

Example 17.
Let q of the form

Range 1h : h ← l1 ∨ (l2 ∧ l3 )
be the StreamLog query. The evaluation time of q is the tumbling window i.
Let

Range 2h

: ∃(≥5∧≤7)∨(=2) l1 ←

Range 3h, Slide 15min

: ∃≤2

l2 ←

Range 30min, Slide 10min : ∃=4

l3 ←

be the ESCL cardinality constraints. The validity time of the rst constraint is the tumbling window. The validity time intervals of the second and the third constraints are sliding
windows. The cardinality specication of the rst constraint is complex. The cardinality
specications of the second and the third constraints are simple.
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Range 1h : h
(1)

Range 1h : (l1 ∨ (l2 ∧ l3 ))
(2)

Range 1h : l1
Range 2h : ∃(≥5∧≤7)∨=2 l1 ←

Range 1h : (l2 ∧ l3 )

∨

(3)
(4)

Range 1h : ∃≤14 l1 ←

Range 1h : l2
Range 3h, Slide 15min : ∃≤2 l2 ←

∧

Range 1h : l3
Range 30min, Slide 10min : ∃=4 l3 ←
(6)

(5)

Range 1h : ∃≤2 l2 ←

Range 1h : ∃≥4∧≤12 l3 ←

(7)

Range 1h : ∃C∧ (≤2,(≥4∧≤12)) (l2 ∧ l3 ) ←
(8)

Range 1h : ∃(=0∨≥4)∧≤24 (l2 ∧ l3 ) ←
(9)

Range 1h : ∃C∨ (≤14,(=0∨≥4)∧≤24) (l1 ∨ (l2 ∧ l3 ))
(10)

Range 1h : ∃≤38 (l1 ∨ (l2 ∧ l3 ))
(11)

Range 1h : ∃≤38 h ←

Figure 8.5: Illustration of Example 17
In order to propagate these constraints with respect to the query q , i.e. to derive the
cardinality of h within the tumbling window i, the following steps are made (compare
Figure 8.5):
1. Range 1h : h is led back to Range 1h : (l1 ∨ (l2 ∧ l3 )) because of the query q .
2. Range 1h : (l1 ∨(l2 ∧l3 )) is split into disjuncts Range 1h : l1 and Range 1h : (l2 ∧l3 ).
3. Range 1h : (l2 ∧ l3 ) is split into conjuncts Range 1h : l2 and Range 1h : l3 .
4. The cardinality constraint Range 2h : ∃(≥5∧≤7)∨=2 l1 ← is transformed into the tumbling window i according to Tables 8.5 and 8.6. The result is Range 1h : ∃≤14 l1 ←.
More exactly (compare Listing 8.4): transf ormCardSpec((≥ 5∧ ≤ 7)∨ =

2, Range 1h, Range 2h) = (≥ 0∧ ≤ 14)∨ ≤ 14 =≤ 14.
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5. The cardinality constraint Range 3h, Slide 15min : ∃≤2 l2 ← is transformed into
the tumbling window i according to Table 8.5. The result is Range 1h : ∃≤2 l2 ←.
6. The cardinality constraint Range 30min, Slide 10min : ∃=4 l3 ← is transformed
into the tumbling window i according to Table 8.7. The result is Range 1h :

∃≥4∧≤12 l3 ←.
7. Since l2 and l3 are conjuncts (compare Step 3), C∧ is applied to the transformed
cardinality constraints for l2 and l3 obtained in Steps 5 and 6 respectively. The
result is Range 1h : ∃C∧ (≤2,(≥4∧≤12)) (l2 ∧ l3 ) ←.
8. According to Table 8.3, the result of Step 7 is simplied to Range 1h :

∃(=0∨≥4)∧≤24 (l2 ∧ l3 ) ←.
More exactly: C∧ (≤ 2, (≥ 4∧ ≤ 12)) = C∧ (≤ 2, ≥ 4) ∧ C∧ (≤ 2, ≤ 12) = (= 0∨ ≥

4)∧ ≤ 24.
9. Since l1 and (l2 ∧l3 ) are disjuncts (compare Step 2), C∨ is applied to the transformed
cardinality constraints for l1 and (l2 ∧ l3 ) obtained in Steps 4 and 8 respectively. The
result is Range 1h : ∃C∨ (≤14,(=0∨≥4)∧≤24) (l1 ∨ (l2 ∧ l3 )) ←.
10. According to Table 8.4, the result of Step 9 is simplied to Range 1h : ∃≤38 (l1 ∨

(l2 ∧ l3 )) ←.
More exactly: C∨ (≤ 14, (= 0∨ ≥ 4)∧ ≤ 24) = (C∨ (≤ 14, = 0)∨C∨ (≤ 14, ≥ 4))∧C∨ (≤

14, ≤ 24) = (≤ 14∨ ≥ 4)∧ ≤ 38 =≤ 38.
11. Range 1h : ∃≤38 h ← is the derived cardinality constraint.

Algorithm
The algorithm in Listing 8.5 is the extension of the algorithm in Listing 8.1 to propagate cardinality constraints the validity time intervals of which do not coincide with the
evaluation time of the query with respect to which these constraints are propagated. The
algorithm in Listing 8.5 is based on the algorithm in Listing 8.4 transforming cardinality
specications into the evaluation time interval of the query.
Listing 8.5: propagateCardSpecs(query) propagates cardinality constraints with respect
to a query
1 propagateCardSpecs ( query )
2

if

query

is

{

a conjunction

3

leftConjunct

4

rightConjunct

←
←

then

getLeftConjunct ( query )
getRightConjunct ( query )
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←

5

leftCardSpec

6

rightCardSpec

7

cardSpec

else i f

8

←

is

a

propagateCardSpecs ( rightConjunct )

disjunction

←

leftDisjunct

9

propagateCardSpecs ( l e f t C o n j u n c t )

← C∧ ( l e f t C a r d S p e c

query

10

rightDisjunct

11

leftCardSpec

12

rightCardSpec

13

cardSpec

, rightCardSpec )

then

g e t L e f t D i s j u n c t ( query )

←
←

g e t R i g h t D i s j u n c t ( query )
propagateCardSpecs ( l e f t D i s j u n c t )

←

propagateCardSpecs ( r i g h t D i s j u n c t )

← C∨ ( l e f t C a r d S p e c

, rightCardSpec )

14

else

15

i

←

getQueryEvaluationTime ( query )

16

j

←

g e t C o n s t r a i n t V a l i d i t y T i m e ( query )

17

c

←

getCardSpec ( query )

if

18

/∗ q u e r y

i

←

j

is

an atom

then

∗/

else

19

cardSpec

←

c

20

cardSpec

←

transformCardSpec ( c , i , j )

end end end
return c a r d S p e c

21
22
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23 }

8.7 Simplication of Complex Cardinality Specications
Example 13 shows that some (derived) cardinality specications can be simplied. This
simplication is not only necessary for the readability of constraints but also for the
eciency of constraint propagation since the cost for the propagation depends on the
size of propagated constraints. Example 18 shows the propagation of the non-simplied
cardinality specication obtained in Example 13.

Example 18.
If cA = ( (≥ 10 ∧ (≥ 6∧ ≤ 13)) ∨ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10) ) and cB = = 1 then

C∨ (cA , cB ) = C∨ ( ( (≥ 10 ∧ (≥ 6∧ ≤ 13)) ∨ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10) ), = 1 ) =
C∨ ( (≥ 10 ∧ (≥ 6∧ ≤ 13)), = 1 ) ∨ C∨ ( (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10), = 1 ) =
( C∨ (≥ 10, = 1) ∧ C∨ ((≥ 6∧ ≤ 13), = 1) ) ∨ ( C∨ (≥ 4, = 1) ∧ C∨ (≤ 10, = 1) ) =
( C∨ (≥ 10, = 1) ∧ C∨ (≥ 6, = 1) ∧ C∨ (≤ 13, = 1) ) ∨ ( C∨ (≥ 4, = 1) ∧ C∨ (≤ 10, = 1) ) =
( ≥ 11∧ ≥ 7 ∧ (≥ 1∧ ≤ 14) ) ∨ ( ≥ 5 ∧ (≥ 1∧ ≤ 11) )
Let θ ∈ {=, ≤, ≥}, n1 , . . . , nk , ni , nj ∈ N0 . Simplication rules of complex cardinality
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specications are the following:
1. (θn1 ∧ · · · ∧ θnk ) ≡ (≥ ni ∧ ≤ nj ) if ni is the lower bound and nj is the upper bound
of the intersection of all the intervals specied by the conjuncts θn1 , . . . , θnk .2

(θn1 ∧ · · · ∧ θnk ) ≡= ni if ni = nj .
2. (θn1 ∨ · · · ∨ θnk ) ≡ (≥ ni ∧ ≤ nj ) if ni is the lower bound and nj is the upper bound
of the union of all the intervals specied by the disjuncts θn1 , . . . , θnk
3. (= n1 ∨ = n2 ) ≡ = n1 , if n1 = n2

≤ n , if n ≤ n
2
1
2
4. (= n1 ∨ ≤ n2 ) ≡
≤ n , if n = n + 1
1

1

2


≥ n , if n ≥ n
2
1
2
5. (= n1 ∨ ≥ n2 ) ≡
≥ n , if n = n − 1
1
1
2
6. (≤ n1 ∨ ≤ n2 ) ≡ ≤ max(n1 , n2 )
7. (≥ n1 ∨ ≥ n2 ) ≡ ≥ min(n1 , n2 )
8. (≥ n1 ∨ ≤ n2 ) ≡ ≥ 0, if n1 ≤ n2 + 1
According to the rst rule (≥ 10 ∧ (≥ 6∧ ≤ 13)) ≡ (≥ 10∧ ≤ 13), according to the
second rule (≥ 10∧ ≤ 13) ∨ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10) ≡ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 13). Compare the propagation
of ( (≥ 10 ∧ (≥ 6∧ ≤ 13)) ∨ (≥ 4∧ ≤ 10) ) in Example 18 with the propagation of its
equivalent simplied version (≥ 4∧ ≤ 13) in Example 19.

Example 19.
If cA = (≥ 4∧ ≤ 13) and cB = = 1 then

C∨ (cA , cB ) = C∨ ( (≥ 4∧ ≤ 13), = 1 ) = C∨ (≥ 4, = 1) ∧ C∨ (≤ 13, = 1) =
( ≥ 5 ∧ (≥ 1∧ ≤ 14) ) ≡ ( ≥ 5∧ ≤ 14 )
According to the simplication rules dened above, the result in Example 19 is equivalent to the result in Example 18:

( ≥ 11∧ ≥ 7 ∧ (≥ 1∧ ≤ 14) ) ∨ ( ≥ 5 ∧ (≥ 1∧ ≤ 11) ) ≡
(≥ 11∧ ≤ 14) ∨ (≥ 5∧ ≤ 11) ≡ (≥ 5∧ ≤ 14).
2 Remember

that if this intersection is empty the cardinality specication (θn1 ∧ · · · ∧ θnk ) is invalid,
compare Denition 32.
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Algorithm
The algorithm in Listing 8.6 simplies the cardinality specication c by building the
interval c represents (consider the algorithm in Listing 8.7) and by converting the interval
into a cardinality specication which is the simplied equivalent of c.
Listing 8.6: simplif y(c) simplies the cardinality specication c
1 simplify (c)

{

←

2

interval

3

simplifiedCardSpec

return

4

buildInterval (c)

←

convertToCardSpec ( i n t e r v a l )

simplifiedCardSpec

5 }

Listing 8.7: buildInterval(c) builds the interval represented by the cardinality specication

c
1 buildInterval (c)

if

2

c

is

{

then

simple

←

interval

4

/∗ c

5

leftAdjunct

6

rightAdjunct

←

getRightAdjunct ( c )

7

leftInterval

←

buildInterval ( leftAdjunct )

8

rightInterval

if

9

c

is

is

generateInterval (c)

else

3

←

interval

11

/∗ c

12

interval

is

←

←

buildInterval ( rightAdjunct )

then

buildIntersection ( leftInterval , rightInterval )

disjunction

end end
return i n t e r v a l

14

getLeftAdjunct ( c )

conjunction

10

13

∗/

complex

←

else

∗/

buildUnion ( l e f t I n t e r v a l , r i g h t I n t e r v a l )

15 }

The function generateInterval(c) takes a simple cardinality specication c as an argument and generates its correspondent interval. For example, given a simple cardinality
specication c = (≥ 2), the function generateInterval(c) will associate c to the right-open
interval [2, ∞).
The function buildIntersection(i1 , i2 ) takes two intervals i1 and i2 as parameters and
returns their intersection as a result. For example, let i1 := [3, 5] and i2 := [2, ∞).

buildIntersection(i1 , i2 ) = [3, 5] ∩ [2, ∞) = [3, 5].
The function buildU nion(i1 , i2 ) takes two intervals i1 and i2 as parameters and returns
their union as a result. For example, let i1 := [3, 5] and i2 := [2, ∞). buildU nion(i1 , i2 ) =
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[3, 5] ∪ [2, ∞) = [2, ∞).
The function convertT oCardSpec(i) maps the interval i to its respective
cardinality specication. For example, convertT oCardSpec([2, ∞))

convertT oCardSpec([3, 5]) = (≥ 3∧ ≤ 5).

=≥

2 and

Chapter 9
Subsumption of CEP Conjunctive
Queries
This chapter is devoted to the adaption of the subsumption algorithm for Horn clauses
[56] (described in Section 3.3) to CEP queries. This adaption is necessary because CEP
queries are dierent from clauses, in particular temporal conditions must be taken into
consideration by an algorithm deciding subsumption of CEP queries. Section 9.1 motivates
the need to consider subsumption between CEP queries for their semantic optimization.
Section 9.2 denes the notion of substitution of CEP queries. Section 9.3 species the
subsumption between the conjuncts of CEP queries. Finally, Section 9.4 presents the
code of the algorithm, illustrates it by examples, and investigates its properties.

9.1 Motivation
Denition 33 (CEP Conjunctive Query). A CEP conjunctive query is a conjunction
of atomic event or state queries and conditions on the events or states matched by them.
Disjunctive queries do not have to be considered since each disjunctive query can be
transformed into an equivalent set of conjunctive queries. For the sake of brevity, we say
CEP queries and mean CEP conjunctive queries in the following.
An algorithm deciding subsumption of CEP queries is necessary for two reasons:
1. Multi-query optimization: The results of a more general CEP query can be saved
and used to look up the answers for more specic queries instead of evaluating these
queries against the whole event stream. As motivated in Section 2.2.3, the multiquery optimization in CEP is has a greater potential than in database systems.
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2. Determination of the relevance of a constraint for a query (which is a base for the
algorithm for the semantic rewriting of CEP queries, see Chapter 10): If a constraint
body subsumes a query body, the constraint is relevant for the query and can be
used for its semantic optimization.
Because of these reasons, an algorithm deciding subsumption between two StreamLog
queries and subsumption of a StreamLog query by an ESCL query is needed. Subsumption
between two ESCL queries is not needed. Only the fragments of StreamLog and ESCL
are considered. The fragments are described in Section 9.3.

θ-subsumption of CEP queries is based on the same idea as θ-subsumption of clauses,
compare Denition 2 with Denition 38. The subsumption algorithms for Horn clauses C
and D described in Section 3.3 (e.g., [56], [78], [105, 106]) are applicable to CEP queries.
They are based on the following steps:
1. Test whether the head of C subsumes the head of D with the substitution θ0 ,
2. For each conjunct ci in the body c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn of C nd a conjunct dj in the body

d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dm of D such that ci ⊇θ dj with the substitution θi , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈
{1, . . . , m},
3. Compute the substitutions θ of C and D which are compatible (Denition 35) with
all substitutions θi , i ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
In other words, these algorithms are language independent if: (1) The notion of substitution is adapted (Section 9.2) and (2) The subsumption of conjuncts ci ⊇θ dj is dened
(Section 9.3). These conjucts may also be negated. If C and D are CEP queries the algorithm deciding their subsumption must consider the temporal relations between their
conjuncts ci and dj .

9.2 Substitution of CEP Queries
As mentioned above, the denition of θ-subsumption of clauses can be adapted to CEP
queries. However, a substitution of two CEP queries is dierent from a substitution of two
clauses. In the following, we rst illustrate the dierence by examples and than formally
dene the notion of θ-substitution of CEP queries.
For the sake of simplicity, we start in this section with CEP queries without negative
literals and continue in Section 9.3 with arbitrary CEP queries. Let q1 and q2 be CEP
queries without negative literals such that q1 θ-subsumes q2 , denoted q1 ⊇θ q2 (Denition
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38). The substitution θ of q1 and q2 maps not only variables of q1 to the respective values
of q2 like the classical substitution of clauses, but also the identiers of q1 to the respective
identiers of q2 . The latter is indispensable since the (temporal) conditions of q1 and q2
may involve identiers and the subsumption relation between these conditions must be
dened too. Consider the following example.

Example 20.
Let q1 = (i : q(X) ∧ j : q(c) ∧ e(i) < b(j)) and q2 = (m : q(a) ∧ n : q(c) ∧ e(m) < b(n)).

q1 ⊇θ q2 with the substitution θ = {X 7→ a, i 7→ m, j 7→ n}. In this case q1 θ = (m :
q(a) ∧ n : q(c) ∧ e(m) < b(n)) = q2 . But this is not always the case as the following
example shows.

Example 21.
Let q1 = (q(X) ∧ q(c)) and q2 = (m : q(a) ∧ n : q(c) ∧ e(m) < b(n)). q1 ⊇θ q2 with the
substitution θ = {X 7→ a} and q1 θ = (q(a) ∧ q(c)) 6= q2 = (m : q(a) ∧ n : q(c) ∧ e(m) <

b(n)).
The above examples show that the application of a substitution θ to a CEP query q ,
denoted qθ, is, of course, also dierent from the application of a substitution to a clause
since not only the variables of q must be mapped to their respective terms as dened by

θ but also the identiers in q must be replaced by the respective identiers as dened by
θ.
Since StreamLog and ESCL are rst-order logic languages, the notions signature, term,
and atom can be adopted from the classical logic [29].
Let T erms be a set of terms and V ariables be the set of variables. Note that

V ariables ⊆ T erms. Let EventIdentif iers be the set of event identiers and
StateIdentif iers be the set of state identiers such that T erms ∩ EventIdentif iers ∩
StateIdentif iers = ∅.

Denition 34 (Substitution of CEP queries). A substitution θ of CEP queries is a

mapping of variables to terms, event identiers to event identiers, and state identiers
to state identiers, formally:
.

.

.

.

θ : V ariables ∪ EventIdentif iers ∪ StateIdentif iers → T erms ∪ EventIdentif iers ∪ StateIdentif iers
X ∈ V ariables

7→ Xθ ∈ T erms

e ∈ EventIdentif iers

7→ eθ ∈ EventIdentif iers

s ∈ StateIdentif iers

7→ sθ ∈ StateIdentif iers

Denition 35 (Compatible Substitutions). Two substitutions are compatible if they
do not match the same variable to dierent terms and do not match the same identier
to dierent identiers.
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while v: j : g
while v: ¬ j : g

while w: i : q

while w: ¬ i : q

1) gθ = q
2) v w w
(j 7→ i)
-

-

while v: ∃s j : g 1) gθ = q
2) v w w

3) s = ≥ 0 or s = ≥ 1
(j 7→ i)
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1) g = qθ
2) v v w
(i 7→ j)
1) g = qθ
2) v v w
3) s = = 0
(i 7→ j)
.

Table 9.1: (Part of the) denition of c ⊇θ d where q, g ∈ Atoms, i, j ∈ EventIdentif iers ∪
StateIdentif iers, w, v ∈ TI, s ∈ Cardinalities

Denition 36 (Application of a Substitution). Let θ be a substitution of CEP
queries. The application of θ to:

• A constant c is an identical mapping, i.e. cθ = c.
• A variable X is either Xθ = X 0 if X 7→ X 0 ∈ θ or Xθ = X otherwise.
• An identier i is either iθ = i0 if i 7→ i0 ∈ θ or iθ = i otherwise.
• A beginning b(i) or end e(i) of the time interval of an event or a state referenced by
i: b(i)θ = b(iθ) and e(i)θ = e(iθ).
• An arithmetical expression xΘy (where x and y are expressions and Θ ∈
{+, −, /, ∗, mod}) is led back to the application of θ to both parts of the expression,
i.e. (xΘy)θ = xθΘyθ.

• A condition xΘy (where x and y are expressions and Θ ∈ {=, 6=, <, ≤, >, ≥}) is led
back to the application of θ to both parts of the condition, i.e. (xΘy)θ = xθΘyθ.

• An atomic query i : f (t1 , . . . , tn ): (i : f (t1 , . . . , tn ))θ = iθ : f (t1 θ, . . . , tn θ).
Like in classical logic, the test of subsumption between two CEP queries must be
preceded by the renaming substitution ν of common variables and identiers to avoid
their mishmash.
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X<b

X>b

X≤b

X≥b

X=b

X 6= b

b≤a
b≤a+1
b≤a

b≥a
b≥a−1
b≥a

b<a
b≤a
b<a

b>a
b≥a
b>a

b<a
b>a
b≤a
b≥a
b=a
b 6= a

b=a

Table 9.2: (Part of the) denition of c ⊇θ d where X ∈ V ariables, a, b ∈ Constants

9.3 Subsumption between Conjuncts of CEP Queries
Let C be an ESCL or a StreamLog query and D be a StreamLog query. As motivated in
Section 9.1, subsumption between ESCL queries is not needed. Tables 9.19.3 dene the
subsumption of the conjuncts d of D by the conjuncts c of C . The rst column of the tables
describes the forms c may have. The rst row of the tables describes the forms of d. Minus
in a cell of a table means that the respective c 6⊇θ d. If c and d belong to dierent tables
then c 6⊇θ d. Plus in a cell of a table means that the respective c ⊇θ d unconditionally.
If there is a condition in a cell of a table it means that the respective c ⊇θ d if the
condition holds. If a cell of the table contains mappings of variables to terms or identiers
to identiers these mappings are added to the substitution θ of the respective c and d. If

g and q are atoms and gθ = q or g = qθ (Table 9.1) then their substitution θ is obtained
like for atoms in a rst-order language [29]. Example 22 illustrates the subsumption of
StreamLog or ESCL queries.

Example 22.
Let C = Range 2h : i : p(X) ∧ while i : j : q(X) ∧ e(i) < b(j) ∧ e(j) < b(i) + 1h ∧

while j : ¬q(a) and D = Range 1h : m : p(a) ∧ Range 1h : n : p(b) ∧ while n : k :
q(b) ∧ e(n) < b(k) ∧ e(k) < b(n) + 10min ∧ while k : ¬q(Y ) be CEP queries. C ⊇θ D
with θ = {X 7→ b, i 7→ n, j 7→ k, Y 7→ a} since

Range 2h : i : p(X) ⊇θ Range 1h : n : p(b) with θ = {X 7→ b, i 7→ n}

(see Table 9.1)

while i : j : q(X)

⊇θ while n : k : q(b)

with θ = {X 7→ b, i 7→ n, j 7→ k} (see Table 9.1)

e(i) < b(j)

⊇θ e(n) < b(k)

with θ = {i 7→ n, j 7→ k}

(see Table 9.3)

e(j) < b(i) + 1h

⊇θ e(k) < b(n) + 10min with θ = {i 7→ n, j 7→ k}

(see Table 9.3)

while j : ¬q(a)

⊇θ while k : ¬q(Y )

with θ = {j 7→ k, Y 7→ a}

(see Table 9.1)

For the sake of brevity, only fragments of the languages ESCL and StreamLog are considered. Spatial conditions are not considered in this section. However, the subsumption
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between spatial conditions can be dened just analogously to the subsumption between
temporal conditions. Arithmetical conditions considered in this section are also restricted
since they do not allow the operators ∗, /, and mod and cannot be arbitrarily nested.
Note that all ESCL and StreamLog temporal conditions can be led back to the
comparisons of time points. For example, i before j ∧ {i,j} within 1h corresponds to

e(i) < b(j) ∧ e(j) < b(i) + 1h (compare Example 22). Note also that a window is not necessarily local for an atomic query but can be coded into temporal conditions and derived
from them. For example, while i: j:q(X) corresponds to j : q(X) ∧ b(i) ≤ b(j) ∧ e(j) ≤ e(i).
Since ESCL constraints and StreamLog queries are dened within time intervals, there is
a window for each atomic query.
Table 9.1 denes the subsumption of a StreamLog atomic query d by a StreamLog
or ESCL atomic query c under consideration of their evaluation time intervals w and v
respectively.
If g and q are positive literals of c and d respectively, c ⊇θ d if
1. There is a substitution θ such that gθ = q (dened like in classical logic [29]) and
2. (Each repeating) time interval w is completely covered by some (a set of repeating)
time interval(s) v, denoted v w w.
If g and q are negative literals of c and d respectively, c ⊇θ d if the opposite conditions
are satised, i.e. g = qθ and v v w.
An atom g of an ESCL atomic query c may have a quantier ∃s where s is a cardinality
specication. Since an atom q in a StreamLog atomic query d may neither have a quantier
nor be optional, q is equivalent to ∃≥1 q . The cardinality specication s of g must subsume
the cardinality specication ≥ 1 of q for c ⊇θ d to hold. This is the case if s = ≥ 0 or

s = ≥ 1.
The cardinality specication s of g can simulate the negation of g since ¬g is equivalent
to ∃=0 g . Therefore the subsumption of a negative StreamLog atomic query by a positive
ESCL atomic query is possible.

9.4 Subsumption Algorithm for CEP Queries and its
Properties
Denition 37 (Semantic Subsumption of CEP Queries). Let C be a StreamLog or
ESCL query and D be a StreamLog query. C semantically subsumes D, denoted C ⊇sem
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D, if each model of D is also a model for C .
However, θ-subsumption of CEP queries is the basis for the algorithm semantically
rewriting CEP queries with respect to constraints (Chapter 10) where θ denotes the
substitution of the CEP queries. Denition 2 of θ-subsumption for clauses can be adapted
to CEP queries but it cannot be borrowed without change. The reason for this is the
following: If a clause C θ-subsumes a clause D with a substitution θ, each literal of C
can be found in D, denoted Cθ ⊆ D. This does not hold for CEP queries C and D in
general because C and D can contain conditions. Consider Example 21 illustrating this
point. Denition 38 is the inductive denition of θ-subsumption of CEP queries.

Denition 38 (θ-Subsumption of CEP Queries). Let C be a StreamLog or ESCL
query and D be a StreamLog query.

• If C and D are atomic queries, C θ-subsumes D, denoted C ⊇θ D, if the respective
conditions in Table 9.1 are satised. As a result of the substitution test a single
substitution θ is returned. θ contains variable bindings (analogously to a substitution
of atoms in classical logic) and identier bindings as dened in Table 9.1.

• If C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn and D = d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dm , C ⊇θ D if:
1. There is (at least one) injective (partial) mapping p : ci 7→ dj (where i ∈

{1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}) such that ci ⊇θ p(ci ) (as dened in Tables
9.19.3) with the substitution θi which is compatible with all previous atomic
query substitutions θ1 , . . . , θi−1 of C and D. Let σ be the set of all substitutions
which are compatible with all atomic query substitutions of C and D.
2. For all ck , k ∈ {1, . . . , n} for which p(ck ) is not dened the following holds:
Each ck is a condition which is satised by all bindings of sime substitutions

θ ∈ σ.
As a result of the subsumption test the set of substitutions θ is returned.
The second condition of the inductive case in Denition 38 is necessary to ensure the
completeness of θ-subsumption of CEP queries which will be proven at the end of this
section.
Listing 9.1 contains the algorithm computing θ-subsumption of CEP queries which is
an adaption of the θ-subsumption algorithm for Horn clauses proposed in [56]. The code
of the algorithm is described in detail in the following.
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Listing 9.1: θ-subsumption algorithm for CEP qeuries adapted from [56]

1

require :

2

S0 = {}

C : c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn , D : d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dm

3 Conditions
4
5
6
7
8
9

← ∅

for i := 1 to n do
i f uni(C, ci, D) 6= ∅
then Si ← Si−1 u merge(uni(C, ci, D))
else C o n d i t i o n s ← C o n d i t i o n s ∪
end
end

10 r e s u l t

←

11

result

return

a r e CEP q u e r i e s

f i l t e r ( Sn ,

ci

Conditions )

The input of the algorithm are two CEP conjunctive queries C and D. Like the algorithm in [56], the algorithm in Listing 9.1 is based on the following auxiliary functions
(which are formally dened in [56] and only informally described in this report):

• uni(C, ci , D) returns a set of matching substitutions from a conjunct ci of C to some
conjunct of D. This substitution set is represented as a multisubstitution mapping
each variable to a set of terms.

Example 23.
The multisubstitution { X 7→ {10, 20}, Y 7→ {30, 40} } is a short hand notation
for the following set of substitutions { X 7→ 10, Y 7→ 30 }, { X 7→ 10, Y 7→ 40 },

{ X 7→ 20, Y 7→ 30 }, and { X 7→ 20, Y 7→ 40 }.
• merge(Θ) returns a merge of the set of multisubstitutions Θ. If two multisubstitutions in Θ map the same variable to dierent sets of terms merge(Θ) returns the
multisubstitution mapping this variable to the union of these sets of terms and other
variables to the set of terms as dened by some multisubstitution in Θ.

• Θ u Σ returns the intersection of two multisubstitutions Θ and Σ. If Θ and Σ map
the same variable to dierent sets of terms Θ u Σ returns the multisubstitution
mapping this variable to the intersection of these sets of terms and other variables
to the set of terms as dened by Θ or Σ.
There are the following dierences between the subsumption algorithms in [56] and in
Listing 9.1:
1. Multisubstitutions of the algorithm in Listing 9.1 contain not only mappings of
variables to sets of terms, but also mappings of identiers to sets of identiers.
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2. The algorithm in [56] tests whether the head of the Horn clause C subsumes the
head of the Horn clause D. The algorithm in Listing 9.1 omitts this test.
3. The set Conditions contains all conjuncts ci of C which do not subsume any conjunct
of D. Compare Lines 3, 5, and 7 of the algorithm.
The function f ilter(Θ, Conditions) takes the multisubstitution Θ and the set

Conditions as input and returns the ltered multisubstitution containing only those
substitutions of Θ which satisfy the Conditions. Compare Line 10 of Listing 9.1.
If the set Conditions contains at least one element which is no condition (but a
literal) or which is a condition satised by no substitution represented by Θ, the
function f ilter(Θ, Conditions) returns an empty set, i.e. C does not θ-subsume D.
The function f ilter is necessary to realize the second condition of the inductive case
in Denition 38.

Example 24.
f ilter({ X 7→ {10, 20}, Y 7→ {30, 40} }, X < 15) = { X 7→ 10, Y 7→ {30, 40} }
f ilter({ X 7→ {10, 20}, Y 7→ {30, 40} }, X < 20) = ∅
f ilter({ X 7→ {10, 20}, Y 7→ {30, 40} }, X < Y − 20) = { X 7→ 10, Y 7→ 40 }
f ilter({ X 7→ {10, 20}, Y 7→ {30, 40} }, X = Y −20) = { X 7→ 10, Y 7→ 30 }, { X 7→
20, Y 7→ 40 }

Termination and Complexity
Let

|C| be the number of conjuncts in C ,
ai

be the maximal arity of a literal ci in C ,

mi

be the number of literals in D with the same predicate symbol as ci ,

c

be the number of distinct constants and

t

be the number of terms and identiers in C and D.

As shown in [56]:

• Computing uni(C, ci , D) has complexity ai · mi .
• Merge complexity is in O(ai · m4i ).
• The complexity of the intersection is ai · mi · min(c, |D|).
The complexity of ltering is in O(|C| · t2 ) since, in the worst case:
1. The are at most |C| conditions in the set Conditions.
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2. Each condition compares all bindings of at most two variables or at most two identiers with each other, compare Tables 9.2 and 9.3.
3. There are at most t bindings for each variable or identier.
As discussed in [56], the overall complexity of the subsumption algorithm is polynomial
in the bast case and exponential in the worst case. Filtering does not change this result.

Correctness and Completeness
Proposition 1. If C and D are conjunctive (CEP) queries then θ-subsumption of C and
D is correct and complete, i.e. C ⊇θ D ⇔ C ⊇sem D.
The proof of Proposition 1 consists of two parts:
First part is the left to right direction: θ-subsumption of CEP conjunctive queries C
and D is correct, i.e. C ⊇θ D ⇒ C ⊇sem D.

Proof by induction over the number of conjuncts in C . Let n be the number of conjuncts
in C , i.e. C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn .

Induction base : n = 1. Three cases are possible (compare Table 9.1):
1. C = while v: j : g .
Since C ⊇θ D there is the conjunct of the form while w: i : q in D such that (1)
there is the substitution θ with gθ = q and j 7→ i ∈ θ and (2) v w w.
Let S, σ, τ be an interpretation such that S, σ, τ |= D. Since D is a conjunction,

S, σ, τ |= while w: i : q . Since according to (1) q is an instance of g and according to
(2) w is covered by v, while w: i : q |= while v: j : g . Since implication is transitive,

S, σ, τ |= while v: j : g = C , i.e. C ⊇sem D.
2. C = while v: ¬ j : g .
The proof is analogous to the proof of Case 1.
3. C = while v: ∃s j : g .
The proof is analogous to the proof of Case 1.

Induction assumption : The statement holds if the number of conjuncts in C is n, i.e. if
C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn and C ⊇θ D then C ⊇sem D.

Induction step : n 7→ n + 1, i.e. C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ∧ cn+1 .
C ⊇θ D with the substitution set θ. Two cases are possible:
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1. There is the conjunct dj in D such that cn+1 ⊇θ dj with the substitution set θ.

cn+1 ⊇θ dj implies dj |= cn+1 , compare Tables 9.19.3. Let S, σ, τ be an interpretation
such that S, σ, τ |= D. Since D is a conjunction, S, σ, τ |= dj . Since implication
is transitive, S, σ, τ |= cn+1 (?). According to the induction assumption S, σ, τ |=

c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn (??). (?) and (??) imply S, σ, τ |= c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ∧ cn+1 = C , i.e. C ⊇sem D.
2. cn+1 is a condition which is satised by all bindings in θ. Since these bindings are
yielded while matching C against D and since according to the induction assumption

D |= c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn , D |= c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ∧ cn+1 , i.e. C ⊇sem D.

Second part is the right to left direction: θ-subsumption of CEP conjunctive queries C
and D is complete, i.e. C ⊇θ D ⇐ C ⊇sem D.

Proof by induction over the number of conjuncts in C . Let n be the number of conjuncts
in C , i.e. C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn .

Induction base : n = 1. Three cases are possible (compare Table 9.1):
1. C = while v: j : g .
Since C ⊇sem D each model of D is also a model for C . Let S, σ, τ be an interpretation such that S, σ, τ |= D and therefore S, σ, τ |= C = while v: j : g , i.e.

D |= while v: j : g . As a consequence of this and the fact that D is a conjunctive query, there must be the conjunct of the form while w: i : q in D such that

while w: i : q |= while v: j : g . In order for this condition to hold, the following
two conditions must be satised: (1) q must be an instance of g , i.e. there is the
substitution θ with gθ = q and j 7→ i ∈ θ and (2) w must be covered by v, i.e. v w w.
Because of (1) and (2), while v: j : g ⊇θ while w: i : q , i.e. C ⊇θ D.
2. C = while v: ¬ j : g .
The proof is analogous to the proof of Case 1.
3. C = while v: ∃s j : g .
The proof is analogous to the proof of Case 1.

Induction assumption : The statement holds if the number of conjuncts in C is n, i.e. if
C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn and C ⊇sem D then C ⊇θ D with the substitution set θ.

Induction step : n 7→ n + 1, i.e. C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ∧ cn+1 .
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Since C ⊇sem D each model of D is also a model for C . Let S, σ, τ be an interpretation
such that S, σ, τ |= D and therefore S, σ, τ |= C = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ∧ cn+1 , i.e. D |= c1 ∧ · · · ∧

cn ∧ cn+1 (?).
Since C is a conjunctive query, S, σ, τ |= c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn . According to the induction
assumption, there is the substitution set θ such that c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ⊇θ D with θ.
Because of (?), two cases are possible:
1. There is the conjunct dj in D such that dj |= cn+1 . Therefore the respective conditions for cn+1 and dj in Tables 9.19.3 must be satised. Hence there are substitutions

θ0 ∈ θ such that cn+1 ⊇θ dj with the substitution set θ0 (where θ is the substitution
set of c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ⊇θ D). Then C ⊇θ D with the substitution set θ0 .
2. cn+1 is a condition satised by all bindings of some substitutions θ0 ∈ θ (where θ is
the substitution set of c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ⊇θ D). Then C ⊇θ D with the substitution set

θ0 .
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Chapter 10
Semantic Rewriting of CEP Queries
This chapter is devoted to the adaption of the residue method for semantic optimization of
database queries [31] to CEP queries. Section 10.1 presents the algorithm in pseudo code
and illustrates it by examples. Afterwards its termination, complexity, and correctness
are proven in Section 10.2.

10.1 Algorithm Illustrated by Examples
The semantic optimization algorithm extracts portions of constraints relevant for a query
and uses them to rewrite the query into a more ecient form. The modied query may be

syntactically quite dierent from the original one but it must be semantically equivalent to
the initial query, i.e. it must return the same results as the original query for any streams
satisfying the constraints. In other words, the algorithm does not change the semantics
of a query but it changes its syntax to improve its evaluation.
The algorithm presented in this section is an adaption of the residue method1 [31]
for semantic optimization of database queries to CEP queries. The method is static and
rather expensive. (Consider its complexity analysis in Section 10.2). That is why the
residue method is not wide-spread in database systems where queries are usually ad hoc,
data is completely available when queries are put, and hence, query answers are expected
(almost) immediately. However, as motivated in Section 2.2.1, static semantic optimization
of CEP queries may be inecient if it happens before events are available and queries can
be evaluated. Besides, repeated evaluation of CEP queries over a long period of time is
worth their expensive static semantic optimization.
1 Residues

of the query.

are portions of constraints relevant for a query which are used for the semantic optimization
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The algorithm for the semantic rewriting of CEP queries is presented in pseudo code
in Listing 10.1. The algorithm will be explained line-by-line and illustrated by examples
in this section. The algorithm takes a CEP query and a set of CEP constraints as input
and returns a set of semantically optimized queries as output. Therefore, the semantic
rewriting of CEP queries is followed by the choice of a semantically optimized query to
evaluate instead of each original query. To this end, the evaluation costs of all alternative
semantically modied queries for an initial query are determined using cost models, and
one of them with the lowest (estimated) evaluation cost is processed instead of the initial
query. The algorithm specifying the query choice is a subject of future work.
Listing 10.1: Pseudo code of the algorithm for the semantic rewriting of CEP queries
1 Let

q := (Hq ← Bq )

2 optimize (q ,C )

be a q u e r y and

C

be a

set

of

constraints .

{

Sq = ∅

3

FOR EACH c := (Hc ← Bc) ∈ C
IF Bc subsumes Bq w i t h

4
5

a

6

heuristic

applies

unifier

to

q

and

σ

and

Hc σ

THEN q0 := a p p l y H e u r i s t i c s ( q , Hcσ )
IF q0 =⊥ or q0 p r o v i d e s a n s w e r s for
THEN return q0
ELSE Sq := Sq ∪ q0 ∪ o p t i m i z e ( q0 , C )
END
END
END
return Sq

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

q

15 }

Consider Listing 10.1 for the pseudo code of the algorithm for the semantic rewriting of
CEP queries. Let q be a query in any event query language, let C be a set of constraints
in any constraint language. q and C are the input of the algorithm, compare Line 1.
For the sake of readability and without loss of generality, we assume that a query q has
the form Hq ← Bq (where Hq is the head and Bq is the body of q ) and each constraint

c ∈ C has the form Hc ← Bc (where Hc is the head and Bc is the body of c). Hq and Hc
are atoms. Bq and Bc are CEP queries, i.e. arbitrarily nested conjunctions or disjunctions
of literals and conditions on events matched by the literals. Note that the evaluation time
of q and the validity time of c are expressed by the conditions in Bq and Bc respectively.
Despite large syntactical similarity of constraints and queries, they are semantically
dierent. A query derives new complex events (i.e. higher-level knowledge) out of base
events arriving on streams (i.e. lower-level knowledge). If the body Bq of a query matches
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events of a stream, its head Hq constructs new events. A constraint, in contrast, describes
the properties of a stream. If the body Bc of a constraint matches events of a stream, its
head Hc must be satised by the stream. This dierence is important for semantic query
rewriting as we will see below.
The algorithm is independent from an event query language and from a constraint
language if the subsumption of a query body Bq by a constraint body Bc is dened (which
is language dependent, of course). Consider Chapter 9 for the denition of subsumption
of a StreamLog query body by an ESCL constraint body.
For a CEP query q of the form Hq ← Bq (Line 1 in Listing 10.1), the algorithm
returns the set of alternative semantically optimized queries Sq . The set Sq is empty at
the beginning, compare Line 3.
For each CEP constraint c ∈ C of the form Hc ← Bc (Line 4) if the constraint body

Bc is equal to or more general than the query body Bq (Line 5) than Bq implies Bc and,
therefore, the modied constraint head Hc σ (where σ is the unier of Bc and Bq ) holds
for all streams for which the query q returns answers (i.e., if Bq matches a stream). In
other words, Hc σ does not change the semantics of q and can be used to optimize q ,2 e.g.,
by appending Hc σ to Bq . In this way subsumption is used to check the relevance of a
constraint for a query.
However, if this idea is applied naively to each query and each constraint relevant for
the query, very many modied heads of constraints Hc σ (called

residues in [31]) can be

appended of the query body. These residues can not only contribute nothing to the query
optimization but even make the query evaluation less ecient as Example 25 demonstrates.

Example 25.
Consider the query q of the form

items_007_is_interested_in(auctionID(A), itemID(I)) ←
i : bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(007), value(V ))∧
a : auction(auctionID(A))∧
b(a) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(a)
The query q selects the items the bidder with identier 007 is interested in during each
auction, i.e. the items 007 has bid for. More exactly: If there is an event bid during the
state auction such that the auction state has the same value of the attribute auctionID
as the bid event and the value of the attribute bidderID of the bid event is 007, then
the new event items_007_is_interested_in is derived. The event carries the respective
2 This

is the idea of the proof of the correctness of the algorithm for the semantic rewriting of CEP
queries. The formal proof is given in Section 10.2.
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auction identier and item identier.
Consider the constraint c of the form

∃ =1 j : bidderEnrollment(auctionID(A), bidderID(B))∧
b(a) ≤ b(j) ∧ e(j) ≤ b(i) ←
i : bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
a : auction(auctionID(A))∧
b(a) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(a)
which states that each bidder participating in an auction must be enrolled for this
auction. More precisely: If there is a bid event during the state auction which has
the same value of the attribute auctionID as the bid event, then there is exactly one

bidderEnrollment event after the auction state has started but before the bid event such
that the bidderEnrollment event and the bid event have the same values of the attributes

auctionID and bidderID.
The body of c subsumes the body of q with the unier σ = {B 7→ 007}.3 Therefore, the
constraint c is relevant for the query q . Let Hc denote the head of c. The residue Hc σ of

c for q does not change the semantics of q with respect to all streams satisfying c. Hence,
Hc σ can be appended to the body of q . The result is the modied query q 0 :
items_007_is_interested_in(auctionID(A), itemID(I)) ←
i : bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(007), value(V ))∧
a : auction(auctionID(A))∧
b(a) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(a)∧
{ ∃ =1 j : bidderEnrollment(auctionID(A), bidderID(007))∧
b(a) ≤ b(j) ∧ e(j) ≤ b(i) }
However, this residue Hc σ (written in curly braces above) contributes nothing to the
optimization of q . It makes the evaluation of q even less ecient by introducing the
additional join and two additional conditions into the query.
To avoid the eect illustrated by Example 25, the search space of the algorithm must
be restricted in some way. To this end, semantic optimization heuristics are used. If a
heuristic applies to a query q and its residue Hc σ , Hc σ contributes to the optimization of

q and is used for this purpose. Otherwise the constraint c is uninteresting for the semantic
optimization of q and is not further considered.
3 Actually,

the test of subsumption between two query bodies must be preceded by the renaming ν of
common variables and identiers. As a consequence, σ would also contain mappings for the identiers and
mappings for the other variables. To keep σ short and examples readable, in the following, the examples
provoking problems without ν are avoided.
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As the most overviews of semantic optimization techniques for database queries
agree [31], [98], [38], there are six primary semantic optimization heuristics which have to
be slightly adapted to CEP to cope with its peculiarities compared to database systems
described in Section 2.2. In the following, the additional conditions which are not needed
in database systems but are indispensable in CEP, are marked by italic type. Arguments
which apply to database systems but which are hardly applicable to CEP, are disabled.
The main semantic query optimization heuristics are the following:
1. Result by contradiction: A query does not have any answer if the existence of an
answer would violate a constraint.

Example 26.
Consider the query q

items_007_is_interested_in(auctionID(A), itemID(I)) ←
i : bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(007), value(V ))∧
a : auction(auctionID(A))∧
b(a) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(a)
which has already been presented in Example 25.
Consider the constraint c of the form

B 6= 007 ←
i : bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
a : auction(auctionID(A))∧
b(a) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(a)
The constraint c prohibits the participation of the bidder with identier 007 in any auction
because of his bad behavior. More precisely: If there is an event

bid during the state

auction, then the value of the attribute bidderID of the event is not equal 007.

The body of c subsumes the body of q with the unier σ = {B 7→ 007}. The existence
of answers for the query q would violate the constraint c. This is recognized by the
algorithm since the residue Hc σ = {007 6= 007} (where Hc is the head of c) of c for q is a
contradiction. That is why q is unsatisable (for all streams for which c holds) and is not
evaluated.
This heuristic reduces the number of CEP queries which must be continuously evaluated
against the event stream and, therefore, it reduces the workload of resources, in particular
CPU and memory, such that these resources can evaluate more other (satisable) CEP
queries quicker.
Since the body of the constraint c subsumes the body of the query q (which is tested
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in Line 5 of Listing 10.1), c is relevant for q . Since the rst heuristic applies to q and
the residue Hc σ of c for q (which is tested in Line 6), Hc σ contributes to the semantic
optimization of q . Since Hc σ is a contradiction, the function applyHeuristics(q, Hc σ)
returns ⊥ in Line 7, i.e. q 0 =⊥, which means that q is unsatisable. The condition in Line
8 evaluates to true and the evaluation of the algorithm is interrupted by returning q 0 (i.e.

⊥) in Line 9. If ⊥ is returned by the algorithm, the input query q is unsatisable with
respect to all streams for which the input constraints C hold.
2. Result by transformation: It may be possible to answer a query without evaluating it
if the semantic transformations provide the answers.

Example 27.
Consider the query q of the form

averageT emp(sensor(s), area(a), value(avg(V ))) ←
t : temp(sensor(s), area(a), value(V )) ∧
w : Range 1h, Slide 30min ∧
b(w) ≤ b(t) ∧ e(t) ≤ e(w)
Every 30 minutes, the query q computes the average temperature measured by the sensor

s in the area a during the last hour. More exactly: q looks for the events temp during the
sliding window w of size one hour and with granularity of thirty minutes such that the
value of the attribute sensor is s and the value of the attribute area is a. The value of
the attribute value of such events is bound to the variable V . The average of all values
bound to V is computed in the head of q and the result is a new event carrying the sensor
identier s, the area identier a, and the computed average temperature.
Consider the constraint c of the form

∃ =1 t : temp(sensor(s), area(a), value(20◦ ))∧
b(t) = b(w) ∧ e(t) = b(w) ←
w : Range 1h, Slide 30min
The constraint c says that every half an hour, there is exactly one event carrying a
temperature measurement from the sensor s in the area a. The area is air-conditioned,
that is way the temperature measured in the area is always 20◦ . The occurrence time of
the event is a time point.
The body of c subsumes the body of q with the empty unier σ = { }. Let Hc denote the
head of c. Hc σ = Hc = (∃ =1 t : temp(sensor(s), area(a), value(20◦ ))∧b(t) = b(w)∧e(t) =

b(w)) holds for q . Therefore, q is modied in the following way:
1. The part of the body of q (t : temp(sensor(s), area(a), value(V )) ∧ b(w) ≤ b(t) ∧
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e(t) ≤ e(w)) is omitted since it is implied by Hc σ .4
2. The variable V is bound to its only possible value 20◦ .
3. (b(a) = b(w) ∧ e(a) = b(w)) (where a is the identier of the events derived by q )
is appended to the query head since an event e referenced by a has the same the
occurrence time as the event referenced by t e is derived from (compare Section 4.2).
The result is the ground query q 0 of the form:

a : averageT emp(sensor(s), area(a), value(20◦ ))∧
b(a) = b(w) ∧ e(a) = b(w) ←
w : Range 1h, Slide 30min
In other words, the event averageT emp(sensor(s), area(a), value(20◦ )) will be returned
every half an hour and its occurrence time is a time point which coincides with the
beginning of the sliding window w which is usually known at compile time. Hence, all
results of q are known at compile time. There is no need to evaluate the query against the
event stream. This allows to save resources (like the application of the rst heuristic).
This example shows that the resulting semantically optimized query q 0 must not be a
ground fact in order to provide answers to the initial query q and the set of the provided
answers must not be nite. Both is usually not the case if q is a database query.
Consider Listing 10.1. Since the body of the constraint c subsumes the body of the
query q (which is tested in Line 5), c is relevant for q . Since the second heuristic applies to

q and the residue Hc σ of c for q (which is tested in Line 6), Hc σ contributes to the semantic
optimization of q . Since the part of the body of q (t : temp(sensor(s), area(a), value(V )) ∧

b(w) ≤ b(t) ∧ e(t) ≤ e(w)) subsumes Hc σ , the function applyHeuristics(q, Hc σ) returns
the ground query q 0 (as dened above) in Line 7, which provides the answers for q with
respect to all streams satisfying c. The condition in Line 8 evaluates to true and the
evaluation of the algorithm is interrupted by returning q 0 in Line 9. If a ground query q 0
providing the answers for the input query q is returned by the algorithm, q can have only
the provided answers with respect to all streams for which the input constraints C hold.
3. Join elimination: If a relation being joined does not contribute any attributes in the

result of a query and is

not involved into the denition of the query evaluation time, it can

be dropped from the query. This implies join elimination with the relation. (An example
illustrating this heuristic follows.)
4 Two

other heuristics, namely join elimination and predicate elimination, apply in this example. These
heuristics will be described below.
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4. Predicate elimination: If a predicate is known to be always true (i.e., the predicate is

implied by the residue Hc σ ) and is

not involved into the denition of the query evaluation

time it can be eliminated from a query.

In Example 27, both join elimination and predicate elimination were possible because
the residue Hc σ implied the atom and the temporal conditions on the events matched
by the atom in the query body. In Example 28, this is also the case but neither join
elimination nor predicate elimination is applicable.

Example 28.
Consider the query q of the form

items_007_is_interested_in(auctionID(A), itemID(I)) ←
i : bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(007), value(V ))∧
a : auction(auctionID(A))∧
b(a) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(a)
which has already been introduced in Example 25.
Consider the constraint c of the form

∃ =1 a : auction(auctionID(A))∧
b(a) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(a) ←
i : bid(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))
The constraint c implies that no bid is possible without its respective auction being
running. More precisely: Each bid event happens during exactly one state auction so that
the state carries the same value of the attribute auctionID as the event.
Since the state auction does not contribute any attributes to the events derived by
the query q (in particular, their occurrence time depends only on bid events, compare
Section 4.2) and since according to the constraint c, the respective auction state is always
active when a bid event arrives, the atom auction(auctionID(A)) could be omitted from

q if it did not dene the evaluation time of q (Join elimination). This would imply the
elimination of both conditions b(a) ≤ b(i) and e(i) ≤ e(a) (Predicate elimination).
Consider Listing 10.1. Since the body of the constraint c subsumes the body of the
query q (which is tested in Line 5), c is relevant for q . Since no heuristic applies to q and
the residue Hc σ of c for q (which is tested in Line 6), Hc σ does not contribute anything to
the semantic optimization of q . The code of the algorithm in Lines 711 is not evaluated.
The algorithm continues with the next constraint of the input constraint set C in Line 4.
5. Predicate introduction can be split into the following three heuristics:
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: If a new predicate species the upper bound on
the number of queried events (states) during a query evaluation time interval and
all of them have already been processed by the respective query, the query can return
the answers and terminate before its evaluation time is over. As a consequence, all
the data relevant for the evaluation step of the query becomes irrelevant and can be
deleted before the end of the query evaluation time.

Query termination, Garbage collection

b) Scan reduction: A new predicate on a join attribute may reduce the cost of the join.
c) Index introduction: A new predicate on an indexed attribute may allow for a more
ecient access method. However, index introduction is hardly applicable to CEP
since the data is deleted as soon as possible and therefore not optimized (e.g.,
indexed).

Example 29.
Consider the query q of the form

number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)
The query q computes the total number of presented items in each auction per day (24
hours) and returns the results at the end of each day. More exactly: The itemDescription
events arriving during the current tumbling window w of size 24 hours (consider Section 4.1) are grouped according to the value of the attribute auctionID, their number is
computed and returned as a new number_of _of f ered_items event carrying the computed value and the respective auction identier.
Consider the constraint c of the form

∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)
The constraint c states that there can be at most 10 000 items presented per day (24
hours) in all auctions. The

group-by statement in the head of c restricts the variables

according to the values of which the itemDescription events are grouped. In the example
above, the number of all itemDescription events regardless their data is given. That is
why the

group-by statement is empty. Without group-by( ), c would mean that there can

be at most 10 000 itemDescription events grouped by the values of all their attributes.
Since the attributes itemID, bidderID, and value build the key, there is at most one
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itemDescription event grouped by the values of all the attributes. Hence, the group-by(

) statement is indispensable in the example above.

The body of the constraint c subsumes the body of the query q with the empty unier

σ , the head Hc of c becomes true for q so that q can be modied to q 0 using Hc as follows:
number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)∧
{ ∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) }
Thanks to the residue { ∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) }, as soon as 10 000 events matching the
rst atom in the body of q have arrived, the CEP engine can stop searching in the buer
or waiting for the itemDescription events, return all answers, and delete all irrelevant

itemDescription events even before the current window w is over.
In order to dierentiate between the original body of q and the residue Hc σ , the latter
is written in curly braces. Without this dierentiation, the modied query q 0 would match
the stream only if the window w contains at most 10 000 itemDescription events. This
is, of course, always the case but the termination of q 0 would be possible only at the end
of the window w.
Consider Listing 10.1. Since the body of the constraint c subsumes the body of the
query q (which is tested in Line 5), c is relevant for q . Since the fth heuristic applies to q
and the residue Hc σ of c for q (which is tested in Line 6), Hc σ contributes to the semantic
optimization of q . The function applyHeuristics(q, Hc ) modies q to q 0 using Hc σ and
returns q 0 (as dened above) in Line 7. Since q 0 is neither ⊥ nor provides the answers for

q , the condition in Line 8 evaluates to false and q 0 is appended to the set of alternative
semantically optimized queries Sq for q in Line 10. Since other constraints of the input
constraint set C can be applicable to q 0 , the algorithm is called recursively on q 0 and C
and the results of this call are also appended to the set Sq in Line 10. (An example of
repeated application of multiple constraints to the same query is given below.)
6. Join introduction: It may be advantageous to add a join with an additional relation,
if that relation is relatively small compared to the original relations as well as highly
selective. In database systems (but usually not in CEP, as explained above), this is even
more appealing if the join attributes are indexed. In CEP, join introduction can contribute

to query termination before the query evaluation time interval is over if the added atom
matches an event arriving after all queried events. In this case the query can compute
the answers earlier, i.e. the queried events become earlier irrelevant and can be garbage
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. Example 30 illustrates early query termination and garbage collection enabled

by join introduction.

Example 30.
Consider the query q of the form

number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)∧
{ ∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) }
which is the result of the predicate introduction into the query in Example 29.
Consider the constraint c of the form

∃ =1 j : auctionEnd(auctionID(A))∧
e(i) ≤ b(j) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))
The constraint c states that there is exacltly one auctionEnd event arriving after all

itemDescription events. The auctionEnd event has the same value of the attribute
auctionID as the itemDescription events.
The body of c subsumes the body of q with the empty unier σ . The head Hc of c is
the residue of c for q . It holds for q and is appended to the body of q . The result is q 0 of
the form:

number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)∧
{ ∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) }∧
{ ∃ =1 j : auctionEnd(auctionID(A)) ∧
e(i) ≤ b(j) }
The join introduction with only one event auctionEnd allows to terminate the query as
soon as the event arrives even if the query evaluation time window w is not over and even
if less then 10 000 itemDescription events have arrived. This heuristic also eects storage
minimization since the itemDescription events can become irrelevant earlier and can be
deleted. Note that the auctionEnd event does not have to be saved. It can be evaluated
by the query on the y. But if there were more then one event, they would have to be
saved (provided they contribute to the query optimization).
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Semantic optimization of CEP queries can surely rely on these slightly modied heuristics for the semantic optimization of database queries. No additional heuristics are required for the semantic optimization of CEP. In other words, the same algorithm can
be used to optimize both database and CEP queries. This means that also combined
queries (i.e., queries extracting some knowledge from a database and combining it with
stream processing) as needed in many applications, can be optimized by the algorithm in
Listing 10.1.
Summarizing this section, we would like to emphasize that the algorithm in Listing 10.1
is not only generic (i.e., language independent) but it also allows combined queries of a
database and an event stream as needed in many applications like the emergency detection
in a metro station described in Section 2.1.2. For each query q and a set of constraints C ,
the algorithm returns one of the following results:
1. ⊥, if q is unsatisable with respect to all streams satisfying C
2. The ground query q 0 providing the answers for q with respect to all streams satisfying

C
3. ∅, if no constraint in C is relevant for q and contributes to the semantic optimization
of q
4. The (not empty) set Sq of alternative semantically optimized queries for q
As illustrated by examples above, in the rst two cases, q is not evaluated. In the third case,

q cannot be semantically optimized using C . Therefore, the unchanged initial query q is
evaluated. The fourth case is the most interesting. If the set Sq of alternative semantically
optimized queries for q contains only one query q 0 , the query q 0 is evaluated instead of
the original query q . If the set Sq contains more than one query, one of them must be
chosen and processed instead of q . To this end, the evaluation costs of all queries in Sq
are determined using cost models, and one of them with the lowest (estimated) evaluation
cost is chosen and processed instead of q . The algorithm specifying the query choice is a
subject for future work.
The case in which the algorithm in Listing 10.1 returns the set of multiple alternative
semantically optimized queries for the initial query is the most general and usual case.
We illustrate it by the following example.

Example 31.
For the query q (introduced in Example 29):

number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
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i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)
and the set of constraints C (presented in Examples 29 and 30 respectively):

∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)
∃ =1 j : auctionEnd(auctionID(A))∧
e(i) ≤ b(j) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))
the algorithm in Listing 10.1 returns the set Sq of three alternative semantically optimized
queries q 0 (as explained above):

number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)∧
{ ∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) }
number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h ∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w) } ∧
{ ∃ =1 j : auctionEnd(auctionID(A)) ∧
e(i) ≤ b(j) }
number_of _of f ered_items(auctionID(A), number(count(I))) ←
i : itemDescription(auctionID(A), itemID(I), bidderID(B), value(V ))∧
w : Range 24h, Slide 24h∧
b(w) ≤ b(i) ∧ e(i) ≤ e(w)∧
{ ∃ ≤10000 i group-by ( ) }∧
{ ∃ =1 j : auctionEnd(auctionID(A)) ∧
e(i) ≤ b(j) }
One of q 0 ∈ Sq will be chosen by the query choice algorithm and evaluated instead of q .
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10.2 Termination, Complexity, and Correctness
In the following, the properties of the algorithm presented in Section 10.1 are formally
described. They are termination, complexity, and correctness. They all are derived from
the pseudo code of the algorithm in Listing 10.1.

Termination
Proposition 2. The algorithm terminates.

Proof. One query and a nite set of constraints are the input of the algorithm. Both queries
and constraints are hierarchical [50], i.e. they allow no recursion at all. Both queries and
constraints contain a nite number of literals and a nite number of conditions on the
events (states) matched by the literals in their bodies. Therefore, the algorithm computing
the subsumption of CEP queries, terminates and returns a nite unier or f alse. Hence,
there is only one residue of each constraint for a query. There are six semantic optimization
heuristics which are applied to a query and its residue. The application of each heuristic
terminates and always returns a nite modied query. Since the number of constraints is
nite, the algorithm can be nitely often recursively called for an input query.

Complexity
Let |C| denote the number of constraints in the input constraint set C . Let S be the
complexity of the subsumption of two CEP queries. Let H be the costs for the application
of a heuristic to a query and a residue.

Proposition 3. The complexity of the algorithm is in O(2|C| · |C| · S · H).

Proof. A constraint can be applied to a query only once and there is only one residue of a
constraint for a query. Hence, the set Sq of semantically optimized queries returned by the
algorithm for the input query q contains at most 2|C| − 1 elements (because of the power
set construction of the elements of the input constraint set C without the consideration
of the empty set). The algorithm is recursively called, rst, for the input query q and
for each of |C| constraints in the input constraint set C and, second, for each of at most

2|C| − 1 semantically optimized queries q 0 for q and each of |C| constraints. All in all, there
can be at most 2|C| · |C| recursive calls. There are six semantic optimization heuristics. In
the worst case, all of them are applied to a query and a residue. The complexity of the
algorithm is in O(2|C| · |C| · S · 6 · H) ∈ O(2|C| · |C| · S · H).
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The algorithm can be improved to consider only those constraints for each semantically
optimized query which have not been considered for it yet. However, the optimization of
the algorithm is out of the scope of this report and will be provided later.

Correctness
Proposition 4. The algorithm is correct, i.e. its result is a query which is semantically

equivalent to the original query.

The proof of this statement uses the model theories of an event query language and a
constraint language as well as the subsumption of CEP queries as black boxes. (Remember,
the algorithm is language independent.) We consider StreamLog as an example of an
event query language and ESCL as an example of a constraint language in the following.
Consider [52] for the denition of the interpretation of a StreamLog query and Denition
28 for the denition of the interpretation of an ESCL constraint.

Proof. Let I be an interpretation and c be an ESCL constraint of the form Hc ← Bc .
Assume c is satised in I , formally I = D, σ, τ |= c. Let q be a query of the form Hq ← Bq .
Let q be also satised in I , i.e. I = D, σ, τ |= q , and return the answer set of all στ (Hq )
such that for all τ there is a σ with D, σ, τ |= Bq . In other words, the head of q is an atom

Hq for constructing new, derived events. This construction uses the grounding unier στ
obtained while matching the query body Bq against events referenced by τ to replace
variables with values. The application of the grounding unier στ to the atom Hq returns
a ground atom. The atom is annotated with an occurrence time interval and represents
an event derived by the query q .
Assume Bc subsumes Bq with the unier σ (we assume the subsumption of two CEP
queries to be correct). Then Bq implies Bc σ . Bc σ implies Hc σ by the denition of a
constraint. Therefore, Bq implies Hc σ (?) since implication is transitive. The following
cases are possible:
1. If result by transformation or result by contradiction applies to Hc σ and q , Hc σ provides
the answers or the absence of answers for q . Because of (?), the result implied by

Hc σ is the only result q can have with respect to all streams S satisfying c.
2. If predicate introduction or join introduction applies to Hc σ and q , Hc σ is appended to
the query body and the algorithm returns the modied query q 0 = Hq ← Bq ∧{Hc σ}.
Because of (?) it is obvious that q 0 returns the same results as q with respect to all
streams S satisfying the constraint c.
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3. If predicate elimination or join elimination applies to Hc σ and q , there is a condition
or an atom x in the body Bq of q which is implied by Hc σ . Because of (?) and since
implication is transitive, Bq without x implies x. Therefore, x can be omitted from

Bq without eecting the semantics of q with respect to all streams S satisfying c.

The algorithm may not use trivial constraints because otherwise the third point in
the above proof does not hold any more. (More exactly: Bc must subsume Bq without

x in order to be able to drop x from Bq without eecting the semantics of q ). Consider
Example 32 illustrating how trivial constraints are processed by the algorithm and lead
to false query transformations.

Example 32.
Let q be the query of the form q(a) ← p(a). Let c be the trivial constraint of the form

p(a) ← p(a). The body of c subsumes the body of q with the empty unier σ . The residue
Hc σ = Hc = p(a) holds for q with respect to all streams satisfying c. Therefore, the
algorithm drops the only atom of the body of q and returns the modied query q 0 which
is a ground fact q(a) ←. This is not true however.
Remember that the application of heuristics to a query q and its residue Hq σ determines
whether the residue contributes to the semantic optimization of the query. Even if no
heuristic applies to them, Hq σ can be appended to the body of q without changing its
semantics as argued above.
Remember also that if Hc σ is appended to the body of q , Hc σ does not become a part
of the query body in the sense that q returns answers if its original body Bq matches the
stream, and not the modied body Bq ∧ Hc σ . As proven above, Hc σ holds for all streams
for which Bq holds, but the evaluation of Hc σ as a part of the query body can prohibit
early termination of q . To dierentiate between Bq and Hc σ , the latter is written in curly
braces. Consider Example 29 illustrating this.

Chapter 11
Conclusions
Summarizing this report, we briey describe the main features of those parts of the approach which are completely elaborated at the moment. Compare the description of the
entire approach in Section 1.1 with Figure 11.1. The results of this work are the following:
1. Event Stream Constraint Language (ESCL)
ESCL is a novel declarative rst-order logic language tailored to CEP.
ESCL constraints are short but expressive logic formulas capturing causal, cardinality, temporal, data, and spatial constraints on events, application states, and data
saved in a conventional database.
ESCL has strong formal foundations. Its declarative semantics is a kind of Herbrand interpretation extended to deal with temporal relations and event and state
identiers. The model relation between an interpretation and an ESCL constraint
is dened very similarly to the Tarski model relationship between an interpretation
and a formula.
Since ESCL is developed for the semantic optimization of CEP, the operational
IHTA

Derived
constraints

Other
constraints

in ESCL

Cost models

A semantically optimized
query to evaluate

The set of semantically
optimized queries

Query

Figure 11.1: Overview of the Approach

in StreamLog
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semantics of the language is dened by the algorithm semantically rewriting CEP
queries with respect to ESCL constraints. The algorithm is an adaption of the
residue method [31] for semantic optimization of database systems to CEP. The
algorithm is proven to terminate, to have exponential complexity in the worst case,
and be correct with respect to the declarative semantics of ESCL. However, ESCL
is not restricted to the semantic optimization of CEP. It could also be used for other
purposes, for example, for stream verication.
Finally, ESCL is modularly dened and extensible.
2. Instantiating Hierarchical Timed Automata (IHTA)
IHTA is a novel automata-based model of CEP application semantics which will
be used as metadata for the semantic optimization of CEP. To the best of our
knowledge, IHTA are the only kind of automata used in this way. But they are
not restricted to this purpose. Like other timed automata, IHTA can be used for
modeling dynamic event-driven systems and stream verication.
Like all automata, IHTA capture the notion of state and state transitions very
naturally. IHTA are independent from the language specifying their transition labels.
However, the expressiveness of IHTA and the kinds of constraints captured by IHTA
depend on the language specifying their transition labels.
In this report, (a variant of) the event query language StreamLog is suggested
as an example of such a language allowing access to event and state data, the
current time point, the beginning and the end of event occurrence time, and the
number of instances of IHTA. IHTA using StreamLog for formulation transition
labels express multiple involved temporal, causal, cardinality, and data relations
between events and states in a readable way. However, they do not express the entire
application semantics, for example, spatial constraints are not expressed by IHTA
using StreamLog at all. IHTA and StreamLog are designed to be comprehensive for
the user, their expressiveness is limited for this reason. ESCL constraints complete
IHTA with additional semantics.
IHTA are non-deterministic and able to work with events with the same occurrence
time.
IHTA are hierarchical and, therefore, modular which implies abstraction, readability,
(ex-) changeability, and reuse of the modules. In contrast to the existing hierarchical
models, IHTA can represent an arbitrary number of concurrent processes as required
in many CEP applications, like, for example, the online auction use case presented
in Section 2.1.1. This is realized by instantiation of module specications, i.e. of
nested IHTA.
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3. Propagation of ESCL cardinality constraints with respect to CEP queries
Event-based systems work with large amount of event data continuously arriving on
potentially innite event streams. Under these circumstances, garbage collection is
often indispensable. Hence, some base relations possibly became incomplete in the
meantime. As a consequence, CEP views cannot be led back to their base events
(states) without lost of results in some cases. Therefore, in order to semantically
optimize CEP queries which are based on CEP views, constraints have to be dened
for these views too and not only for their base events and states.
To reduce the number of constraints which must be dened by the user, only the
ECSL constraints for base events and states are manually specied and automatically propagated to CEP views with respect to the queries deriving the views. In this
report, the propagation of ESCL cardinality constraints with respect to StreamLog
queries is formally dened. But the approach is language independent in general.
The propagation of ESCL causal, temporal, and data constraints is to be investigated.
Propagation of ESCL cardinality constraints is dened in two steps: The rst step
considers the case in which the validity time intervals of cardinality constraints
coincide with the evaluation time interval of the query with respect to which the
constraints are propagated. This algorithm is also applicable to database constraints
and queries since in database systems there is usually no dependency from time, in
contrast to CEP. The second step treats the case in which the validity time intervals
of cardinality constraints dier from the evaluation time interval of the query with
respect to which the constraints are propagated. This algorithm is typical for CEP.
Query evaluation time and constraint validity time can be specied by a tumbling
window, a sliding window or a time interval. The time interval can be repeating or
non-repeating. It covers (relative timer) events and states, an unbounded window,
a now window, and a time interval the bounds of which are specied by functions.
The cardinality specications of propagated constraints may be complex, i.e. be an
arbitrary nested conjunction or disjunction of simple cardinality specications. The
body of the query with respect to which the constraints are propagated may be an
arbitrary nested conjunction or disjunction of literals.
The base cases of cardinality constraint propagation are dened in the form of tables.
The inductive cases are dened by algorithms. Each case is illustrated by examples.
4. Subsumption of CEP conjunctive queries
Subsumption of CEP queries is required for multi-query (semantic) optimization,
for the propagation of constraints which are rules, and for the determination of the
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relevance of a constraint for a query which is the base of the algorithm semantically
optimizing CEP queries.
In this report, the subsumption algorithm for Horn clauses proposed in [56] is
adapted to CEP queries. This adaption is necessary because CEP queries are dierent from clauses, in particular temporal conditions, extended quantiers, negative
atomic queries, and (data or temporal) conditions are taken into consideration by
the adapted algorithm deciding subsumption of ESCL or StreamLog conjunctive
queries.
The termination and complexity of the adapted algorithm are investigated. Like the
algorithm in [56], the adapted algorithm is polynomial in the best case and exponential in the worst case. For the considered core fragments of ESCL and StreamLog,
the adapted algorithm is proven to be correct and complete with respect to the
declarative semantics of the languages.
5. Semantic rewriting of CEP queries with respect to ESCL constraints
The algorithm semantically rewriting CEP queries with respect to ESCL constraints
is an adaption of the residue method semantically rewriting database queries with
respect to database constraints which was proposed in [31]. The method is static
and rather expensive. The method is proven to be exponential in the worst case in
this report.
Because of its complexity, the residue method is not wide-spread in database systems
where static (semantic) query optimization must be ecient for the following reasons: Database queries are usually ad hoc, data is completely available when queries
are put, and hence, all query answers are usually computed only once and expected
(almost) immediately. However, static (semantic) optimization of CEP queries may
be inecient if it happens before events are available and queries can be evaluated.
Besides, repeated evaluation of CEP queries over a long period of time is worth their
expensive static semantic optimization. In other words, static semantic query optimization in CEP has greater potential than in database systems because querying
a stream is fundamentally dierent from querying a database.
The adapted algorithm is based on the same heuristics as the residue method. However, these heuristics are slightly modied to deal with temporal relations typical for
CEP queries. The adapted algorithm and heuristics are illustrated by examples. The
algorithm is proven to terminate, to have exponential complexity in the worst case,
and to be correct with respect to the declarative semantics of ESCL and StreamLog.

Chapter 12
Future Work
This chapter gives an overview of the following future research directions which are based
on this report:
1. Development of the algorithm transforming IHTA into a set of ESCL constraints
(Section 12.1),
2. Development of the algorithm propagating causal, temporal, and data constraints
with respect to CEP queries (Section 12.2),
3. Development of the algorithm deriving constraints from CEP queries independently
from constraints (Section 12.3),
4. Elaboration of cost models according to which for each CEP query one of its alternatively semantically optimized queries is chosen to evaluate instead of the initial
query (Section 12.4), and nally
5. Implementation and experimental evaluation of the approach, and development of
the visual editor facilitating its use (Section 12.5).

12.1 Derivation of Constraints from IHTA
12.1.1 Motivation
IHTA (Chapter 6) are a presentation of constraints in a readable way. In particular, the
constraints determined by the application workow are expressed by the automata in a
concise and comprehensive for the user way. However, the algorithm semantically rewriting
CEP queries with respect to the application semantics (Chapter 10) works on metadata
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expressed as a set of constraints, not automata. Therefore, IHTA will be transformed into
a set of ESCL constraints. The transformation algorithm and the proof of its correctness
with respect to the formal semantics of IHTA are subjects of future work. This section
describes the intuition behind this transformation and gives some examples.
Consider the IHTA in Figure 6.1. Many ESCL constraints can be automatically derived
from the automata. Indeed, it is known which, how many, when, in which order, and under
which circumstances events will arrive and states will be reached. More concrete: All paths
from a start state till an end state of an IHTA can be computed and the strongly connected
components involved into these paths can be recognized. As a result the knowledge about:
1. The number,
2. The temporal order,
3. The causal dependencies, and nally
4. The dependencies between the data
of events and states is yielded. More involved constraints are specied in ESCL directly
and not derived from IHTA. Examples of such constraints are given in Listing 7.4 and
Listing 7.6. Spatial constraints are not expressed by IHTA. Remember that IHTA are
designed to be readable and as a consequence their expressiveness is limited.

12.1.2 Cardinality Constrains
Consider the set of cardinality constraints in Listing 7.1. They all can be automatically
derived from the IHTA

ItemOer( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ) in Figure 6.1 according to

the following rules:

• If n is the upper bound, the lower bound, or the exact number of the events (states)
matching the atom q for each path from a start till an end state of the IHTA, the
cardinality constraint IN ANY CASE ∃θn q END is derived where θ ∈ {≤, ≥, =}
respectively. The constraints in Lines 33, 31, and 35 in Listing 7.1 are the respective
examples.

• If both the lower bound n and the upper bound m of the number of events (states)
matching the atom q in each path is known, these bounds are combined in a single
cardinality constraint by means of logic ∧, i.e. the constraint IN ANY CASE

∃≥n∧≤m q END is yielded.
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• If dierent paths have dierent numbers of the events (states) matching the atom q ,
this knowledge is combined within a single cardinality constraint by means of logic

∨, see the example in Lines 911 in Listing 7.1.

12.1.3 Causality Constraints
Assume there is a state s in the IHTA such that all paths from s to an end state of the
IHTA contain at least one event (state) matching the atom q . Let c be the cardinality
specication of q from s till an end state of the IHTA. If s is not a start state of the IHTA,
all event sequences S leading to s cause the events (states) matching q . The constraint IF

S THEN ∃c q END is yielded. The constraint in Lines 3771 in Listing 7.1 is a causality
(and cardinality) constraint derived in this way.

12.1.4 Temporal Constraints
After all paths from a start to an end state of IHTA are analyzed, the order of events
and states is known. In particular, if there is a strongly connected component in IHTA
with the set of events and states S involved in it, then there is the set of events and
states B appearing on a path before reaching S and there is the set of events and states A
appearing on a path after leaving S forever. In this case each event (state) in B appears
before each event (state) in S and A and each event (state) in S appears before each
event (state) in A. This idea is exploited by the derivation of the temporal constraints in
Listing 7.2.

12.1.5 Data Constraints
The class of data constraints which can be derived from the IHTA is the functional
dependencies between the unique data attributes of nested IHTA dierentiating between
the instances of their respective IHTA. Remember that these data attributes are marked
by the key word unique in the transition labels of IHTA. Consider, for example, the IHTA

BidderEnrollment( auctionID(A), enrollID(E) ) and the IHTA
ItemOer( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ) are nested into the IHTA Auction( auctionID(A)
) where the values of the variables A, E , and I are unique, i.e. they identify the instances

in Figure 6.1. The IHTA

of their respective states. Because of these reasons, in all events and states of the IHTA

BidderEnrollment( auctionID(A), enrollID(E) ) the value of the variable A is functionally
dependent from the value of the variable E and, analogously, in all events and states of the
IHTA

ItemOer( auctionID(A), itemID(I) ) the value of the variable A is functionally
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dependent from the value of the variable I . Listing 7.5 shows some data constraints
expressing the functional dependency of A from I . All the other constraints are derived
from the IHTA analogously.

12.2 Propagation of Causal, Temporal, and Data Constraints
Analogously to the propagation of cardinality constraints (Chapter 8), causal, temporal,
and data constraints will be propagated with respect to CEP queries. The StreamLog rule
in Listing 12.1 will illustrate the intuition behind the propagation of these constraints.
The rule identies the items protably sold during an auction, i.e. their selling price is
higher than the double of their start price.
Listing 12.1: StreamLog rule identifying protably sold items during an auction
1 a u c t i o n ( a u c t i o n I D (A ) ) :
2

p r o f i t a b l y S o l d I t e m ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

itemID ( I ) )

←

3

i t e m D e s c r i p t i o n ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

itemID ( I ) ,

4

s e l l ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

b i d d e r I D ( B2 ) ,

5

V2 > 2 · V1

itemID ( I ) ,

b i d d e r I D ( B1 ) ,
v a l u e ( V2 ) )

v a l u e ( V1 ) )

∧

12.2.1 Causal Constraints
Consider the IHTA in Figure 6.1. Whether there is at least one item description during
an auction depends on whether at least two bidders are enrolled for the auction, i.e.

item

description events are caused by at least two bidder enrollment events. Whether an item
is sold depends on whether there is at least one bid for it, i.e. sell events are caused by bid
events. However, protablySoldItem events are caused not only by bidder enrollment and
bid events but also by the price dierence of respective item description and sell events.
Without the condition in Line 5 of Listing 12.1, the causal constraint could be derived
for the

protablySoldItem events.

12.2.2 Temporal Constraints
Since the occurrence time of the derived event prof itablySoldItem comprises the occurrence time intervals of the events it was derived from (i.e., itemDescription and sell)
and since description of an item always precedes its sell, all events and states happening

∧
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before itemDescription events precede prof itablySoldItems events and all events and
states following sell events happen after prof itablySoldItems events.

12.2.3 Data Constraints
Since there is a functional dependency of the auction identier from the item identier

itemDescription and sell events and since both respective attributes are carried
by the derived protablySoldItem events, this functional dependency holds also for the
protablySoldItem events.
in all

12.3 Derivation of Constraints from CEP Queries
Some constraints can be derived from CEP queries independently from constraints. Consider the following example described in detail in Chapter 5.
Listing 12.2: StreamLog rule computing the number of bids per item during an auction
1 a u c t i o n ( a u c t i o n I D (A ) ) :
2
3

bidNumber ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,
b i d ( a u c t i o n I D (A) ,

itemID ( I ) , number ( c o u n t (A, I ) ) )

itemID ( I ) ,

b i d d e r I D (B ) ,

←

v a l u e (V) )

The value of the attribute number of the derived events depends on the number of bids
per item in each auction. The is exactly one

bidNumber event for each item with bids

during an auction. Therefore the following constraint can be derived:
Listing 12.3: Constraint derived from the rule in Listing 12.2.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

WHILE a u c t i o n ( a u c t i o n I D (A) )
LET
IF ∃=k b i d ( a u c t i o n I D (A) , itemID ( I ) , b i d d e r I D (B ) , v a l u e (V) )
group−by {A, I }
THEN ∃=1 bidNumber ( a u c t i o n I D (A) , itemID ( I ) , number (N) ) ∧ N
END
END

=

k

12.4 Cost Models
The algorithm semantically rewriting CEP queries with respect to constraints (Chapter 10) returns a set of alternatively semantically optimized queries for each original
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query in general. Consider Example 31. Cost models are used to estimate the evaluation
costs of these queries to choose the cheapest one of them to evaluate instead of the original
query. The elaboration of these cost models as well as the algorithm choosing a query to
evaluate are subjects for future work.

12.5 Implementation, Experimental Evaluation, and
Visual Editor
Finally, the whole method will be implemented in Java and its prot will be experimentally demonstrated. A visual editor will be built to facilitate the use of the approach.
The user will specify the application semantics by IHTA and ESCL constraints and put
CEP queries to evaluate. IHTA will be automatically transformed into (normalized) sets
of ESCL constraints. (The manually specied ESCL constraints will be also automatically normalized). The entire set of the constraints will be further used for the semantic
rewriting of the CEP queries. The user will choose cost models out of the list of cost
models supported by the system. According to these cost models, for each original query,
a semantically optimized query with the lowest estimated cost will be chosen to evaluate
instead of the initial query. Finally, the answers for the optimized queries will be computed
and printed out.
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